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SECTION 1 – Focus on Educational Improvement
The personnel evaluation program of the Bossier Parish School System reflects the educational philosophy, purposes,
and goals of the state and district. It impacts the quality of teaching and learning through effective assessment and
continuing development of all professional employees following the guidelines of Bulletin 130 and locally established
criteria.
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Bossier Parish educators have high expectations for students and strive to provide students with educational
opportunities that ensure they are college and career ready. The district and individual schools work toward the following
professional evaluation goals:
1. Offer rigorous instruction and learning experiences for all students to ensure they are college and career
ready.
2. Assure employment of certified and highly qualified personnel and retain effective professional
employees.
3. Foster the continuing professional growth of all educators.
4. Support the development of new teachers and nurture the development of the experienced teacher.
5. Embrace sound educational principles and strengthen the learning environment.
6. Promote positive interpersonal relationships among personnel for continuing improvements of
professional competencies.
7. Provide procedures for self-evaluation, personal reflection, and peer collaboration.
The principals and faculties use evaluation results each year to set additional goals at the individual school sites to
build on strengths and address areas in need of improvement.
On an annual basis, assessment and sharing of progress toward accomplishment of educational goals occurs at the
district and school levels.

SECTION 2 - Guidelines of the Program (101)
A. In accordance with R.S. 17:391.2 et seq., and this Part, each LEA must develop a uniform system for the annual
evaluation of certified and other professional personnel.

B. The guidelines approved by BESE to strengthen local teacher evaluation programs include the components of effective
teaching in 901 of this Part and the Performance Expectations and Indicators for Educational Leaders, 2008 edition.
C. The requirements referred to in Subsection B of this Section will form the basis for the local evaluation.

SECTION 3 - Purposes of Personnel Evaluation (103)
The Bossier Parish School System believes that (1) all students can learn, (2) effective teaching increases the
opportunities for students to learn, and (3) a collaborative relationship between the educator and evaluator creates the
appropriate climate for teaching and learning. These beliefs form the philosophy for the evaluation process and provide
for a positive process that benefits the school, community, students, and employees.
The philosophy of principal evaluation in the Bossier Parish School System embraces the belief that an effective
principal works with staff to identify school goals. These goals promote the enhancement of student learning. Effective
principals are visible, positive role models who are respected by staff, students, and the school community. They are
leaders who encourage by example, ongoing professional development of those around them. They promote leadership in
others so all can learn to lead. They are fair and consistent, yet flexible enough to be creative problem-solvers and risktakers. The Bossier Parish School System believes that this philosophy captures the essence of the effective principal and
will serve as the foundation for the principal evaluation process. The effective school leader maintains a safe and orderly
school environment and creates (promotes) a positive school atmosphere where staffs are empowered to make decisions
collaboratively regarding the school’s programs
A. The purposes for which personnel evaluation will be used in Bossier Parish are as follows:
1. To support performance management systems that ensure qualified and effective personnel are employed in
instructional and administrative positions
2. To enhance the quality of instruction and administration in public schools
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3. To provide procedures that are necessary to retain effective teachers and administrators and to strengthen the
formal learning environment
4. To foster continuous improvement of teaching and learning by providing opportunities for targeted professional
growth and development.

SECTION 4 - Framework for Personnel Evaluation Programs (105)
A. The Bossier Parish School System has the responsibility of providing an appropriate program for the evaluation of

certified and other professional personnel employed within the system. Programs should be appropriate and should
meet the needs of the school district.

B. The local Personnel Evaluation Plans defined by the Board shall include, at a minimum, the following elements:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Job Descriptions: The Bossier Parish School System shall establish job descriptions for every category of
teacher and administrator. All job descriptions shall contain the criteria for which the teacher or administrator
shall be evaluated.
Professional Growth Planning Process: The Bossier Parish School System shall provide guidelines for teachers
and administrators to develop a professional growth plan with their evaluators. The plans must be designed to
assist each teacher or administrator in demonstrating effective performance, as defined by Bulletin 130. Each
plan will include objectives as well as the strategies that the teacher or administrator intends to use to attain each
objective.
Observation/Data Collection Process: The evaluator or evaluators of each teacher and administrator shall
conduct observations of teacher and administrator practice sufficient to gain a complete picture of performance
and impart individualized feedback each year.
a. for the 2020-21 academic year only, this shall include one announced observation for teachers and
administrators.
b. any teacher or administrator who earns an observation rating of Ineffective or Effective: Emerging shall
be observed a second time.
c. following the 2020-21 academic year, this shall include a minimum of two observations per academic
year and may include more observations, particularly for teachers or administrators that are not meeting
expectations. At least one of these observations shall be announced and shall include a pre- and postobservation conference. One of the observations may be waived for teachers who have earned a rating of
highly effective according to the value-added model in the previous year (VAM 90 or higher). Following
all observations, evaluators shall provide evaluatees with feedback, including areas for commendation as
well as areas for improvement. Additional evidence, such as data from periodic visits to the school and/or
classroom as well as written materials or artifacts, may be used to inform evaluation.
Professional Development and Support: The Bossier Parish School System shall provide multiple opportunities
for teachers and administrators to receive feedback, reflect on individual practice, consider opportunities for
improvement throughout the academic year, and shall provide intensive assistance plans to teachers and
administrators, according to the requirements set forth in Bulletin 130.
Grievance Process: Bossier Parish School System shall include in their local personnel evaluation plans a
description of the procedures for resolving conflict and/or grievances relating to evaluation results in a fair,
efficient, effective, and professional manner shall be included in the process

SECTION 5 - Overview of Personnel Evaluation (301)
A. Personnel evaluation for teachers and administrators shall be composed of two parts. Fifty percent of the evaluation
shall be composed of applicable measure(s) of growth in student learning. The remaining 50 percent shall be based
upon a qualitative assessment of teacher or administrator performance.

1. For teachers, data derived from the value-added assessment model shall be a factor in measuring growth in
student learning for grade levels and subjects for which value-added data are available. If value-added data are
available, growth in student learning (50 percent of the total score) shall be comprised of 35 percent valueadded and 15 percent student learning targets. If value-added data are not available, growth in student learning
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shall be comprised of 50 percent student learning targets. For administrators, the 50 percent of the evaluation
based upon growth in student learning shall incorporate a school-wide measure of growth and goal setting for
principals is subject to section 305.D of this bulletin.
2. For the 2020-21 academic year only, the 50 percent of the evaluation that is based on a qualitative measure of
teacher and administrator performance shall include one announced observation for teachers and administrators.
a. any teacher or administrator who earns an observation rating of Ineffective or Effective: Emerging shall be
observed a second time.
b. following the 2020-21 academic year, the 50 percent of the evaluation that is based on a qualitative measure
of teacher and administrator performance shall include a minimum of two observations or site visits. This
portion of the evaluation may include additional evaluative evidence, such as walk-through observation
data and evaluation of written work products.
B. The combination of the applicable measure of growth in student learning and the qualitative assessment of
performance shall result in a composite score used to distinguish levels of overall effectiveness for teachers and
administrators.

SECTION 6 - Measures of Growth in Student Learning - Value-Added Model (303)
A. A value-added model shall be used to measure student growth for the purposes of teacher and administrator
evaluation, where available, according to guidelines provided by the State Department.

B. Value-added data shall be provided to teachers in grades and subjects that administer state-wide standardized tests
and for which appropriate prior testing data is available. The value-added model shall not be applied for the
purposes of evaluation in any cases in which there are fewer than 10 students with value-added results assigned to
an educator.
C. The value-added model shall be a statistical model approved by the BESE Board for linking academic gains of
students to teachers in grades and subjects for which appropriate data are available.
D. The value-added model shall take into account the following student-level variables:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

prior achievement data that are available (up to three years)
gifted status
section 504 status
attendance
disability status
economically disadvantaged status
limited English proficiency
prior discipline history.

E. Classroom composition variables shall also be included in the model.
F. Additional specifications relating to the value-added model shall be adopted by the BESE Board, in accordance with
R.S. 17:10.1(D).
G. During the transition to English I, English II, algebra I, and geometry assessments having five levels of
performance, teacher value-added data will not be available in 2017-2018. During this time, the department shall
provide transitional student growth data that may be used as a measure of student growth, at the evaluator’s
discretion. Bossier Parish School System may define local rules pertaining to the use of such data.

SECTION 7 - Measures of Growth in Student Learning – Learning Targets (305)
A. The State Department of Education shall expand the value-added model, as new state assessments become
available.
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B. For teachers and administrators, progress towards pre-determined student learning targets, as measured by stateapproved common assessments, where available, shall inform the student growth component of the evaluation.
Student learning targets shall include goals which express an expectation of growth in student achievement over a
given period of time, as well as common measures for assessing attainment of those goals, such as an identified
assessment and/or a body of evidence.
C. Teachers: A minimum of two student learning targets shall be identified for each teacher. The State Department
shall provide evaluative tools for evaluators to use in assessing the quality and attainment of student learning
targets.
1. State-approved common assessments shall be used as part of the body of evidence measuring students’
attainment of learning targets, where available.
2. Where no state-approved common assessments are available, evaluatees and evaluators shall decide upon the
appropriate assessment or assessments to measure students’ attainment of learning targets.
3. The Bossier Parish School System may define consistent student learning targets across schools and classrooms
for teachers with similar assignments, provided that they allow for ample flexibility to address the specific
needs of students in each classroom.

D. Principals and Administrators: A minimum of two student learning targets shall be identified for each
administrator.
1. For principals, the LDE shall provide recommended targets to use in assessing the quality and attainment of
both student learning targets which will be based upon review of “similar” schools. The LDE will annually
publish the methodology for defining “similar” schools.
2. For principals, at least one learning target shall be based on overall school performance improvement in the
current school year, as measured by the school performance score.
a. for the 2020-21 academic year only, overall school performance improvement may be measured by the
school performance score or by formative assessment data.
3. For principals, at least one learning target shall be based on growth in a component (e.g., ELA or math
improvement) of school performance score.
a. for the 2020-21 academic year only, overall school performance improvement may be measured by the
school performance score or by formative assessment data.
4. Principals at schools with special populations (e.g., alternative schools) or those that do not have grades with
standardized testing and available value-added data (e.g., K-2 schools) may define learning targets based on
LDE guidance.
E. The State Department shall provide annual updates to LEAs relating to:
1. The expansion of state-standardized testing and the availability of value-added data, as applicable;
2. The expansion of state-approved common assessments to be used to build to bodies of evidence for student
learning where the value-added model is not available; and
3. The revision of state-approved tools to be used in evaluating student learning targets.

SECTION 8 - Observation Tools (307)
A. The Bossier Parish School System shall utilize an observation tool to conduct a qualitative assessment of teacher,
content leader, mentor teacher, and administrator performance that is not based on measurements of growth in student
learning and will represent 50 percent of all evaluations.

B. Bossier Parish School System observation tools shall adhere to the following minimum requirements.
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1. The tool for teacher evaluation shall align to the Louisiana Components of Effective Teaching. The tool for
administrator evaluation shall align to the Performance Expectations and Indicators for Educational Leaders,
contained within Bulletin 125- Standards for Educational Leaders in Louisiana.
a. The Louisiana Components of Effective Teaching and the Performance Expectations and Indicators for
Educational Leaders may be reviewed as needed by the State Department in collaboration with educators
administering the evaluation system and appropriate third parties to determine the need for modifications
and their continuing utility.
b. BESE shall approve any changes made to the Louisiana Components of Effective Teaching and the
Performance Expectations and Indicators for Educational Leaders.
2. Observation tools for teachers, librarians, school administrators and counselors shall provide an overall score
between 1.0 and 4.0. Total scores on observation tools may include tenths of points, indicated with a decimal
point.
3. Observation tools for content leader and mentor teacher evaluation shall align to the components of effective
teaching in 901 of this Part and the Performance Expectations and Indicators for Educational Leaders, 2008
edition, as well as competencies for content leader or mentor teachers in LAC 28:CXXXI.350 and 351.
C. The State Department shall develop and/or identify model observation tools according to these minimum
requirements, which may be adopted by LEAs.
D. Bossier Parish School System which do not intend to use model observation tools developed or identified by the
State Department shall submit proposed alternate tools to the State Department for evaluation and approval. Any
proposed alternate observation tools shall be submitted to the State Department for approval.
1. With the submission of proposed alternate observation tools, the Bossier Parish School System may request a
waiver to use competencies and performance standards other than those provided in the Louisiana Components
of Effective Teaching and the Performance Expectations and Indicators for Educational Leaders. Such requests
shall include:
a. a justification for how the modified competencies and performance standards will support specific
performance goals related to educator and student outcomes; and
b. an explanation of how the Bossier Parish School System will ensure the reliability and validity of the
alternate observation tool intended to measure the modified competencies and performance standards.
2. The State Department may request revisions to proposed alternate observation tools to ensure their compliance
with the minimum requirements set forth in this bulletin.
3. If requested, revisions to proposed alternate observation tools shall be submitted to the State Department by the
Bossier Parish School System.
4. Proposed alternate observation tools shall be either approved or denied by the State Department no later than
August 1.
5. Should the Bossier Parish School System secure department approval for use of an alternate observation
tool(s), then the System need not submit them for approval in subsequent years, unless the alternate observation
tool(s) is revised, the Louisiana Components of Effective Teaching or Performance Expectations and Indicators
for Educational Leaders are revised, or revisions to this section are approved by the BESE Board.

SECTION 9 - Standards of Effectiveness (309)
A. Teachers and administrators shall receive a final composite score on annual evaluations to determine their
effectiveness rating for that academic year.
1. The 50 percent of evaluations that is based on student growth will be represented by sub-score between 1.0 and
4.0.
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2. The 50 percent of evaluations that is based on a qualitative assessment of performance will also be represented
by sub-score between 1.0 and 4.0.
3. The final composite score for teachers and administrators shall be the average of the two sub-scores and shall be
represented as a score between 1.0 and 4.0.
B. The composite score ranges defining Ineffective, Effective (Emerging or Proficient) and Highly Effective
performance shall be as follows:

Effectiveness Rating

Composite Score Range

Ineffective

x<1.5

Effective: Emerging

1.5≤x<2.5

Effective: Proficient

2.5≤x<3.5

Highly Effective

3.5≤x

SECTION 10 - Evaluators (311)
A. The Bossier Parish School System shall establish and maintain an accountability relationships register to clearly
define who shall be the evaluator or evaluators within the ranks of teachers and administrators.

B. Evaluators of teachers shall be school principal, assistant principals, or the evaluatee’s respective supervisory level
designee.
1. Other designees, such as instructional coaches, content leaders, master teachers and mentor teachers may conduct
observations to help inform the evaluator assessment of teacher performance. These designees shall be recorded
as additional observers within the accountability relationships register. Bossier Parish curriculum staff,
curriculum/instructional/ early intervening services coaches and master/mentor teachers provide support and
assistance for the teachers.
C. Evaluators of administrators shall be Bossier Parish School Board Assistant Superintendents, Superintendent, Chief
Academic Officer, or the evaluatee’s respective supervisory level designee.
D. All evaluators shall be certified to serve as evaluators, according to the minimum requirements provided by the State
Department.
1. The State Department, its contractors, and LEAs with approved alternate observation tools shall serve as the sole
certifiers of evaluators.
2. The evaluator certification process shall include an assessment to ensure inter-rater reliability and accuracy of
ratings, based on the use of the teacher or leader observation rubric.
3. Evaluators on record must renew certification to evaluate annually.
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ACCOUNTABILITY RELATIONSHIPS AND PROGRAM INSTRUMENTS REGISTER

Written accountability relationships define clearly who is accountable to whom for the purposes of professional
personnel evaluation. All observers/evaluators in the program of professional evaluation receive training
annually. The evaluators are responsible for providing or arranging update training for the employees that they
evaluate within the first four weeks of the school year
EVALUATEE

JOB
DESCRIPTION
JD I
JD II-1

PAGE
NUMBER
18-19
20

School Board
Superintendent

JD II-2

21

Superintendent

JD II-3
JD III-1

22
23

JD III-2

24

Director of Special Education

JD III-3

25

Director of Technology

JD III-4

26-27

Director of ESSA, Title I (inactive)

JD III-5

28

Director of Security
Director of Transportation

JD III-6
JD III-7

29-30
31

Chief Financial Officer
Director of Maintenance

JD IV-1
JD IV-2

32
33

Supervisor of Instructional Services

JD IV-3

34

Supervisor of Grades PreK-2, Guidance & Believe
and Prepare Grant
Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance

JD IV-4

35

JD IV-5

36-37

Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance and Title II,
Title IV, and Direct Student Services (DSS)
Secondary Supervisor of Education, Guidance, and
Supplemental Course Allotment (SCA)
Supervisor of Career and Technical Education New

JD IV-6

38-39

JD IV-7

40-41

JD IV-8

42-43

Supervisor of Action Research, Traditional and JobEmbedded Staff Development, and Professional
Learning Communities
Supervisor of Pupil Appraisal
Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance

JD IV-9

44-45

Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent of Administration and
Personnel
Assistant Superintendent of Administration and
Personnel
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent of Administration and
Personnel
Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent of Administration and
Personnel
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs

JD IV-10
JD IV-11

46
47

Supervisor of Student Services Hearing Officer
(Revised from JD XII-3)
Instructional Supervisor of ESSA & Parent Center

JD IV-12

48

JD IV-13

49

Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent of Administration and
Personnel
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
Chief Academic Officer (Inactive)
Director of Student Services, Community Affairs,
Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
Director of Human Resources

EVALUATEE

JOB
DESCRIPTION
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PAGE
NUMBER

EVALUATOR

Director of Special Education
Director of Student Services, Community Affairs,
Minority Recruitment, and Title IV
Director of Student Services, Community Affairs,
Minority Recruitment, and Title IV
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
EVALUATOR

Supervisor of Programs of Professional Evaluation
(COMPASS) and District Personnel Evaluation
Supervisor of Special Education, Grades PreK-5

JD IV-14

50

Director of Human Resources

JD IV-15

51

Director of Special Education

Supervisor of Special Education, Grades 6-12

JD IV-16

52

Director of Special Education

Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment

JD IV-17

53-54

Supervisor of Child Nutrition
Supervisor of Planning and Construction

JD IV-18
JD IV-20

55-56
57

Chief Procurement Officer

JD IV-21

58

Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
Chief Financial Officer
Assistant Superintendent of Administration and
Personnel
Chief Financial Officer

Principal of Elementary/Intermediate/Middle/High/

JD V-1

59-60

Principal of Bossier Parish School for Technology
and Innovative Learning

JD V-2

61-62

Principal of Bossier Education Complex/BEC/PreGED/Alternative School/Virtual Program
Coordinator
Academic Administrator of the Bossier Parish
Virtual Learning Program

JD V-3

63-64

JD V-4

65-66

Assistant Principal of Intermediate, Middle/High
Assistant Principal of Elementary School
Administrative Assistant
Program Manager of Special Education Curriculum,
Discipline/ Secondary
Program Manager of Special Education Curriculum,
Discipline, PreK-5

JD VI-1
JD VI-2
JD VII-1
JD VIII-1

67-68
69-70
71-72
73

Assistant Superintendent of Administration and
Personnel and Assistant Superintendent of
Curriculum and Academic Affairs
Assistant Superintendent of Administration and
Personnel and Assistant Superintendent of
Curriculum and Academic Affairs
Assistant Superintendents of Administration and
Personnel Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum
and Academic Affairs
Assistant Superintendents of Administration and
Personnel Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum
and Academic Affairs
Principal
Principal
Principal
Special Education Supervisors

JD VIII-2

74

Special Education Supervisors

Coordinator of Curriculum, Pre-K
Coordinator of Curriculum, Grades K-2 or 3-5
Coordinator of Curriculum, Grades 6-8
Coordinator of Curriculum, Grades 6-12 and K-12
PE, Science
Coordinator of Curriculum, Grades 9-12
Coordinator of Curriculum, Literacy Innovation
Coordinator of Curriculum, K-12 Music and Arts,
Grants and Staff Development

JD IX-1
JD IX-2
JD IX-3
JD IX-4

75-76
77
78
79-80

Supervisor of Grades PreK-2, Guidance
Supervisor of Grades PreK-2 or 3-5, Guidance
Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance
Supervisor of Grades 9-12, Guidance

JD IX-5
JD IX-6
JD IX-7

81
82
83-84

Supervisor of Grades 9-12, Guidance
Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance
Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance

Coordinator of Child Welfare and Attendance

JD IX-8

85

Coordinator of School Nurses

JD IX-9

86

Director of Student Services, Community Affairs,
Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
Director of Special Education

Coordinator of Child Nutrition
Coordinator of Technology Staff Development
Coordinator of Special Education, Extended School
Year Program (ESY)
Coordinator of Special Education Curriculum,
Autism
Coordinator of Special Education Curriculum,
Secondary
EVALUATEE

JD IX-10
JD IX-11
JD IX-12

87
88
89

Supervisor of Child Nutrition
Director of Technology
Special Education Supervisors

JD IX-13

90

Special Education Supervisors

JD IX-14

91

Special Education Supervisors

JOB
DESCRIPTION
JD IX-15

PAGE
NUMBER
92

Coordinator of Special Education Curriculum, Early
Childhood (Preschool)
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EVALUATOR
Special Education Supervisors

Coordinator of Gifted and Talented Curriculum

JD IX-16

93

Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment

Coordinator of Special Education, Assistive Technolo JD IX-17

94

Special Education Supervisors

Special Education Curriculum/Program
Coordinator,Transition/Paraprofessional/Summer
Remediation
Coordinator of Section 504 Program

JD IX-18

95

JD IX-19

96

Pupil Appraisal/Special Education Supervisors

Coordinator of Special Education
Curriculum/Program, High School Options Liaison

JD IX-20

97

Special Education Supervisors

Coordinator of Special Education Curriculum, IEP
Compliance
Coordinator of Special Education, Behavior
Coordinator of Transition Mentoring
Coordinator of Title I Instruction
Coordinator of Special Education, Transportation

JD IX-21

98

Special Education Supervisors

JD IX-22
JD IX-23
JD IX-24
JD IX-25

99-100
101-102
103
104

Special Education Supervisors
Special Education Supervisors
Supervisor of Grades PreK-2, Guidance
Special Education Supervisors

Coordinator of Special Education, Significant Disabilities

JD IX-26

105-106

Special Education Supervisors

Coordinator of Special Education Curriculum
Manager of DoDEA Grants and Military Service

JD IX-27
JD IX-28

107-108
109

Coordinator of EL Instruction
Coordinator of Career and Technical Education, 6-12
Facilitator of ESSA, Title I Social Services

JD IX-29
JD IX-30
JD X-1

110
111-112
113

Facilitator of Curriculum Literacy/Numeracy
Facilitator of Accountability and Assessment
Facilitator of Maintenance/Transportation
Facilitator of Special Education
Facilitator of Gifted/Talented
Facilitator of Special Education, Behavior Interventionist
Coordinator of Special Education Staff Development
Facilitator of Special Education, Assistive Technology,IS
Facilitator of Special Education, Assistive Technology
Facilitator of Technology Training
Facilitator of Special Education, Instructional/Program
Facilitator of Special Education, Pupil Appraisal
Facilitator of STEAM (Funded by grant 8/16 – 5/21)
Facilitator of Student Advocacy
Teacher: Adapted Physical Education
Teacher: Internship/Cooperative Business Education
Teacher: Health Occupations
Teacher: Marketing Education
Master Teacher Inactive
Master Teacher/PBIS Interventionist, BEC Inactive
Mentor Teacher Inactive
Teacher: ESSA, Title I- Inactive
Teacher: PreK-12
Teacher: Trade and Industry
Teacher: Virtual School K-12
EVALUATEE

JD X-2
JD X-3
JD X-4
JD X-5
JD X-6
JD X-6
JD X-7
JD X-8
JD X-9
JD X-10
JD X-11
JD X-12
JD X-13
JD X-14
JD XI-1
JD XI-2
JD XI-3
JD XI-4
JD XI-5
JD XI-6
JD XI-7
JD XI-8
JD XI-9
JD XI-10
JD XI-11
JOB
DESCRIPTION
JD XI-12

114-115
116
117
118-119
120-121
122
123
124-125
126
127
128-129
130-131
132
133
134-136
137-139
140-142
143-144
145-146
147
148-149
150-152
153-155
156-158
159-161
PAGE
NUMBER
162

Special Education Supervisors
Director of Student Services, Community Affairs,
Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance
Supervisor of Career and Technical Education
Director of Student Services, Community Affairs,
Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
Supervisor of Curriculum and Guidance
Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment
Director of Transportation
Special Education Supervisors
Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment
Special Education Supervisors
Special Education Supervisors
Special Education Supervisors
Special Education Supervisors
Supervisor of Technology
Supervisors
Pupil Appraisal Supervisor
Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance
Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal and Supervisor of ESSA
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee

JD XI-13

163

Teacher: Nature Study Center
Instructor: Sci-Port Discovery Center Education
(Inactive)

11

EVALUATOR
Supervisor of Action Research, Traditional & JobEmbedded Staff Development, & PLCs/Principal
Supervisor of Secondary Education, 9-12,
Guidance

Instructor: STARBASE
Teacher: Talented PreK-12

JD XI-14
JD XI-15

164-165
166-168

Therapist: Speech, Language, and Hearing

JD XI-16

169

Librarian
Counselor: High School
Counselor: Middle School
Counselor: Elementary School
Counselor: Career (Bossier School for Technology and
Innovative Learning) BPSTIL
Counselor: Bossier Parish Virtual Learning Program

JD XI-17
JD XI-18
JD XI-19
JD XI-20
JD XI-21

170-172
173-174
175-176
177
178-179

JD XI-22

180-181

Capital Improvement/Fixed Assets/School Activity Funds
Accountant
Chief Accountant
Graphic Artist
Hearing Officer (Revised to JD IV-12)

JD XII-1

182

JD XII-2
JD XII-3
JD XII-4

183
184
186

Attendance Officer

JD XII-5

186

Public Relations Liaison
Behavior Coach
Instructional Coach, PreK-8
Early Intervening Service Coach
Instructional Coach, 9-12
ESSA, Homeless Liaison

JD XII-6
JD XII-7
JD XII-8
JD XII-9
JD XII-10
JD XII-11

187
188
189
190
191
192

Mental Health Liaison
Therapist: Occupational/Physical (9 months)
Therapist: Occupational/Physical (10 months)
Speech, Language, and Hearing Evaluator
School Social Worker
School Psychologist
Professional School Nurse
Special Education School Nurse
Educational Diagnostician
Special Education SER Compliance Analyst
Special Education Specialist, Augmentative
Communication
Special Education Specialist, Augmentative
Communication Facilitator
Special Education Coordinator, Speech Specialist

JD XII-12
JD XII-13a
JD XII-13b
JD XII-14
JD XII -15
JD XII -16
JD XII-17
JD XII-18
JD XII-19
JD XII-20
JD XII-21

193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200-201
202
203
204

Chief Financial Officer
Supervisor of Instructional Services
Director of Student Services, Community Affairs,
Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
Director of Student Services, Community Affairs,
Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
Superintendent
Special Education Supervisors
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Director of Student Services, Community Affairs,
Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
Special Education Supervisors
Special Education Supervisors
Special Education Supervisors
Pupil Appraisal Supervisor
Pupil Appraisal Supervisor
Pupil Appraisal Supervisor
School Nurse Coordinator
School Nurse Coordinator
Pupil Appraisal Supervisor
Director of Special Education
Special Education Supervisors

JD XII-22

205

Special Education Supervisors

JD XII-23
JD XII-24
JD XII-25
JD XII-26

206
207
208
209-210

Special Education Supervisors
Special Education Supervisors
Special Education Supervisors
Special Education Supervisors

JD XII-27

211-212

Special Education Supervisors

Special Education Behavior Analyst
Social Skills Interventionist
Northwest Region Assistive Technology Center Strategist
Inactive
Transition Program Specialist, Special Education
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Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance
Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment and
Assistant Superintendent of Academic Affairs
Supervisor of Special Education, Special Education
(Speech) Coordinator, Principal
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Principal or Principal Designee
Academic Administrator of Bossier Parish Virtual
Learning Program
Chief Financial Officer

SECTION 11 - Professional Development (313)
A. The Bossier Parish School System shall provide professional development to all teachers and administrators, based
upon their individual areas of improvement, as measured by the evaluation process. Professional development
opportunities provided by the System shall meet the following criteria:
1. Professional development shall be job-embedded, where appropriate.
2. Professional development shall target identified individualized areas of growth for teachers and administrators,
based on the results of the evaluation process, as well as data gathered through informal observations or site
visits, and Bossier Parish shall utilize differentiated resources and levels of support accordingly.
3. Professional development shall include follow-up engagement with participants, such as feedback on
performance, additional support, and/or progress-monitoring.
4. Professional development shall include measurable objectives to evaluate its effectiveness, based on improved
teacher or administrator practice and growth in student learning.
B. Failure by the LEA to provide regular professional development opportunities to teachers and administrators shall
not invalidate any results of the evaluation process.
SECTION 12 - Intensive Assistance (315)

The purpose of an intensive assistance plan is to provide clear and detailed steps to improve performance, and
to identify assistance and resources to utilize. The intensive assistance plan applies to all certified personnel
whether they are new or experienced. If it is determined through the evaluation process that an evaluatee does
not satisfactorily meet the Bossier Parish School Systems’ standards of performance, then that evaluatee is
placed in intensive assistance. An intensive assistance plan is then developed with the evaluatee. After the
completion date listed on the Intensive Assistance plan, the evaluator assesses the employee’s performance on
the plan and discusses the evaluation results with the employee in a conference.
A. An intensive assistance plan shall be developed by evaluators and evaluatees when an evaluatee has received an
overall rating of Ineffective or has consistently demonstrated Ineffective performance, as determined by the
evaluator, prior to receiving such a rating.
B. An intensive assistance plan designed to address the complexity of the educator deficiencies shall be developed
with the evaluatee within 30 school days of an evaluation resulting in the initiation of the intensive assistance plan.
An intensive assistance plan may be developed after an observation with a rating of ineffective or effective
emerging.
C. The evaluatee shall be informed in writing of placement in an intensive assistance plan, as well as the reasons for
such placement, and be formally re-evaluated within one calendar year of the initiation of the intensive assistance
plan.
D. Upon completion of a formal evaluation, if the evaluatee receives an ineffective rating immediately upon
completion of the intensive assistance plan or if the intensive assistance plan is not completed in conformity with its
provisions, the Bossier School System shall timely initiate termination proceedings.
E. The intensive assistance plan shall be developed collaboratively by the evaluator and the evaluatee and must contain
the following information:
1. what the evaluatee needs to do to strengthen his/her performance including a statement of the objective(s) to be
accomplished and the expected level(s) of performance according to student growth and/or qualitative measures;
2. an explanation of the assistance/support/resource to be provided or secured by the school district and/or the
school administrator. Specific assistance programs could possibly include but are not limited to:
Inter-school and intra-school classroom visitation and/or observations;
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Demonstration instruction by other professionals;
Preview by supervisor of detailed lesson plans;
Observation by supervisor;
Utilization of community resources;
Special in-service meetings and training programs;
Voluntary peer assistance or selection of a mentor;
Inter-or intra-school teaching/classroom observations;
Use of the Strategies for Effective Teaching
Professional reading, writing, and viewing of professional videos;
Programs of on-the-job training;
Others as agreed upon

3. the date that the assistance program shall begin;
4. the date when the assistance program shall be completed;
5. the evaluator's and evaluatee's signature and date lines (Signatures and dates shall be affixed at the time the
assistance is prescribed and again after follow-up comments are completed.);
6. the timeline for achieving the objective and procedures for monitoring the evaluatee's progress (not to exceed
one calendar year);
7. an explanation of the provisions for multiple opportunities for the evaluatee to obtain support and feedback on
performance (The intensive assistance plans shall be designed in such a manner as to provide the evaluatee
with more than one resource to improve.); and
8. the action that will be taken if improvement is not demonstrated.
F. Completed intensive assistance plans and appropriate supporting documents, such as observations, correspondence,
and any other information pertinent to the intensive assistance process, shall be filed in the evaluatee's single official
file at the central office. The evaluatee shall receive a copy of the signed intensive assistance plan and any
supporting documents. Successful completion of an intensive assistance plan will not guarantee a higher final rating
once re-evaluation is completed.
SECTION 13 - Due Process and Grievance Procedures (317)
A. The Bossier Parish School System shall establish grievance procedures to address the following components of due
process.
1. The evaluatee shall be provided with a copy of his/her evaluation results no later than 15 days after the final
evaluation rating is determined and shall be entitled to any documentation related to the evaluation.
2. The evaluatee shall be entitled to provide a written response to the evaluation, to become a permanent
attachment to the evaluatee’s single official personnel file.
3. Upon the request of the evaluatee, a meeting between the evaluatee and the evaluator shall be held after the
evaluation and prior to the end of the academic year.
4. The evaluatee shall be entitled to grieve to the superintendent or his/her designee, if the conflict in question is
not resolved between evaluatee and evaluator. The evaluatee shall be entitled to representation during the
grievance procedure.
5. Copies of the evaluation results and any documentation related thereto of any school employee may be retained
by the Bossier Parish School System, the BESE Board, or the State Department and, if retained, are
confidential, do not constitute a public record, and shall not be released or shown to any person except as
provided by law.
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B. Failure by the Bossier Parish School System to adhere to the requirements of this section shall be a grievable matter.
An evaluatee may use Grievance Procedures identified in Appendix C of this document to resolve complaints. The
complainant gives notification in writing to the Director of Human Resources, Bossier Parish School Board, P. O.
Box 2000, Benton, Louisiana 71006-2000, telephone number (318) 549-5000.
SECTION 14 - Staff Development for Personnel Involved in Evaluation (319)
A. The Bossier Parish School System shall provide training on a continuing basis for all staff involved in the
evaluation process (i.e., district level administrators and supervisors, principals and assistant principals, and other
observers, and classroom teachers). It is recommended that all training concentrate on fostering the elements listed
below:
1. a positive, constructive attitude toward the teacher and administrator evaluation process;
2. a knowledge of state laws and Bossier Parish School System policies governing the evaluation process for
teachers and administrators, along with the associated procedures for intensive assistance and due process;
3. an understanding of the Louisiana Components of Effective Teaching or an approved modified set of teacher
competencies and performance standards;
4. an understanding of the Performance Expectations and Indicators for Educational Leaders or an approved
modified set of leader competencies and performance standards;
5. an understanding of the measures of growth in student learning, as adopted by the BESE Board; and
6. an understanding of the process for calculating a composite score to determine final effectiveness ratings for
teachers and administrators.
SECTION 15 - Evaluation Records Guidelines (321)
A. Copies of evaluation results and any related documentation shall be retained by the Bossier Parish School System,
B.

All such files shall be confidential and shall not constitute a public record.

C.

Such files shall not be released or shown to any person except:
1. the evaluated employee or his/her designee;
2. authorized school system officers and employees for all personnel matters, including employment application,
and for any hearing, which relates to personnel matters, which includes the authorized representative of any
school or school system, public or private, to which the employee has made application for employment; and
3. for introduction in evidence or discovery in any court action between the local board and a teacher when:
a. the performance of the teacher is at issue; or
b. the evaluation was an exhibit at a hearing, the result of which is being challenged.

D. Any local board considering an employment application for a person evaluated pursuant to this bulletin shall request
such person’s evaluation results as part of the application process, regardless of whether that person is already
employed by that school system or not, and shall notify the applicant that evaluation results shall be requested as
part of this mandated process. The applicant shall be given the opportunity to apply, review the information
received, and provide any response or information the applicant deems applicable.
E. The State Superintendent of Education shall make available to the public the data specified in R.S. 17:3902(B)(5) as
may be useful for conducting statistical analyses and evaluations of educational personnel. However, the
Superintendent shall not reveal information pertaining to the evaluation report of a particular employee.
F. Public information may include school level student growth data, as specified in R.S. 17:3902(B)(5).
G. Nothing in this section shall be interpreted to prevent de-identified student growth data from public view.
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SECTION 16- Job Descriptions (323)
A. The BPSB Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation shall contain a copy of the job descriptions currently in
use in the Bossier Parish School System. The Bossier Parish School System shall establish a competency-based
job description for every category of teacher and administrator pursuant to its evaluation plan. The chart that
follows identifies a minimum listing of the categories and titles of personnel for which job descriptions must be
developed.
Personnel
Category

Administration

Instructional
Personnel

Support Services

B.

Position or Title
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent
Director
Supervisor
Coordinator
Principal
Assistant Principal
Any employee whose position does not require certification, but does require a minimal education
attainment of a bachelor’s degree from an accredited institution of higher learning.
9. Any employee whose position required certification, but whose title is not given in this list
10. Any employee who holds a major management position, but who is not required to have a college
degree or certification
1. Teachers of Regular and Sp. Ed. Students
2. Special Projects Teachers
3. Instructional Coaches and/or Master Teachers
1. Guidance Counselors
2. Librarians
3. Therapists
1. Any employee whose position does not require certification, but does require a
minimal educational attainment of a bachelor's degree from an accredited institution of higher
learning
2. Any employee whose position requires certification, but whose title is not given in this list
3. Any employee who holds a major management position, but who is not required to have a college
degree or certification

The competency-based job description shall:
1. be grounded in the state standards of performance;
2. include job tasks that represent the essential knowledge, skills and responsibilities of an effective teacher or
administrator that lead to growth in student achievement;
3. be reviewed regularly to ensure that the description represents the full scope of the teacher’s or administrator’s
responsibilities; and
4. be distributed to all certified and professional personnel prior to employment. If said job description is modified
based on the district’s annual review, it must be distributed to all certified and professional teachers and leaders
prior to the beginning of the next school year.

C. The following components shall be included in each job description developed:
1. position title;
2. overview of position;
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3. position qualifications shall be at least the minimum requirements as stated in Bulletin 746—Louisiana
Standards for State Certification of School Personnel (The qualifications shall be established for the position,
rather than for the employee);
4. title of the person to whom the employee reports;
5.

performance standards, including statement on responsibility for growth in student learning;

6.

salary or hourly pay range;

7. statement acknowledging receipt of job description; and
8.

a space for the employee’s signature and date.

Note: Job descriptions must be reviewed annually. Current signatures must be on file at the central office in the single
official file to document the annual review and/or receipt of job descriptions.
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JD 1
Revised 6/17

TITLE: Superintendent
QUALIFICATIONS: Refer to Bulletin 746, Louisiana Standards for State Certification of School Personnel
REPORTS TO: School Board
SUPERVISES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs
Chief Financial Officer
Director of Security
Public Relations Liaison

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To inspire, lead, guide, and direct every member of the administrative, instructional

and supportive services teams in setting and achieving the highest standards of excellence, so that each individual student
enrolled in the district may be provided with a complete, valuable, meaningful, and personally rewarding education

To oversee and administer the use of all parish facilities, property, and funds with a maximum of efficiency, a minimum
of waste, and ever-present, continuous overriding awareness of and concern for their impact upon each individual
student’s education

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

Leadership
1. Recommends policies on organization, finance, instruction, school plant, and all other functions of the school
program
2. Formulates school objectives, policies, plans, and programs, prepares (or causes to be prepared), and presents
facts and explanations necessary to assist the Board in its duty of legislation for the schools
3. Recommends to the Board the sale of all property no longer required by the Board and supervises the proper
execution of such sales
4. Acts on own discretion if action is necessary in any matter not covered by the Board policy, reports such action to
the Board as soon as practicable, and recommends policy in order to provide guidance in the future
5. Authorizes the selection and approval of all school personnel positions, duties, and salaries required for operation
of educational programs
Administration, Organization, and Supervision
1. Administers, as chief school executive, the development and maintenance of a positive educational program
designed to meet the needs of the community and to carry out the policies of the Board
2. Directs the preparation of the annual budget for adoption by the Board and administers the budget as enacted by
the Board, acting at all times in accordance with the legal requirements and adopted Board policies
3. Attends and participates in all meetings of the Board except executive sessions of those meetings which are
concerned with the Superintendent’s employment
4. Serves as Secretary-Treasurer of the Board
School, Community, and Staff Relations
1. Represents the schools before the public and maintains, through cooperative leadership, both within and without
the schools, such a program of publicity and public relations as may keep the public informed as to the activities,
needs, and successes of the schools
2. Conducts a continuous evaluation of the progress and needs of the schools and keeps the public informed
3. Develops and maintains mutual respect and confidence among administrators, supervisors, teachers, and parents
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JD I
Revised 6/17
Superintendent
Page 2
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
Professional Growth and Ethics
1. Assumes responsibility for personal professional growth and development; for keeping current with the literature,
new research findings, and improved techniques; for attending appropriate professional meetings and conventions
2. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation.
3. Performs other tasks and assumes additional responsibilities as the Board may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Contract
SALARY RANGE: Established by Board

EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel
QUALIFICATIONS:

JD II-1
Revised 6/17

1.
2.
3.
4.

A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
Certification as Superintendent or Educational Leader Level 3
At least five (5) years of successful school experience in the teaching, administration, or supervisory fields
A Master’s Degree from an accredited institution with specialization in the areas of administration and/or
supervision
REPORTS TO: Superintendent

SUPERVISES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Director of Student Services
Director of Human Resources
Director of Special Education (Personnel)
Supervisor of Planning and Construction
Supervisor of Maintenance
Director of Transportation
Principals
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide leadership in the administration of educational programs, personnel, and
related services

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
8.

Serves in the absence of the Superintendent as chief administrative officer of the school system
Attends Board meetings and prepares such reports for the Board as the Superintendent may request
Assists the Superintendent in directing the administration and coordination of the school system
Prepares and submits reports to the State Department of Education, the courts, and other agencies as required
Studies and reviews policies and administrative regulations and makes recommendations to the superintendent
Works directly with principals, supervisors, and directors
Presides at principals’ meetings
Serves as a resource person to staff, principals, teachers, and community
Interprets policies and regulations to administrative personnel
Fosters professional growth and morale throughout the school system
Shares the administration of the accountability program for principals with the Assistant Superintendent of
Curriculum and Academic Affairs
9. Directs and supervises the Finance and Business Affairs, Personnel, Data Processing, Instructional Services
(media), Maintenance, and Transportation departments
10. Participates in appropriate local, state, and national professional meetings
11. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
12. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Superintendent may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months

SALARY RANGE: Established by Board
EVALUATION Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD II-2
Revised 6/21

TITLE: Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 3
3. Certification as Superintendent or Educational Leader Level 3
4. At least five (5) years of successful school experience in the teaching, administrative, or supervisory fields
5. A Master’s Degree from an accredited institution specializing in the areas of administration and supervision
REPORTS TO: Superintendent
SUPERVISES:
1. Director of Special Education (Curriculum and Instruction)
2. Instructional Supervisor of ESSA (Every Student Succeed Act) and Parent Center
3. Supervisor of Technology
4. Supervisor of Instructional Services (Textbooks and Libraries)
5. Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment
6. Supervisor of Secondary Education, 9-12, Guidance
7. Supervisor of Grades K-2, Guidance
8. Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance
9. Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance
10. Supervisor of Career and Technical Education
11. Principals (Curriculum and Instruction)
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To organize, administer, and direct curriculum and instruction
2. To direct the accountability program
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Directs the development and implementation of the instructional programs for parish school
2. Directs and supervises the performance of assigned personnel
3. Attends Board meetings and prepares such reports as the Superintendent may request
4. Serves as interpreter of the instructional program to school personnel and the public
5. Serves as a resource person for teachers, administrators, and the community
6. Shares the administration of the accountability program for instructional personnel with the Assistant Superintendent of
Administration and Personnel
7. Directs the selection, dispersion, and utilization of books, materials, media, supplies, and equipment for the
instructional program
8. Directs and supervises the Special Education, Title I, Staff Development, Title II, and Title V programs
9. Confers with teachers, coordinators, principals, and supervisors on curriculum concerns
10. Interprets curriculum policies to administrative personnel
11. Prepares local, state, and federal reports as required
12. Directs special programs with community/agencies (i.e. Cypress Black Bayou, Sci-Port, STARBASE, Bossier Youth
Leadership, Bio-Medical Research Center/LSU Medical Center, Military Child Education Coalition)
13. Assists the Superintendent in directing the system’s Air Force Junior ROTC programs
14. Participates in appropriate local, state, and national professional meetings
15. Directs the development of the local pupil progression plan
16. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier Parish
Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
17. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Superintendent may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months SALARY RANGE: Established by Board
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO:__________________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD II-3
Inactive 7/16

TITLE: Chief Academic Officer (Inactive)
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 3
3. Certification as Superintendent or Educational Leader Level 3
4. At least five (5) years of successful school experience in the teaching, administrative, or supervisory fields
5. A Master’s Degree from an accredited institution specializing in the areas of administration and supervision
REPORTS TO: Superintendent
SUPERVISES:
1. Director of Special Education (Curriculum and Instruction)
2. Director of ESSA, Title I (Inactive)
3. Supervisor of Technology
4. Supervisor of Instructional Services (Textbooks and Libraries)
5. Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment
6. Supervisor of Secondary Education, 9-12, Guidance
7. Supervisor of Grades K-2, Guidance
8. Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance
9. Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance
10. Supervisor of Career and Technical Education/Principal of Bossier Parish School for Technology and Innovative
Learning
11. Principals (Curriculum and Instruction)
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To organize, administer, and direct curriculum and instruction
2. To direct the accountability program
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Directs the development and implementation of the instructional programs for parish school
2. Directs and supervises the performance of assigned personnel
3. Attends Board meetings and prepares such reports as the Superintendent may request
4. Serves as interpreter of the instructional program to school personnel and the public
5. Serves as a resource person for teachers, administrators, and the community
6. Shares the administration of the accountability program for instructional personnel with the Assistant Superintendent of
Administration and Personnel
7. Directs the selection, dispersion, and utilization of books, materials, media, supplies, and equipment for the instructional
program
8. Directs and supervises the Special Education, Title I, Staff Development, Title II, and Title V programs
9. Confers with teachers, coordinators, principals, and supervisors on curriculum concerns
10. Interprets curriculum policies to administrative personnel
11. Prepares local, state, and federal reports as required
12. Directs special programs with community/agencies (i.e. Cypress Black Bayou, Sci-Port, STARBASE, Bossier Youth
Leadership, Bio-Medical Research Center/LSU Medical Center, Military Child Education Coalition)
13. Assists the Superintendent in directing the system’s Air Force Junior ROTC programs
14. Participates in appropriate local, state, and national professional meetings
15. Directs the development of the local pupil progression plan
16. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier Parish
Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
17. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Superintendent may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: Established by Board
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Director of Student Services, Community Affairs, Minority Recruitment, and Title IX

JD III-1
Revised 8/19

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor, Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance, or Educational
Leader Level 1, 2, or 3
3. Attendance Officer

REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel
SUPERVISES:

1. Attendance Officer
2. Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance Hearing Officer
3. Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance

OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To ensure minority employment within the system
To provide for student services that enable maximum student success
To work within the community for a continued positive climate
To communicate, collaborate, and cooperate with civic, social service, religious, and educational agencies to
collectively diagnose, prescribe, and implement solutions to student services and child welfare

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Establishes and implements a minority recruitment program
Coordinates compliance with the Louisiana Compulsory School Attendance Law
Supervises the continuing census
Supervises, develops, and interprets research data on the attendance and adjustment of children
Serves as a parental involvement facilitator
Assists community agencies in diagnosing, prescribing, and implementing effective programs designed to meet
the needs of each child
7. Renders consultative services to all school personnel, parents, and the community relative to the problems
affecting attendance and adjustment
8. Creates an awareness of the problems that adversely affect the learning process
9. Assists other school personnel in the development of success-oriented programs designed to enhance a positive
self-image in each child
10. Represents the Superintendent in student hearings involving recommendations for expulsion
11. Directs the activities of the Child Welfare and Attendance Supervisor
12. Directs the microfilming, storage, and retrieval of student records
13. Assumes responsibilities for Title IX, Health Education and Welfare Report, Project Outreach, Work Permits, and
Home Study
14. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
15. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: ___________________
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JD III-2
Revise 8/2020

TITLE: Director of Human Resources
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level l, 2, or 3
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel
SUPERVISES:
1. Supervisor of Program of Professional Evaluation (COMPASS) and district Personnel Evaluation
2. All aspects of the Human Resource Department
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To direct the recruitment and placement of all employees and to maintain all human
resources records
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Aligns and updates the Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation (PPPE) Program and job descriptions
outlined in the PPPE’s Accountability Relationships Register
2. Directs the establishment of professional and nonprofessional job requirements and approves candidate
credentials
3. Develops standard procedures for dismissals, transfers, leaves, and other personnel policies and regulations
4. Serves as the district’s custodian of personnel files with regard to certification and other pertinent records
5. Oversees teacher recruitment and retention
6. Supervises the district’s new employee application processes and the BPSB Applicant Portal
7. Processes all professional employee certification packets and renewals to the LDOE
8. Recommends to the Superintendent, in coordination with principals and supervisors, employment and separation
of professional personnel
9. Certifies district teachers who have met the criteria of Tenure and recommends to Superintendent the granting of
Tenure
10. Keeps parish administrators informed of current personnel requirements and practices
11. Manages employee leave through the Absence Management Portal and approves all district employee leave in
accordance with BPSB policies
12. Ensures that each school and the Board are in compliance with the State Department of Education rules and
regulations
13. Gathers background information necessary for retirement proceedings for all employees
14. Conducts a retirement seminar necessary for retirement proceedings for all employees
15. Executes formal exit interviews with all personnel leaving the school system for any reason
16. Serves as chairperson of committee to interview and make recommendations to the Superintendent for
administrative appointments
17. Oversees the district personnel evaluation process and documentation
18. Prepares and submits according to established deadlines all required and requested local, state, and federal forms
and reports
19. Conducts conferences with employees concerning personnel matters
20. Establishes, maintains, and directs the district’s grievance procedure to resolve complaints made by employees of
the Bossier Parish School Board
21. Serves as designated coordinator for Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
22. Provides required training and/or in-services for ADA
23. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
24. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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Revised 6/17

Director of Special Education

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Louisiana certification as Parish/City School Supervisor/Director of Special Education or Educational Leader
Level l, 2, or 3
3. Five (5) years of successful professional school experience, three (3) years of which must have been during the
five (5) year period immediately preceding appointment to the supervisory position
REPORTS TO:

Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel and Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum
and Academic Affairs

SUPERVISES:

Special Education staff, Pupil Appraisal staff, and Coordinator of School Nurses

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: Coordinates and administers all aspects of pupil appraisal services and special education
programs within the parish to ensure adherence with federal and state guidelines
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Defines goals and objectives, interprets and administers the special education program accordingly
2. Recommends policy which affects special education; develops projects
3. Prepares the special education portion of the budget; administers budget
4. Coordinates planning and development of curricula and educational material and instruction for special education
5. Develops, plans, and provides leadership in the development of special education programs for the parish
6. Interprets and provides guidelines to ensure compliance with parish policies and state and federal laws and
regulations
7. Provides liaison with state and federal agencies
8. Serves on professional committees, panels, and seminars at state and regional levels
9. Coordinates special education requirements within intradepartmental agencies such as Transportation, Child
Welfare, Evaluation, and Placement
10. Coordinates special education requirements with interdepartmental agencies such as Louisiana Rehabilitation
Services, and Northwest Louisiana Developmental Center, and private providers
11. Conferences with parents regarding special education program and placement
12. Assures confidentiality is maintained and staff is adequately in serviced
13. Prepares and implements the LEA plan as mandated by IDEA
14. Plans and conducts in-service meetings and seminars
15. Assumes responsibility for the Evaluation Center plant and staff
16. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
17. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel and the
Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD III-4
Revised 7/21

TITLE: Director of Technology
QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hold a valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) - preferred
A degree from an accredited institution in a computer or education related area
A degree in educational technology is preferred, along with experience in the field of K-12 public education.
At least five (5) years of success in a business, teaching, administrative, and/or supervisory field
A minimum of (5) years experience in educational technology applications for instruction and management and/or
programming
6. Current knowledge of technology hardware and software available on market
7. Effective interpersonal skills with the ability to plan, organize, implement, and evaluate programs

REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs
SUPERVISES: Staff in the instructional, information service, and technical service areas
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To develop and maintain a program that promotes quality use of technology for educational excellence
2. To provide timely and accurate information reporting for business and administrative systems
3. To provide appropriate student record keeping support for schools and administration

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Works with designated personnel on developing, updating, implementing, and evaluating comprehensive
technology plans at district and school levels
2. Keeps informed on regulations and policies related to computer usage and communicates that information to
central office and school personnel
3. Acts as a consultant for educators with the exploration, acquisition, adaptation, and implementation of new
technologies
4. Guides evaluation methods and programs utilizing technology and recommends changes and improvements as
needed
5. Acts as a liaison between the school system and community in matters pertaining to technology
6. Develops, integrates, and evaluates instructional programs to meet established goals utilizing technology within
and among schools
7. Designs, schedules, and conducts training on use of existing and new technologies with teaching and learning
applications
8. Visits other school districts, participates in conferences and workshops, and disseminates to district personnel new
educational developments and ideas in the area of technology
9. Collaborates with designated personnel on expenditure of funds earmarked for technology (Bossier Educational
Excellence Fund, grants, etc.)
10. Secures information on grants/funds available for technology and assists individuals/committees with research
documentation, and writing of proposals
11. Completes proposals to seek funding through business, community, foundations, and government grants
12. Develops Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) for the Internet
13. Develops various technological working environments for students and teachers to include Local Access Network
(LAN) and stand-alone work stations
14. Collaborates with other departments in planning, implementation, and maintenance of Wide Area Network
(WAN)
15. Cooperates on network infrastructure in new and existing facilities with emphasis on physical needs for wiring,
telephone lines, and space to accommodate future technology requirements
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Develops a parish wide standard for review and purchase of hardware, software, and peripherals in the parish
Establishes and maintains an inventory of all hardware, software, and peripherals in the parish
Oversees the repair of all technology equipment
Serves as liaison with state and federal agencies, with educational institutions, and with hardware and software
vendors
Maintains and submits accurate records, inventories, and reports as necessary
Monitors and evaluates performances of assigned personnel
Develops and implements system standards and procedures for networking, telecommunications, distance
education, satellite, and other technologies
Oversees the planning, purchasing, and installing of all technology in the district
Supervises staff development activities on the use of technology as an instructional and productivity tool
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may
assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD III-5
Inactive 7/16

TITLE: Director of ESSA, Title I (Inactive)

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level l, 2, or 3
3. Five (5) years of successful professional school experience, three (3) of which must have been during the five (5)
year period immediately preceding appointment to the supervisory position
4. A Master’s Degree from a regionally accredited institution including twelve (12) semester hours of professional
education at the graduate level, nine (9) of which shall include courses in supervision, curriculum and instruction,
and three (3) hours in school administration
REPORTS TO:

Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs

SUPERVISES:

ESSA, Title I and ELL staff
Title I Instructional Facilitator

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To administer and supervise ESSA, Title I program
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Coordinates all management responsibilities such as program development, budget/finance, program/student
evaluation, staff development, personnel services, and leadership as described in the LEA grant application
2. Provides leadership and advocacy for the Title I program and ensures that the Title I resources result in the greatest
possible benefit for the educationally disadvantaged students
3. Develops a clear understanding of the intent of the law and of the legal limitations and possibilities and regulations
in the law
4. Designs a Title I Program which will work closely and communicate with related school programs
5. Secures active support of the Superintendent, principals, regular educators, the local school board, and members of
the community
6. Assists with teacher/paraprofessional observations, evaluations, and conferences as related to the effectiveness of
their performance
7. Communicates the intent and possibilities for the Title I resources with the educational staff members
8. Establishes a productive partnership with the state by using it as a resource to provide clarification concerning the
laws, regulations, and policies
9. Supervises the English Language Learner program and McKinney-Vento Homeless program
10. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Evaluation
11. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may
assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD III-6
Revised 7/13

TITLE: Director of Security
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A trained law enforcement officer
1. A minimum of ten (10) years experience
2. An Associate Degree in Criminal Justice

REPORTS TO: Superintendent
SUPERVISES: School Resource Officers (SRO’s) and night patrolmen
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide a safe environment for students and employees
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

Investigation
1. Criminal offenses on campus
2. offenses off campus which have direct effect on schools
3. Drug and/or gang related offenses
4. Weapons violations
5. Threats to school students and/or school personnel
6. Workmen’s compensation claims
Coordination
1. Advises affected principals of student arrests and/or criminal suspicions
2. Develops forms for school documentation of criminal offenses
3. Serves as liaison between the school system and law enforcement entities
4. Determines the placing of signs to identify special zones at or near schools
5. Develops and implements procedures for schools to use in securing personnel for athletic and other events
6. Supervises use of metal detectors
7. Makes instructional presentations to student, staff, and parent groups on issues related to drug use prevention,
violence prevention, suicide prevention
8. Acts as a resource to teachers on drug prevention curricula
9. Oversees Title IV program
School Resource Program
1. Recruits
2. Monitors
3. Evaluates
Tracking
1. Maintains statistics (school by school) concerning criminal action involving students or adults
2. Prepares and gives bimonthly activity report to Superintendent
Canine
1. Coordinates the use of law enforcement drug sniffing dog
2. Coordinates the use of Barksdale Air Force Base bomb sniffing dog
In-service Training
1. Trains administrators and teachers in crisis situations (kidnapping, hostage, gunfire, drug problems, etc.)
2. Discusses the dangers of alcohol, drugs, and gang membership with students
Accident Reports
1. Investigates accidents involving school vehicles
1. Investigates school accidents where serious injury occurs (broken bones, head injuries, etc.)
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:

Night Patrol
1. Develops schedules for night patrol
2. Evaluates night patrol officers
3. Monitors alarm systems
Professional Responsibilities
1. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
2. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Superintendent may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD III-7
Revised 6/17

TITLE: Director of Transportation
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A Master’s Degree from a regionally accredited institution, or a Bachelor’s Degree with a minimum of five (5)
years experience in the transportation field
1. Ability to lead and supervise personnel
2. Additional criteria as the Board may require

REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel
SUPERVISES: Transportation Department, bus drivers, and maintenance personnel
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To coordinate and maintain the safety of pupils transported by the parish
transportation system and to supervise the Resource Center facility

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Rides bus routes with drivers to get a firsthand view of problems and potentially dangerous situations
2. Complies with all state laws and regulations regarding school transportation
3. Maintains safety standards in conformance with state and insurance regulations and develops a program of
preventive safety
4. Recruits, trains, and supervises all transportation personnel and makes recommendations on their employment,
transfer, and release
5. Advises Superintendent on road hazards for decision on school closing during inclement weather
6. Cooperates with school principals and others responsible for planning special school trips
7. Develops and administers a transportation program to meet all the requirements of the daily instructional program
and extracurricular activities
8. Prepares bus routes for all schools
9. Prepares and updates bus schedules for all schools
10. Attends appropriate committee and staff meetings
11. Maintains all parish-owned equipment and develops plans for preventive maintenance
12. Completes and dispatches insurance reports
13. Submits all reports required by the Louisiana Department of Education
14. Acts as liaison with parents for concerns and special requests
15. Develops recommendations for future equipment and personnel needs based on a survey of resident students,
distances, and grade levels
16. Develops recommendations for future transportation needs based on an annual survey of resident students
17. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
18. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IV-1
Revised 7/16

TITLE: Chief Financial Officer
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Baccalaureate degree with a minimum of 24 hours of business-related courses, such as accounting, finance, or
management
2. A Master’s Degree in public or business administration
3. Minimum of three (3) years of work experience in a field relevant to the duties and responsibilities of a lead
school administrator. (Accounting, finance, or other areas of fiscal management)
4. Additional criteria as the Board may require
CONTINUING EDUCATION: All lead school business administrators must acquire Certified Louisiana School
Business Administrator (CLSBA) certification by the Louisiana Association of School Business Officials (LASBO)
within seven years of the date of hire as an administrator/chief financial officer/business manager and maintain
certification while employed as a lead school business administrator/chief financial officer/business manager. A CPA
license may be substituted for the CLSBA certification. The CPA license must remain in active status while employed as
a lead school business administrator/chief financial officer/business manager.
REPORTS TO: Superintendent

SUPERVISES:

1. Internal Auditor
2. Purchasing Department
3. Child Nutrition Department

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To administer the business affairs of the Bossier School Board in a manner to afford
each child in the school system the best education possible

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Administers, directs, and supervises the finance department and school food service department
Recommends plans to the Board for providing adequate financial support for the school system
Directs the preparation and execution of the budget
Sees that school funds are spent in a manner which provides the maximum educational opportunities
Keeps accurate records of all business transactions
Makes financial reports to the State Board of Education, the Bossier Parish School Board, and federal agencies
Attends meetings, workshops, seminars, and other organizational gatherings that discuss and relate new
techniques, practices, and procedures in business management and implements these ideas into the operation
8. Maintains a fixed asset inventory on all facilities and supervises and selects educational and resource materials
and provides for their distribution
9. Assumes responsibility for Impact Aid
10. Directs the Insurance Department
11. Provides information to parish personnel regarding insurance
12. Coordinates, researches, and negotiates all cost containment programs for health and dental plans
13. Oversees workmen’s compensation claims
14. Administers health care, transportation, property, student, general liability, and all other insurance programs
15. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation Assumes additional responsibilities as the
Superintendent may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IV-2
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TITLE: Director of Maintenance
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Ability to lead and supervise personnel
2. Experience in reading and interpreting plans and specifications (architectural, mechanical, plumbing, and
electrical
3. Experience in construction administration (knowledge of construction documents, change orders, and processing
payment requests)
4. Other qualifications that may be set by the Board
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel
SUPERVISES: Maintenance personnel and new construction
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To maintain and improve operations of all physical plants and supervise capital
construction

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Examines school buildings on a regular basis for needed repairs and maintenance
Establishes and recommends priorities on repair projects
Estimates cost of repair projects in terms of labor, material, and overhead
Codes bills for budget purposes
Assigns, supervises, and monitors maintenance crews in work such as replacing defective wiring, switches,
faucets, and plumbing fixtures, repairing fencing, asphalt, concrete, ceilings, etc.
6. Lays out and inspects work and assists crew members
7. Develops a system for dealing with emergency repair problems with efficiency
8. Prepares reports on costs of work done, materials used, and labor expended
9. Works with architects and engineers in building and system design
10. Serves as a liaison between architectural or engineering firms, the local school administrator, and the Board staff
and the Maintenance Department
11. Inspects each construction project on a regular basis to ensure that all specifications are met and workmanship is
acceptable
12. Consults with school principals regarding the establishment of regular preventive maintenance programs
13. Recruits, screens, recommends hiring, and training personnel necessary to the maintenance program
14. Develops and conducts employee evaluations and disciplinary actions for the Maintenance Department
15. Advises on the hiring of contractors to perform certain maintenance or repair services
16. Maintains personnel and other written records and reports as required
17. Conducts worker safety programs and school safety check lists in conjunction with insurance programs
18. Maintains plans, specifications, O & M manuals, construction files, as well as inventories of roof and air
conditioner replacements
19. Maintains Plan of Action for Life Safety in accordance with State and Local jurisdictions’ requirements
20. Maintains Integrated Pest Management and 7D School Employees Government Pesticide Applicator certification
in compliance with regulations
21. Designated person for school system in compliance with Asbestos Emergency response Act (AHERA)
22. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
23. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
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TITLE: Supervisor of Instructional Services
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Parish/City School of Instruction, Supervisor of School Libraries, or Supervisor of Parish/ City
Materials and/or Media Center or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3
3. At least five (5) years library and/or teaching experience
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel (Media) and Assistant Superintendent of
Curriculum and Academic Affairs (Textbooks and Libraries)
SUPERVISES: Textbook and library programs and Media Department
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To organize and supervise library activities, textbook purchases and dispersal, and the
Media Department learning resources and personnel

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Prepares school budgets for state library allotments
Coordinates the efforts of the librarians in the purchase and use of instructional materials
Orders periodicals, magazines, newspapers, and supplies for school libraries
Visits school libraries to encourage the best use of the facilities
Receives books and materials purchased through federal, state, and parish funds
Arranges for necessary rebinding of library books
Compiles information for statistical reports
Works with the professional librarians’ organization
Makes recommendations for alterations, repairs, and improvements in school libraries
Works with supervisors, teachers, and administrators in determining textbook needs
Participates in the evaluation, selection, and use of instructional materials and coordinates textbook adoptions
Expedites the procurement, receipt, and inventory of textbooks used in schools
Collects surplus workbooks and textbooks and discards when appropriate
Supervises textbook/media personnel including secretaries, printers, AV technicians, and graphic artist
Establishes timelines and priorities for graphics, printing, photography, and video requests
Supervises the creating and editing of printed materials as listed in the administrative handbook
Requisitions materials for production projects
Maintains scheduling calendar of meeting room usage for professional development
Makes recommendations for new equipment for schools and evaluates need for repair of existing equipment
Supervises design, production, and timely distribution of routine forms to all schools and organizations (report
cards, category cards, cumulative folders, grade sheets, letterheads, etc.)
21. Coordinates and supervises green box delivery services
22. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
23. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Administration (media) and Assistant
Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs (textbooks and libraries) may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IV-4
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TITLE: Supervisor of Grades PreK-2, Guidance & Believe and Prepare Grant
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
1. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3
2. Five (5) years of successful professional school experience, three (3) of which must have been during the five (5)
years immediately preceding appointment to the supervisor’s position
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs
SUPERVISES: Parish Curriculum Coordinators and Facilitators Grades PreK-2, Teachers, Instructional Coaches,
Counselors Grades PreK-2, and Elementary Virtual School
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To organize and administer the educational program for grades PreK-2
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Plans and supervises the instructional orientation program for new teachers in grades PreK-2
2. Participates in and assists in curriculum development and review for grades PreK-2
3. Leads in the evaluation of kindergarten and elementary instruction methods and programs and recommends such
changes and improvements as are needed
4. Assists in the recruiting, interviewing, screening, and recommending of qualified candidates for positions on the
PreK-2 school professional staff
5. Designs, recommends, and carries out educational experimentation and disseminates and interprets the results to
administrators, teachers, and staffs, as appropriate
6. Evaluates, selects, and distributes instructional materials to PreK-2 teachers and administrators
7. Acts as liaison between parish schools and other agencies in providing educational experiences for parish students
in grades PreK-2
8. Visits other school districts, participates in conferences and workshops, and disseminates to parish school staffs
new educational developments and ideas
9. Plans, organizes, and/or conducts both face-to-face and virtual in-service training and development for selected
groups of PreK-2 teachers
10. Conducts in regular teacher observations and evaluations using CLASS and COMPASS rubrics as well as holds
conferences with teachers observed relative to effectiveness of their performance
11. Shares with principals in the observation and evaluation of PreK-2 teachers
12. Makes recommendations to the proper authority for the retention or dismissal of teachers
13. Supervises the development and implementation of high quality curricula delivered face-to-face or virtually
14. Integrates instructional programs among the elementary schools and articulates curricula between elementary
grade levels
15. Oversees PreK - 2 instructional programs and special grants in Bossier Parish Schools
16. Supervises and supports guidance counselors for grades PreK-2.
17. Supervises activities and professional development of K-5 instructional coaches whether face-to-face or virtually
18. Keeps current with educational developments and literature in the field of prekindergarten, kindergarten and
elementary education and participates in the affairs of state and national professional societies devoted to the
advancement of these areas
19. Assumes Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
20. Additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
1. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3
2. Five (5) years of successful professional school experience, three (3) of which must have been during the five (5)
years immediately preceding appointment to the supervisor’s position
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs
SUPERVISES: Parish Curriculum Coordinators and Facilitators Grades 3-5, STARBASE Teacher, EL
Coordinator, and Teachers, Instructional Coaches, Counselors Grades 3-5, and Elementary Virtual School
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To organize and administer the educational program for grades 3-5

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Plans and supervises the instructional orientation program for new teachers in grades 3-5
2. Participates in and assists in curriculum development and review for grades 3-5
3. Leads in the evaluation of instructional methods and programs and recommends such changes and improvements
as are needed
4. Assists in the recruiting, interviewing, screening, and recommending of qualified candidates for positions on
school professional staffs in grades 3-5
5. Designs, recommends, and carries out educational experimentation and disseminates and interprets the results to
administrators, teachers, and staffs, as appropriate
6. Evaluates, selects, and distributes instructional materials for grades 3-5 to teachers and administrators
7. Acts as liaison between parish schools and other agencies in providing educational experiences for students in
grades 3-5
8. Visits other school districts, participates in conferences and workshops, and disseminates to parish school staffs
new educational developments and ideas
9. Plans, organizes, and/or conducts both face-to-face and virtual in-service training and development for selected
groups of grades 3-5 teachers
10. Conducts regular teacher observations and evaluations as well as holds conferences with teachers observed relative
to effectiveness of their performance
11. Shares with principals in the observation and evaluation of teachers
12. Makes recommendations to the proper authority for the retention or dismissal of teachers
13. Supervises the development and implementation of high quality curricula delivered face-to-face and virtually
14. Integrates instructional programs among the elementary schools and articulates curricula between elementary grade
levels and between the elementary schools and the middle schools
15. Oversees grades 3-5 instructional programs and special grants in Bossier Parish Schools
16. Supervises and supports guidance counselors for grades 3-5
17. Supervises the summer school program (grade 5)
18. Supervises the English Language Program
19. Supervises activities and professional development of K-5 instructional coaches whether face-to-face or virtually
20. Keeps current with educational developments and literature in the field of education and participates in the affairs
of state and national professional societies devoted to the advancement of elementary school education
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21. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier
Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
22. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may
assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance, Title II, Title IV, and DSS Administration
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or
3. Five (5) years of successful professional school experience, three (3) of which must have been during the five (5)
years immediately preceding appointment to the supervisor’s position
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs
SUPERVISES: Parish Curriculum Coordinators and Facilitators Grades 6-8, Coordinator of K-12 Music and
Arts, Staff Development Coordinator, and Teachers, Instructional Coaches, Counselors Grades 6-8, and Middle
School Virtual School
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To organize and administer the educational program for grades 6-8
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Plans and supervises the instructional orientation program for new teachers grades 6-8
2. Participates in and assists in curriculum development and review for grades 6-8
3. Leads in the evaluation of instructional methods and programs and recommends such changes and improvements
as are needed
4. Assists in the recruiting, interviewing, screening, and recommending of qualified candidates for positions on
middle school professional staffs
5. Designs, recommends, and carries out educational experimentation and disseminates and interprets the results to
administrators, teachers, and staffs, as appropriate
6. Evaluates, selects, and distributes instructional materials to middle school teachers and administrators
7. Acts as liaison between parish schools and other agencies in providing educational experiences for students in
middle school
8. Visits other school districts, participates in conferences and workshops, and disseminates to parish school staffs
new educational developments and ideas
9. Plans, organizes, and/or conducts both face-to-face and virtual in-service training and development for selected
groups of middle school teachers
10. Conducts regular teacher observations and evaluations using the COMPASS rubric as well as holds conferences
with teachers observed relative to effectiveness of their performance
11. Shares with principals in the observation and evaluation of middle school teachers
12. Makes recommendations to the proper authority for the retention or dismissal of teachers
13. Supervises the development and implementation of high quality curricula delivered face-to-face and virtually
14. Integrates instructional programs and articulates curricula among grade levels of elementary schools and high
schools
15. Oversees middle school instructional programs and special grants in Bossier Parish Schools
16. Supervises activities and professional development of (grades 6-8) instructional coaches whether face-to-face or
virtual
17. Supervises and supports guidance counselors for grades 6-8
18. Supervises the summer school program (grades 6-8)
19. Develops and oversees Title II, Title IV and Direct Student Services (DSS) and local staff development budgets
with input from district level leaders
20. Keeps current with educational developments and literature in the field of middle school education and
participates in the affairs of state and national professional societies devoted to the advancement of school
education
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Supervisor of Secondary Education, 6-8, Guidance, & Title II, Title IV, and DSS Administration

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
21. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
22. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may
assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IV-7
Revised 8/2020
TITLE: Secondary Supervisor of Education, Guidance and SCA Administration
QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2.
Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3
3.
Five (5) years of successful professional school experience, three (3) years of which must have been
during the five-year period immediately preceding appointment to the supervisory position
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs
SUPERVISES: Parish Curriculum Coordinators of Grades 6-12 and 9-12, Coordinator of PE/Health/Drug
Ed/Sex Ed/Wellness K-12, Virtual School, Teachers, Instructional Coaches, Counselors of Grades 9-12
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To organize and administer the educational program for grades 9-12 as well as Title II &
Title IV budget and programing activities
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Plans and supervises the instructional orientation program for new secondary teachers
2. Participates in and assists in curriculum development and review for the secondary grades
3. Leads in the evaluation of secondary instructional methods and programs, and recommends such changes and
improvements as needed
4. Assists in the recruiting, interviewing, screening, and recommending of qualified candidates for positions on the
secondary school professional staff
5. Designs, recommends, and carries out education experimentation, and disseminates and interprets the results to
administrators, teachers, and staffs, as appropriate
6. Evaluates, selects, and distributes instructional materials to school teachers and administrators
7. Acts as liaison between parish schools and other agencies in providing educational experiences for parish secondary
students
8. Visits other school districts, participates in conferences and workshops, and disseminates to parish school staffs new
educational developments and ideas
9. Plans, organizes, and/or conducts both face-to-face and virtual in-service training and development for selected
groups of secondary teachers
10. Conducts regular teacher observations, evaluations using the COMPASS rubric, and holds conferences with teachers
observed relative to effectiveness of their performance
11. Shares with principals in the observation and evaluation of secondary teachers
12. Makes recommendations to the proper authority for the retention or dismissal of teachers
13. Supervises the development and implementation of high quality curricula delivered face-to-face and virtually
14. Integrates instructional programs among the high schools and articulates curricula between middle schools and the
high schools
15. Supervises activities and professional development of high school graduation coaches whether face-to-face or
virtually
16. Keeps current with educational developments and literature in the field of secondary education and participates in the
affairs of state and national professional societies devoted to the advancement of secondary school education 16.
Oversees pilot instructional programs and special grants (9-12) in parish schools
17. Supervises the secondary summer school program
18. Supervises the international exchange student program
19. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier Parish
Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
20. Supervises and supports guidance counselors for grades 9-12
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Secondary Supervisor of Education, Guidance and SCA Administration
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JD IV-7
Revised 2020

21. Develops and oversees the Supplemental Course Allotment (SCA) budget with input from district level leaders
and Dual Enrollment agreements.
22. Supervises and administers Dual Enrollment agreements and advanced placement training and implementation
23. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may
assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually
DATE: ________________ EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: _____________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)

EMPLOYEE ID. NO: _______________ PRINTED NAME: ______________________________
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JD IV-8
Revised 4/2021
TITLE: Supervisor of Career and Technical Education
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 1. 2, or 3
3. Five (5) years of successful professional school experience, three (3) years of which must have been during the
five-year period immediately preceding appointment to the supervisory position
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs
SUPERVISES: Coordinator of Career and Technical Education, 6-12
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide access for all students to obtain a high quality career and technical education
program that will prepare for high skill, high demand jobs in a changing global economy. This will be obtained by
providing programs that integrate rigorous academic content to technical subject matter, ensuring that our students will be
college and career ready
SUPERVISOR PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Implement a comprehensive and continuous Career Technical Education (CTE) instructional program and “All
Things Jump Start” for our district to transform and expand our CTE offerings
2. Provide access to materials and equipment, and secure technology for all students to obtain a high quality career
and technical education program that will prepare for high-skill, high-demand jobs in a changing global economy
3. Provide high-quality CTE programs that integrate college and career readiness
4. Ensure CTE coursework is simultaneously aligned with rigorous academic standards, which makes collaboration
between academic and CTE instructors a necessity
5. Connect students in a hands-on way to what they are learning, as to transfer experience into college, career, or
service
6. Provide professional development related to Jump Start Tops Tech (Career Diploma) Course requirements for
guidance counselors secondary curriculum leaders, and the like
7. Provide professional development for teachers, including teachers who serve students with disabilities and
English language learners, on the curriculum from a high-quality vendor provider for secondary level teachers of
CTE students
8. Cultivate partnerships with post-secondary institutions, training providers, and course choice providers to meet
the local, state, and national workforce needs
9. Collaborate with school systems around the state to improve student outcomes and career opportunities after
graduation
10. Promote the involvement of business and industry partners which is a most important ingredient in a high quality
CTE program. This ensures that curriculum and instruction are relevant and reflect changing technologies and
concepts
11. Elevate the image and understanding of CTE for students and families
12. Participate in the construction of the district’s strategic plan with the aim of enhancing workforce development
13. Plan for the Super Summer Institute, which is the state’s annual technical training and credentialing program for
educators
14. Implement CTE related State Policy Guidelines and Bulletins, e.g., Bulletin 132, Bulletin 138, Bulletin 1674, and
Bulletin 741, Louisiana Handbook for School Administrators
15. Administer and manage State/Federal Grants and local funds designated for CTE
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Supervisor of Career and Technical Education
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16. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
17. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may
assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually
DATE: ________________ EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: _____________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)

EMPLOYEE ID. NO: _______________ PRINTED NAME: ______________________________
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JD IV-9
Revised 8/17
TITLE: Supervisor of Action Research, Traditional & Job-Embedded Staff Development, & Professional Learning
Communities

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3
3. At least five (5) years of successful school experience in the teaching, administrative, or supervisory fields
4. Experience in planning, developing, and implementing action research and traditional and job-embedded staff
development projects at local school and/or parish staff levels

5. In-depth knowledge of research and staff development resources at the school, parish, state, and national levels
6. A Master’s Degree from an accredited institution specializing in the areas of administration and instruction
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs
SUPERVISES: Action research and traditional and job-embedded staff development projects and programs and Research
and Staff Development Facilitator

JOB GOAL:
1. Help with the development of Professional Learning Communities districtwide by providing the necessary staff

development and resources to ensure improved academic outcomes for all students.
2. To develop and implement in-depth programs through continuity and innovation in the areas of action research and
traditional and job-embedded staff development as well as providing, and enhancing skills to develop effective
Professional Learning Communities.

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Initiates and supervises project proposals, in conjunction with school and staff personnel, designed to enhance action
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

research and tradition and job-embedded staff development within the areas of curriculum with the aim of
improving the academic achievement of all students.
Initiates and supervises in-service projects designed to address professional needs associated with curriculum
(differentiated professional development).
Assess staff development needs each year through surveys, review of assessment data, data-driven decision making,
and continuous collaboration with departmental heads and school administrators.
Serves as a resource person for school administrators in the development and implementation of Professional
Learning Communities (PLCs) school improvement plans (SIPs).
Initiates and develops in-service programs and resource guides to enhance interpretation of evaluation results and
subsequent application of these results
Serves as a resource person for all research and staff development projects
Serves as liaison in the coordination of services with local agencies including universities, state agencies, LDOE,
and other agencies involved in educational programs
Serves as staff consultant and provides staff continuity in the area of educational trends, action research, and
program development
Develops and maintains resource materials, for use by district and school administrators with the aim of redelivering
training to school employees.
Maintains impeccable staff development records of Bossier Parish staff development training for parish employees,
including hours of staff development and continuing learning units (CLUs)
Collaborates with district and school administrators to provide professional learning experiences for teachers with
specific needs (job-embedded or differentiated professional development)
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
12. Coordinates activities of and professional development for academic and instructional.
13. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Evaluation
14. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may
assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE:

JD IV-10
Revised 7/13

Supervisor of Pupil Appraisal

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) as an Educational Diagnostician or Louisiana State
Department of Education Certificate as a Qualified School Social Worker, School Psychologist, or Louisiana
License in Speech-Language Pathology
2. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3
2. Five (5) years of successful professional experience in specified disciplines, Educational Diagnostician, School
Social Worker, School Psychologist or Speech, Language, and Hearing Specialist

REPORTS TO: Director of Special Education
SUPERVISES: Pupil appraisal staff to include Educational Diagnosticians, School Social Workers, School
Psychologists, and Speech, Language, and Hearing Evaluators

OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance goals
2. To effectively coordinate and supervise all aspects of pupil appraisal

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Manages pupil appraisal personnel under the direction of the Director of Special Education
2. Coordinates intervention, assessment and appraisal personnel actions with Child Search, Individual Educational
Program
1. Coordinates efforts of the School Building Level Committee (SBLC) with respect to assessment and appraisal
personnel
2. Coordinates administrative and clerical assistance supporting assessment and appraisal personnel
3. Serves as liaison between Director of Special Education and assessment and appraisal personnel actions
4. Informs Director of Special Education of pertinent personnel and programming issues
5. Directs, supervises, and coordinates all appraisal personnel and staffing sessions involving placement
recommendations
6. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
7. Maintains continuing liaison with assessment and appraisal personnel within the State Department of Education
8. Attends directorate-level meetings, parish administrator meetings, and state-level meetings as appropriate
9. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
10. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Special Education may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: ________________________________________
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JD IV-11
Revised 8/19

TITLE: Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)

2. Certification as Supervisor of Child Welfare and Attendance or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3

REPORTS TO: Director of Student Services, Community Affairs, Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
SUPERVISES: Program to assist children and parents concerning school attendance and adjustment
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To improve conditions of students having difficulties in school to enable them to
achieve at their maximum

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Enforces the Louisiana School Attendance Law

2. Maintains a school census
3. Encourages and promotes good school attendance
4. Conducts follow-ups, reevaluates, makes adjustments, and prescribes plans for challenges which impede student
progress
5. Coordinates the available services of the civic, social, private, and educational communities to diagnose and prescribe
possible solutions to student problems
6. Conducts, schedules, and supervises student disciplinary hearings as required or requested
7. Visits on a regular basis with teachers, school nurses, guidance counselors, and principals regarding students who are
absent or tardy too frequently and who have not responded to the corrective efforts made by the principal
8. Informs the immediate supervisor regarding the attendance patterns of chronic offenders
9. Collates monthly attendance and discipline reports from all schools; compiles monthly and district wide attendance
reports
10. Participates in individual or group counseling sessions whenever requested by a member of administration or the
student personnel team
11. Participates in case conferences as requested
12. Provides immediate service to students who are on the street or in public places during school hours
13. Works closely with the Bossier Parish Truancy Center to provide assistance with intervention strategies for students
with serious attendance problems
14. Coordinates the out-of-district/attendance zone requests
15. Assists with the PBIS program across the district
16. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier Parish
Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
17. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Student Services, Community Affairs, Minority Recruitment,
and Title IX may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule

EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IV-12
(Revised from XII-4) 8/19

TITLE: Supervisor of Student Services/Hearing Officer
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)

2. Certification as Parish/City Supervisor of Instruction OR Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3

REPORTS TO: Director of Student Services, Community Affairs, Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide services to children in schools
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Enforces the Louisiana School Attendance Law

2. Maintains a school census
3. Encourages and promotes good school attendance
4. Conducts follow-ups, reevaluates, makes adjustments, and prescribes plans for challenges which impede student
progress
5. Coordinates the available services of the civic, social, private, and educational communities to diagnose and prescribe
possible solutions to student problems
6. Conducts, schedules, and supervises student disciplinary hearings as required or requested
7. Visits on a regular basis with teachers, school nurses, guidance counselors, and principals regarding students who are
absent or tardy too frequently and who have not responded to the corrective efforts made by the principal
8. Informs the immediate supervisor regarding the attendance patterns of chronic offenders
9. Collates monthly attendance and discipline reports from all schools; compiles monthly and district wide attendance
reports
10. Participates in individual or group counseling sessions whenever requested by a member of administration or the
student personnel team
11. Participates in case conferences as requested
12. Provides immediate service to students who are on the street or in public places during school hours
13. Works closely with the Bossier Parish Truancy Center to provide assistance with intervention strategies for students
with serious attendance problems
14. Performs duties as described in Revised Statute 7:416
15. Coordinates the PBIS program across the parish
16. Assists in the determination of McKinney-Vento applications
17. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
18. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Student Services, Community Affairs, Minority Recruitment,
and Title IX may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: _________________________________________
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TITLE: Instructional Supervisor of ESSA (Every Student Succeed Act) and Parent Center

JD IV-13
Revised 7/17

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
1. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3
2. Appropriate courses in testing and evaluation or State Program Evaluator certification

REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs
SUPERVISES: Title I teachers and paraprofessionals
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs in
effectively administering and supervising the Title I Program
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Supervises the operation of the Parent Center to promote parental involvement
Supervises school personnel at Johnny Gray Jones alternative educational setting
Communicates ESSA policies and provides training/resources to district personnel
Assists school personnel with all activities related to the ESSA, Title I program
Works with individual teachers and paraprofessionals to improve instruction
Observes/conferences with Pre-K teachers using CLASS instrument, providing feedback relative to the
effectiveness of their performance and gives assistance as needed
Shares observations with principals and Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs
Communicates and works closely with the regular education supervisory staff and other related school programs
Assists the regular education staff to integrate the ESSA, Title I program with the regular instructional program
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may
assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IV-14
Revised 8/2020
TITLE: Supervisor of Program of Professional Evaluation (COMPASS) and District Personnel Evaluation

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
1. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3
2. Five (5) years of successful professional school experience, three (3) of which must have been during the five (5)
years immediately preceding appointment to the supervisor’s position

REPORTS TO: Director of Human Resources
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist in the evaluation of teachers and principals utilizing the State Program of

Professional Evaluation System (COMPASS), provide guidance and support to teachers and administrators with the
Program of Professional Evaluation (COMPASS), organize and administer continuity and innovation in the area of
professional development with the Program of Professional evaluation (COMPASS), serve as the district’s manager in the
development, research, and guidance to administrators related to the input and understanding of the data (CIS) for the
Program of Professional Evaluation (COMPASS) and manage and maintain employee evaluation procedures and files for
the Office of Human Resources.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Provides guidance and support to teachers and administrators with the COMPASS system and assists in the
evaluation of teachers and principals utilizing the COMPASS evaluation system.
2. Develops and maintains resource materials for use by district and school administrators in providing professional
development training to school employees related to the district personnel evaluation process.
3. Provides training to all new administrators to meet state requirements for COMPASS evaluator certification.
4. Assists district and school administrators in initiating, designing, and supervising employee Intensive Assistance
Plans.
5. Initiates in-service projects designed to address employee needs associated with the district personnel evaluation
process.
6. Assists in the design, management and maintenance of employee evaluation procedures for classified employees.
7. Manages Eduphoria, the observation and evaluation portal for all classified employees and professional employees
not evaluated in COMPASS/CIS.
8. Assists in conferencing with employees concerning personnel matters including serving as a Human Resources
mediator in the grievance process.
9. Assists with the investigation and resolution of district personnel issues and concerns
10. Serves as the Title IX Sexual Harassment Investigator for district concerns and complaints
11. Serves as member of the district Homeless committee, contributing in the determination of homeless status of both
new and existing students.
12. Develops program initiative and facilitates the district’s new teacher induction program, Bossier Cares
13. Manages the Compass Information System (CIS) and Curriculum Verification and Results (CVR) Reporting Portal
and supports administrators and professional employees in use of systems.
14. Prepares and submits according to established deadlines all required and requested local, state, and federal forms
and reports.
15. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier
Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
16. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Human Resources may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Supervisor of Special Education, Grades PreK-5
QUALIFICATIONS:

JD IV-15
Revised 7/17

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement
2. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3
3. Five (5) years successful professional school experience in Special Education, three (3) of which must have been
during the five (5) years immediately preceding appointment to the Special Education supervisory position

REPORTS TO: Director of Special Education
SUPERVISES: Special Education Personnel
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To work in collaboration with elementary school administration and school personnel with emphasis on
compliance.
2. To monitor and coordinate new and existing elementary level Special Education programs.
3. To monitor IEP development to maintain compliance with federal and state special education regulations.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Participates in internal monitoring for the provision of Special Education; documents the status of compliance
with state and federal regulations.
2. Manages monthly internal monitoring of IEP compliance for special education programs.
3. Supervises and evaluates specialty programs and services.
4. Supports data collection systems and advises special education coordinators in the implementation/analysis of
data to support informed decision making and effective instructional objectives for students with disabilities.
5. Informs Director of Special Education of pertinent personnel and program issues.
6. Makes annual projections of special education needs including professional and support personnel, programs and
facilities.
7. Recruits, interviews, and makes recommendations for employment and dismissal of professional support staff.
8. Provides leadership and support through staff development for Special Education professional and support
personnel.
9. Evaluates performance and progress of Special Education professional and support personnel.
10. Assists in developing comprehensive goals and objectives for special education services.
11. Assesses the need for the new elementary programs and services and prepares state and federal proposals to meet
the current needs.
12. Attends meetings, conferences and workshops relevant to exceptional students and compliance issues.
13. Serves as a resource person to elementary regular and special education staff, principals, teachers, parents, and
other agencies.
14. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation.
15. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Special Education may assign.

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IV-16
Revised 7/17

TITLE: Supervisor of Special Education, Grades 6-12
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement
2. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3
3. Five (5) years successful professional school experience in Special Education, three (3) of which must have been
during the five (5) years immediately preceding appointment to the Special Education supervisory position

REPORTS TO: Director of Special Education
SUPERVISES: Special Education Personnel
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To work in collaboration with middle/high school administration and school personnel with emphasis on
curriculum and instruction.
2. To supervise the design and delivery of existing and new special education curriculum and services and to
supervise practices that promote delivery of appropriate services as reflected in the student’s Individualized
Education Program (IEP).

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Makes annual projections of special education needs including professional and support personnel, programs, and
facilities.
2. Reviews special education curriculum and services on an annual basis, assessing the need for new middle/high
school programs and services.
3. Supports data collection systems and advises special education coordinators in the implementation/analysis of
data to support informed decision making and effective instructional objectives for students with disabilities.
4. Recruits, interviews, and recommends employment and dismissal of special education professional and support
staff.
5. Assists School Building personnel with implementation of PBIS and effective behavioral supports for students
with disabilities. Supervises behavior support personnel.
6. Acts as a liaison between the Special Education Department and Human Resources.
7. Evaluates performance and progress of special education professional and support personnel.
8. Participates in the evaluation, selection and distribution of materials and equipment.
9. Informs Director of Special Education of pertinent personnel and program issues to include preparing and
disseminating reports and information about the special education programs as needed.
10. Provides leadership and support through staff development for special education and support personnel.
11. Assists in developing comprehensive goals and objectives for special education services.
12. Serves as a liaison between middle/high school general education personnel, special education personnel, parents
and agencies.
13. Monitors curriculum to ensure Louisiana content standards are addressed.
14. Attends meetings, conferences and workshops relevant to exceptional students and curriculum.
15. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation.
16. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Special Education may assign.

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement
2. Certification as Parish/City School Supervisor of Instruction or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3
3. Five (5) years successful professional school experience, three (3) of which must have been during the five (5)
years immediately preceding appointment to the supervisor’s position
4. Six (6) semester hours in graduate level statistics

REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs
SUPERVISES: Coordinator of Gifted/Talented Curriculum, Title I Accountability and Assessment Facilitator
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To administer the accountability and testing programs.
2. To provide leadership in understanding accountability and school improvement processes
3. To interpret, compare, and analyze test data as it relates to student achievement for all students, including students
with disabilities

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Supervises parish testing (norm-referenced tests, criterion referenced tests, Graduation Exit Exams, EOC tests,
ACT, LAA 1 and LEAP 360)
2. Disseminates tests and maintains records
3. Assist the schools in monitoring compliance with IDEA and ESSA with collecting and archiving required
documentation supporting AYP
4. Coordinates parish remediation programs (including all teachers, students, and expenditures)
5. Assists schools with interpretation of accountability data as it relates to school improvement plans and student
achievement for students with disabilities
6. Evaluates progress monitoring of classroom instructional programs in order to provide feedback to school and
district staff
7. Provides data and statistics to formulate and verify achievement of Goals and Activities for the E-Grant, and other
funding opportunities
8. Supports intervention programs based on student performance on standardized, benchmark and district tests
9. Provides information and data to be used for annual projections
10. Attends meetings, conferences and workshops relevant to exceptional students, curriculum, testing, and
accountability
11. Coordinates the provision of professional development targeting the use of instructional and assistive technology
in classroom instruction that support the required strategies of IDEA/ESSA and state and district academic
standards in Math and ELA
12. Keeps current with educational developments, research-based curriculum, and literature in the field of education
and participates in state and national professional meetings devoted to the advancement of school education with
the emphasis on assistive technology
13. Supervises the district gifted and talented program
14. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
15. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may
assign
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TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IV-18
Revised 7/13

TITLE: Supervisor of Child Nutrition
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A Master’s degree from a regionally accredited institution of higher education.
AND
2. Specialty in Food Service - A minimum of three (3) years of successful experience in home economics education
or other quantity food service management, a minimum of twenty-one (21) semesters hours of which six (6) must
be in Human Nutrition and at least three (3) semester hours in quantity food preparation; and (12) semester hours
in at least four of the following subjects: Quantity Food Service; Organization and Management: Quantity Food
Service Equipment and Layout; Accounting; Statistics; Microbiology; Food Service or Technology.
OR
3. Specialty in Nutrition: A minimum of three (3) years of successful experience in teaching, nutrition education
public health nutrition, clinical or administrative dietetics, cooperative extension, or food service management.
Graduate and/or undergraduate course work, as follows: nutrition eighteen (18) semester hours, six semester
hours in nutrition related to humans and (12) semester hours may include nutrition, physiology, biochemistry,
microbiology, or bacteriology. Nine (9) semester hours in foods, three (3) semester hours in statistics, research
methodology, or evaluative techniques. A minimum of twelve (12) semester hours in at least two of the following
subjects: Quantity Food Preparation or Quantity cookery; Child or Adolescent Psychology; Communication and
Speech; Educational materials and/or Methods or Personnel or Institutional Management.

REPORTS TO: Chief Financial Officer
SUPERVISES: Parish child nutrition program
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To administer the child nutrition program
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Develops, initiates, and interprets a nutrition education program utilizing the child nutrition programs as a means
for improving the health and nutrition of students
2. Provides educational nutrition opportunities for students, staff, and community
3. Directs total operation and management of all child nutrition programs’ units and the child nutrition programs’
offices
4. Provides leadership for child nutrition program employees
5. Plans in-service workshops for child nutrition program employees for training in all areas of food preparation and
service
6. Directs and supervises the planning of menus to comply with meal requirements and student acceptance
7. Works with managers and technicians in developing standardized recipes
8. Works with managers and technicians in establishing portion control
9. Maintains high standards of sanitation and safety
10. Develops a revolving plan of equipment cleaning and maintenance
11. Ensures that all local and state health sanitation laws and regulations are being satisfied
12. Keeps informed of new trends in child nutrition, foods, and food service equipment
13. Develops specifications for food, equipment, and supplies in order to ensure maximum returns for each
expenditure
14. Interprets uniform state and local board personnel policies and recommends guiding principles for child nutrition
program employees, such as basic job descriptions, salary schedules, employee benefits, and evaluation of
personnel
15. Recommends uniform personnel policies for the child nutrition program employees
16. Interviews and makes recommendations concerning the selection, transfer, promotion, and dismissal of child
nutrition program employees
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
17. Directs and assists in developing or administering accurate accounting procedures and records to comply with
state and federal regulations for adequate control and management of income, labor, food, supplies, and other
costs
18. Prepares annual and revised budgets and controls revenues and expenditures to assure a sound financial program
19. Makes financial reports to the state and makes available a factual perspective of the child nutrition program to the
Board to enable them to keep the public intelligently informed concerning the needs of the programs
20. Works with architects in planning child nutrition program facilities, including remodeling, layouts, and selection
of equipment
21. Helps develop and maintain good rapport with students, teaching staff, school administrators, and the general
public and cooperates with principals and school officials who plan schedules to meet the requirements and
facilities of the particular school
22. Is active in child nutrition work and organizations
23. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
24. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Finance and Business Affairs may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Supervisor of Planning and Construction
QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.

Bachelor’s Degree from an accredited university
Experience in the procurement of capital improvements
Knowledge and experience of planning, design, bid and construction and management of facilities
Ability to lead and supervise personnel
Experience in reading and interpreting plans and specifications (architectural, mechanical, plumbing, and
electrical)
4. Experience in construction administration (knowledge of construction documents, change orders, and processing
payment requests)
5. Other qualifications as designated by the Board

REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To plan, organize, and direct the Planning Department, New Construction and Energy
Management

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Plans, directs, and schedules all capital improvements for the parish
2. Directs the Planning and Energy Management staff and hired professional services for construction
3. Researches, prepares or modifies, and approves plans and specifications for construction, and meets with the
appropriate members of the Board to review all bids and proposed bids
4. Researches and negotiates for lowest price of services, materials, supplies, and equipment not requiring bids for
construction
5. Plans and schedules the purchase and delivery of all major furniture, equipment, and other items for new or
renovated school buildings or other projects
6. Assists the Accounting and Accounts Payable Departments in tracing construction and related accounts
7. Receives requests for use of facilities and assists with hold harmless agreements
8. Prepares or supervises special projects or reports
9. Estimates cost of repair projects in terms of labor, material, and overhead
10. Codes bills for budget purposes
11. Works with architects and engineers in building design
12. Serves as a liaison between architectural or engineering firms, the local school administrator, and the Board staff
13. Advises on the hiring of contractors to perform certain maintenance or repair services
14. Maintains personnel and other written records and reports as required
15. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
16. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Chief Procurement Officer
QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bachelor’s Degree from an accredited university
Five (5) years experience in the purchasing/procurement and bidding of fixed assets, material, and supplies
Knowledge and experience of the bid process
Ability to interpret applicable laws, statutes and policies
Ability to lead and supervise personnel
Other qualifications as designated by the Board

REPORTS TO: Chief Financial Officer
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To plan, organize, and direct the Purchasing and Central Warehouse Departments
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Plans, directs, and schedules all procurement and serves as the control purchasing agent to the parish
2. Provides information to parish personnel regarding purchasing procedures, products, repair and/or replacement of
equipment, bids, awards, and routing/delivery of purchased goods
3. Directs the Purchasing Department, and Central Warehouse operation personnel
4. Researches, prepares or modifies, and approves bid specifications and meets with the appropriate members of the
Board to review all bids and proposed bids
5. Researches and negotiates for lowest price of services, materials, supplies, and equipment not requiring bids
6. Plans and schedules the purchase and delivery of all major furniture, equipment, and other items for new or
renovated school buildings or other projects
7. Directs the warehouse and distribution system through policies and procedures designed to provide a well-ordered
and efficient receiving, storage and distribution system of supplies, equipment, and materials to other schools and
departments
8. Meets with vendors servicing the parish
9. Oversees the processing of all purchase orders (instructional material and supply orders) and verifies accuracy of
all information
10. Assists the Accounting and Accounts Payable Departments in tracing slow and/or undelivered orders
11. Codes bills for budget purposes
12. Conducts annual inventories of furniture, fixtures, equipment, and vehicles
13. Updates inventory data base and communicates with department heads or principals regarding matters relating to
the paperwork to receive, move, or dispose of School Board property
14. Prepares or administers the preparation of administrative reports, special projects, and maintains contract files and
records as required.
15. Maintains personnel and other written records and reports as required
16. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
17. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Chief Financial Officer may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Elementary/Intermediate/Middle/ High School Principal

JD V-1
Revised 2/2020

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Principal (Bulletin 746) or Educational Leader 1, 2, or 3
3. Five (5) years teaching and/or administrative experience within the last five (5) years
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel/Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
SUPERVISES: School faculty and staff
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To ensure planning, organization, and implementation of all educational and supportive
activities of the school
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
DOMAIN I: SCHOOL VISION
A. Sets ambitious, data-driven goals, and a vision for achievement; invests teachers, students, and other stakeholders
in that vision
● The principal creates an atmosphere for achievement of high academic expectations for all students;
providing a clear picture of the schools future.
● The principal ensures that the school vision is lived in practice, encouraging behaviors that support the vision
and addressing behaviors that undermine the vision; enlisting the support, ownership, and institutionalization
of the vision from various perspectives and lenses.
● The principal places data driven school level goals into the vision which describe how the vision will be
attained; adjusting the goals as needed, using student learning outcomes, needs assessments, observations of
teacher practices, and participation from stakeholders to ensure they are driving improvements in
achievement.
DOMAIN II: SCHOOL CULTURE
A.
Facilitates collaboration between teams of teachers
● The principal develops a school culture that allows effective teaching and learning to occur through the use of
effective and frequent collaboration between teams of teachers.
● The principal reinforces the school culture, along with the teachers, students and stakeholders, through
practices and actions that say: every child, every day.
● The principal establishes a culture of learning, wherein teachers identify and teach core academic skills
across the curriculum and implement shared instructional practices to improve student achievement; using
work that is rigorous and aligned with the Compass rubric.
B. Provides opportunities for professional growth and develops a pipeline of teacher leaders
● The principal expects professional growth from all members of the teaching staff that is aligned with the
vision of the school and the Compass rubric.
● The principal facilitates meaningful, targeted professional development opportunities aligned to teacher needs
and designed to improve instructional practice.
● The principal cultivates a pipeline of teacher leaders and develops their leadership skills to provide additional
support to teachers in the school and allows them to take on additional leadership opportunities.
C. Creates and upholds systems that result in a safe and orderly school environment.
● The principal ensures that the school building is clean and safe, all basic facilities are in working order and
that the physical plant fosters major academic priorities and initiatives.
● The principal consistently implements and discusses across all classrooms, an age appropriate code of conduct
with written values and beliefs that is aligned with district and school priorities.
● The principal utilizes all support staff, including certificated and non-certificated employees, to strategically
support the achievement of school goals.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
DOMAIN III: INSTRUCTION
A. Observes teachers and provides feedback on instruction regularly
● The principal observes teachers to provide on-going actionable, clear and transparent feedback on instruction;
these observations will become a part of both formative and summative assessments of teacher effectiveness.
● The principal ensures that all instruction is focused on the development and implementation of goals and
objectives that are aligned with the Louisiana Student Standards.
B. Ensures teachers set clear, measurable objectives aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards
● The principal guarantees that all instruction is grounded in and guided by the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The principal implements a curricular scope and sequence that fosters rigorous instruction and activities that
are designed to cognitively challenge students using the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The principal supplies supporting curricular materials that allow them to implement the curriculum with
fidelity.
C. Ensures teachers use assessments reflective of Louisiana Student Standards rigor
● The principal facilitates and supports staff use of aggregate and disaggregated data to identify and prioritize
students’ needs in relation to the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The principal will ensure that all assessments are aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards and will maintain
teacher accountability for on-going analysis of student data to provide rigor, differentiation, rapid
interventions and updated intervention assignments to reflect student needs and progress.
DOMAIN IV: PROFESSIONALISM COMPETENCY
A. Contributes to achieving the school’s mission, engages in self-reflection and growth opportunities, and creates
and sustains partnerships with families, colleagues and communities.
● The principal engages in self-reflection and growth opportunities to support high levels of learning for all
students.
● The principal collaborates and communicates effectively with families, colleagues, and the community to
promote students’ academic achievement and to accomplish the school’s mission.
OTHER:
A. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
B. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel/Assistant
Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Bossier Parish School for Technology & Innovative Learning Principal

JD V-2
Revised 4/2021

QUALIFICATIONS:
4. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
5. Certification as Principal (Bulletin 746) or Educational Leader 1, 2, or 3
6. Five (5) years teaching and/or administrative experience within the last five (5) years
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel/Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs
SUPERVISES: School faculty and staff
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To ensure planning, organization, and implementation of all educational and supportive
activities of the school
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
DOMAIN I: SCHOOL VISION
B. Sets ambitious, data-driven goals, and a vision for achievement; invests teachers, students, and other stakeholders
in that vision
● The principal creates an atmosphere for achievement of high academic expectations for all students;
providing a clear picture of the schools future.
● The principal ensures that the school vision is lived in practice, encouraging behaviors that support the vision
and addressing behaviors that undermine the vision; enlisting the support, ownership, and institutionalization
of the vision from various perspectives and lenses.
● The principal places data driven school level goals into the vision which describe how the vision will be
attained; adjusting the goals as needed, using student learning outcomes, needs assessments, observations of
teacher practices, and participation from stakeholders to ensure they are driving improvements in
achievement.
DOMAIN II: SCHOOL CULTURE
B.
Facilitates collaboration between teams of teachers
● The principal develops a school culture that allows effective teaching and learning to occur through the use of
effective and frequent collaboration between teams of teachers.
● The principal reinforces the school culture, along with the teachers, students and stakeholders, through
practices and actions that say: every child, every day.
● The principal establishes a culture of learning, wherein teachers identify and teach core academic skills
across the curriculum and implement shared instructional practices to improve student achievement; using
work that is rigorous and aligned with the Compass rubric.
B. Provides opportunities for professional growth and develops a pipeline of teacher leaders
● The principal expects professional growth from all members of the teaching staff that is aligned with the
vision of the school and the Compass rubric.
● The principal facilitates meaningful, targeted professional development opportunities aligned to teacher needs
and designed to improve instructional practice.
● The principal cultivates a pipeline of teacher leaders and develops their leadership skills to provide additional
support to teachers in the school and allows them to take on additional leadership opportunities.
C. Creates and upholds systems that result in a safe and orderly school environment.
● The principal ensures that the school building is clean and safe, all basic facilities are in working order and
that the physical plant fosters major academic priorities and initiatives.
● The principal consistently implements and discusses across all classrooms, an age appropriate code of conduct
with written values and beliefs that is aligned with district and school priorities.
● The principal utilizes all support staff, including certificated and non-certificated employees, to strategically
support the achievement of school goals.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
DOMAIN III: INSTRUCTION
D. Observes teachers and provides feedback on instruction regularly
● The principal observes teachers to provide on-going actionable, clear and transparent feedback on instruction;
these observations will become a part of both formative and summative assessments of teacher effectiveness.
● The principal ensures that all instruction is focused on the development and implementation of goals and
objectives that are aligned with the Louisiana Student Standards.
E. Ensures teachers set clear, measurable objectives aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards
● The principal guarantees that all instruction is grounded in and guided by the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The principal implements a curricular scope and sequence that fosters rigorous instruction and activities that
are designed to cognitively challenge students using the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The principal supplies supporting curricular materials that allow them to implement the curriculum with
fidelity.
F. Ensures teachers use assessments reflective of Louisiana Student Standards rigor
● The principal facilitates and supports staff use of aggregate and disaggregated data to identify and prioritize
students’ needs in relation to the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The principal will ensure that all assessments are aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards and will maintain
teacher accountability for on-going analysis of student data to provide rigor, differentiation, rapid
interventions and updated intervention assignments to reflect student needs and progress.
DOMAIN IV: PROFESSIONALISM COMPETENCY
B. Contributes to achieving the school’s mission, engages in self-reflection and growth opportunities, and creates
and sustains partnerships with families, colleagues and communities.
● The principal engages in self-reflection and growth opportunities to support high levels of learning for all
students.
● The principal collaborates and communicates effectively with families, colleagues, and the community to
promote students’ academic achievement and to accomplish the school’s mission.
OTHER:
C. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
D. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel/Assistant
Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Principal of Bossier Educational Complex (BEC) Pre-GED/Alternate School/Virtual Program Coordinator

QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
Certification as Principal (Bulletin 746) or Educational Leader 1, 2, or 3
Five (5) years teaching and/or administrative experience within the last five (5) years
Must be able to perform essential functions of the job as described here below with or without reasonable
accommodations
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel/Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs

SUPERVISES: School faculty and staff
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To ensure planning, organization, and implementation of all educational and
supportive activities of the Bossier Educational Complex, Pre-GED Skills/Connections Programs

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

DOMAIN I: SCHOOL VISION
A. Sets ambitious, data-driven goals, and a vision for achievement; invests teachers, students, and other stakeholders
in that vision
● The principal creates an atmosphere for achievement of high academic expectations for all students;
providing a clear picture of the school’s future.
● The principal ensures that the school vision is lived in practice, encouraging behaviors that support the vision
and addressing behaviors that undermine the vision; enlisting the support, ownership, and institutionalization
of the vision from various perspectives and lenses.
● The principal places data driven school level goals into the vision which describe how the vision will be
attained; adjusting the goals as needed, using student learning outcomes, needs assessments, observations of
teacher practices, and participation from stakeholders to ensure they are driving improvements in
achievement.
DOMAIN II: SCHOOL CULTURE
A.
Facilitates collaboration between teams of teachers
● The principal develops a school culture that allows effective teaching and learning to occur through the use of
effective and frequent collaboration between teams of teachers.
● The principal reinforces the school culture, along with the teachers, students and stakeholders, through
practices and actions that say: every child, every day.
● The principal establishes a culture of learning, wherein teachers identify and teach core academic skills across
the curriculum and implement shared instructional practices to improve student achievement; using work that
is rigorous and aligned with the Compass rubric.
B. Provides opportunities for professional growth and develops a pipeline of teacher leaders
● The principal expects professional growth from all members of the teaching staff that is aligned with the
vision of the school and the Compass rubric.
● The principal facilitates meaningful, targeted professional development opportunities aligned to teacher needs
and designed to improve instructional practice.
● The principal cultivates a pipeline of teacher leaders and develops their leadership skills to provide additional
support to teachers in the school and allows them to take on additional leadership opportunities.
C. Creates and upholds systems that result in a safe and orderly school environment.
● The principal ensures that the school building is clean and safe, all basic facilities are in working order and
that the physical plant fosters major academic priorities and initiatives.
● The principal consistently implements and discusses across all classrooms, an age appropriate code of conduct
with written values and beliefs that is aligned with district and school priorities.
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●

The principal utilizes all support staff, including certificated and non-certificated employees, to strategically
support the achievement of school goals.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
DOMAIN III: INSTRUCTION
A. Observes teachers and provides feedback on instruction regularly
● The principal observes teachers to provide on-going actionable, clear and transparent feedback on instruction;
these observations will become a part of both formative and summative assessments of teacher effectiveness.
● The principal ensures that all instruction is focused on the development and implementation of goals and
objectives that are aligned with the Louisiana Student Standards.
B. Ensures teachers set clear, measurable objectives aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards
● The principal guarantees that all instruction is grounded in and guided by the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The principal implements a curricular scope and sequence that fosters rigorous instruction and activities that
are designed to cognitively challenge students using the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The principal supplies supporting curricular materials that allow them to implement the curriculum with
fidelity.
C. Ensures teachers use assessments reflective of Louisiana Student Standards rigor
● The principal facilitates and supports staff use of aggregate and disaggregated data to identify and prioritize
students’ needs in relation to the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The principal will ensure that all assessments are aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards and will
maintain teacher accountability for on-going analysis of student data to provide rigor, differentiation,
rapid interventions and updated intervention assignments to reflect student needs and progress.
DOMAIN IV: PROFESSIONALISM COMPETENCY
A. Contributes to achieving the school’s mission, engages in self-reflection and growth opportunities, and creates
and sustains partnerships with families, colleagues and communities.
● The principal engages in self-reflection and growth opportunities to support high levels of learning for all
students.
● The principal collaborates and communicates effectively with families, colleagues, and the community to
promote students’ academic achievement and to accomplish the school’s mission.

OTHER:

A. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
B. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel/Assistant
Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Academic Administrator of Bossier Parish Virtual Learning Program

JD V-3
New 10/2020

QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
Certification as Principal (Bulletin 746) or Educational Leader 1, 2, or 3
Five (5) years teaching and/or administrative experience within the last five (5) years
Must be able to perform essential functions of the job as described here below with or without reasonable
accommodations
REPORTS TO: Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel/Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and
Academic Affairs

SUPERVISES: School faculty and staff
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To ensure planning, organization, and implementation of all educational and
supportive activities of the Bossier Parish Virtual Learning Program

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

DOMAIN I: SCHOOL VISION
A. Sets ambitious, data-driven goals, and a vision for achievement; invests teachers, students, and other
stakeholders in that vision
● The academic administrator creates an atmosphere for achievement of high academic expectations for all
students; providing a clear picture of the school’s future.
● The academic administrator ensures that the school vision is lived in practice, encouraging behaviors that
support the vision and addressing behaviors that undermine the vision; enlisting the support, ownership, and
institutionalization of the vision from various perspectives and lenses.
● The academic administrator places data driven school level goals into the vision which describe how the
vision will be attained; adjusting the goals as needed, using student learning outcomes, needs assessments,
observations of teacher practices, and participation from stakeholders to ensure they are driving
improvements in achievement.
DOMAIN II: SCHOOL CULTURE
A. Facilitates collaboration between teams of teachers
● The academic administrator develops a school culture that allows effective teaching and learning to occur
through the use of effective and frequent collaboration between teams of teachers.
● The academic administrator reinforces the school culture, along with the teachers, students and stakeholders,
through practices and actions that say: every child, every day.
● The academic administrator establishes a culture of learning, wherein teachers identify and teach core
academic skills across the curriculum and implement shared instructional practices to improve student
achievement; using work that is rigorous and aligned with the Compass rubric.
B. Provides opportunities for professional growth and develops a pipeline of teacher leaders
● The academic administrator expects professional growth from all members of the teaching staff that is aligned
with the vision of the school and the Compass rubric.
● The academic administrator facilitates meaningful, targeted professional development opportunities aligned to
teacher needs and designed to improve instructional practice.
● The academic administrator cultivates a pipeline of teacher leaders and develops their leadership skills to
provide additional support to teachers in the school and allows them to take on additional leadership
opportunities.
C. Creates and upholds systems that result in a safe and orderly school environment.
● The academic administrator ensures that the school building is clean and safe, all basic facilities are in
working order and that the physical plant fosters major academic priorities and initiatives.
● The academic administrator consistently implements and discusses across all classrooms, an age appropriate
code of conduct with written values and beliefs that is aligned with district and school priorities.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
●

The academic administrator utilizes all support staff, including certificated and non-certificated employees, to
strategically support the achievement of school goals.

DOMAIN III: INSTRUCTION
A. Observes teachers and provides feedback on instruction regularly
● The academic administrator observes teachers to provide on-going actionable, clear and transparent feedback
on instruction; these observations will become a part of both formative and summative assessments of teacher
effectiveness.
● The academic administrator ensures that all instruction is focused on the development and implementation of
goals and objectives that are aligned with the Louisiana Student Standards.
B. Ensures teachers set clear, measurable objectives aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards
● The academic administrator guarantees that all instruction is grounded in and guided by the Louisiana Student
Standards.
● The academic administrator implements a curricular scope and sequence that fosters rigorous instruction and
activities that are designed to cognitively challenge students using the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The principal supplies supporting curricular materials that allow them to implement the curriculum with
fidelity.
C. Ensures teachers use assessments reflective of Louisiana Student Standards rigor
● The academic administrator facilitates and supports staff use of aggregate and disaggregated data to identify
and prioritize students’ needs in relation to the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The academic administrator will ensure that all assessments are aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards
and will maintain teacher accountability for on-going analysis of student data to provide rigor, differentiation,
rapid interventions and updated intervention assignments to reflect student needs and progress.
DOMAIN IV: PROFESSIONALISM COMPETENCY
A. Contributes to achieving the school’s mission, engages in self-reflection and growth opportunities, and creates
and sustains partnerships with families, colleagues and communities.
● The academic administrator engages in self-reflection and growth opportunities to support high levels of
learning for all students.
● The academic administrator collaborates and communicates effectively with families, colleagues, and the
community to promote students’ academic achievement and to accomplish the school’s mission.

OTHER:

A. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
B. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Assistant Superintendent of Administration and Personnel/Assistant
Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)

2. Certification as Principal (Bulletin 746) or Educational Leader 1, 2, or 3
3. Five (5) years teaching and/or administrative experience within the last five (5) years
4. Must be able to perform essential functions of the job as described here below with or without reasonable
accommodations

REPORTS TO: Principal
SUPERVISES: School faculty and staff
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist the Principal in the planning, organization, and implementation of all

educational and supportive activities of the school

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
DOMAIN I: SCHOOL VISION

A. Sets ambitious, data-driven goals and a vision for achievement; invests teachers, students, and other stakeholders
in that vision.
● The assistant principal creates an atmosphere for achievement of high academic expectations for all students;
providing a clear picture of the school’s future.
● The assistant principal ensures that the school vision is lived in practice, encouraging behaviors that support
the vision and addressing behaviors that undermine the vision; enlisting the support, ownership, and
institutionalization of the vision from various perspectives and lenses.
● The assistant principal places data driven school level goals into the vision which describe how the vision will
be attained; adjusting the goals as needed, using student learning outcomes, needs assessments, observations
of teacher practices, and participation from stakeholders to ensure they are driving improvements in
achievement.

DOMAIN II: SCHOOL CULTURE

A. Facilitates collaboration between teams of teachers
● The assistant principal develops a school culture that allows effective teaching and learning to occur through
the use of effective and frequent collaboration between teams of teachers.
● The assistant principal reinforces the school culture, along with the teachers, students and stakeholders,
through practices and actions that say: every child, every day.
● The assistant principal establishes a culture of learning, wherein teachers identify and teach core academic
skills across the curriculum and implement shared instructional practices to improve student achievement;
using work that is rigorous and aligned with the Compass rubric.
B. Provides opportunities for professional growth and develops a pipeline of teacher leaders
● The assistant principal expects professional growth from all members of the teaching staff that is aligned with
the vision of the school and the Compass rubric.
● The assistant principal facilitates meaningful, targeted professional development opportunities aligned to
teacher needs and designed to improve instructional practice.
● The assistant principal cultivates a pipeline of teacher leaders and develops their leadership skills to provide
additional support to teachers in the school and allows them to take on additional leadership opportunities.
C. Creates and upholds systems that result in a safe and orderly school environment.
● The assistant principal ensures that the school building is clean and safe, all basic facilities are in working
order and that the physical plant fosters major academic priorities and initiatives.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
●

●

The assistant principal consistently implements and discusses across all classrooms, an age appropriate code of
conduct with written values and beliefs that is aligned with district and school priorities.
The assistant principal utilizes all support staff, including certificated and non-certificated employees, to
strategically support the achievement of school goals.

DOMAIN III: INSTRUCTION

A. Observes teachers and provides feedback on instruction regularly.
● The assistant principal observes teachers to provide on-going actionable, clear and transparent feedback on
instruction; these observations will become a part of both formative and summative assessments of teacher
effectiveness.
● The assistant principal ensures that all instruction is focused on the development and implementation of goals
and objectives that are aligned with the Louisiana Student Standards.
B. Ensures teachers set clear, measurable objectives aligned to Louisiana Student Standards.
● The assistant principal guarantees that all instruction is grounded in and guided by the Louisiana Student
Standards.
● The assistant principal implements a curricular scope and sequence that fosters rigorous instruction and
activities that are designed to cognitively challenge students using the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The assistant principal supplies teachers with supporting curricular materials that allow them to implement the
curriculum with fidelity.
C. Ensures teachers use assessments reflective of Louisiana Student Standards rigor.
● The assistant principal facilitates and supports staff use of aggregated and disaggregated data to identify and
prioritize students’ needs in relation to the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The assistant principal will ensure that all assessments are aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards and will
maintain teacher accountability for on-going analysis of student data to provide rigor, differentiation, rapid
interventions and updated intervention assignments to reflect student needs and progress.

DOMAIN IV: PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY

A. Contributes to achieving the school’s mission, engages in self-reflection and growth opportunities, and creates and
sustains partnerships with families, colleagues and communities.
● The assistant principal engages in self-reflection and growth opportunities to support high levels of learning for
all students.
● The assistant principal collaborates and communicates effectively with families, colleagues, and the community
to promote students’ academic achievement and to accomplish the school’s mission.

OTHER:

A. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
B. Assumes additional responsibilities as Principal may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Elementary School Assistant Principal
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Principal (Bulletin 746) or Educational Leader 1, 2, or 3
3. Five (5) years teaching and/or administrative experience within the last five (5) years
1. Must be able to perform essential functions of the job as described here below with or without reasonable
accommodations

REPORTS TO: Principal
SUPERVISES: School faculty and staff
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist the Principal in the planning, organization, and implementation of all

educational and supportive activities of the school

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
DOMAIN I: SCHOOL VISION

A. Sets ambitious, data-driven goals and a vision for achievement; invests teachers, students, and other stakeholders
in that vision.
● The assistant principal creates an atmosphere for achievement of high academic expectations for all students;
providing a clear picture of the school’s future.
● The assistant principal ensures that the school vision is lived in practice, encouraging behaviors that support
the vision and addressing behaviors that undermine the vision; enlisting the support, ownership, and
institutionalization of the vision from various perspectives and lenses.
● The assistant principal places data driven school level goals into the vision which describe how the vision will
be attained; adjusting the goals as needed, using student learning outcomes, needs assessments, observations
of teacher practices, and participation from stakeholders to ensure they are driving improvements in
achievement.

DOMAIN II: SCHOOL CULTURE

A. Facilitates collaboration between teams of teachers
● The assistant principal develops a school culture that allows effective teaching and learning to occur through
the use of effective and frequent collaboration between teams of teachers.
● The assistant principal reinforces the school culture, along with the teachers, students and stakeholders,
through practices and actions that say: every child, every day.
● The assistant principal establishes a culture of learning, wherein teachers identify and teach core academic
skills across the curriculum and implement shared instructional practices to improve student achievement;
using work that is rigorous and aligned with the Compass rubric.
B. Provides opportunities for professional growth and develops a pipeline of teacher leaders
● The assistant principal expects professional growth from all members of the teaching staff that is aligned with
the vision of the school and the Compass rubric.
● The assistant principal facilitates meaningful, targeted professional development opportunities aligned to
teacher needs and designed to improve instructional practice.
● The assistant principal cultivates a pipeline of teacher leaders and develops their leadership skills to provide
additional support to teachers in the school and allows them to take on additional leadership opportunities.
C. Creates and upholds systems that result in a safe and orderly school environment.
● The assistant principal ensures that the school building is clean and safe, all basic facilities are in working
order and that the physical plant fosters major academic priorities and initiatives.
● The assistant principal consistently implements and discusses across all classrooms, an age appropriate code
of conduct with written values and beliefs that is aligned with district and school priorities.
● The assistant principal utilizes all support staff, including certificated and non-certificated employees, to
strategically support the achievement of school goals.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
DOMAIN III: INSTRUCTION

A. Observes teachers and provides feedback on instruction regularly.
● The assistant principal observes teachers to provide on-going actionable, clear and transparent feedback on
instruction; these observations will become a part of both formative and summative assessments of teacher
effectiveness.
● The assistant principal ensures that all instruction is focused on the development and implementation of goals
and objectives that are aligned with the Louisiana Student Standards.
B. Ensures teachers set clear, measurable objectives aligned to Louisiana Student Standards.
● The assistant principal guarantees that all instruction is grounded in and guided by the Louisiana Student
Standards
● The assistant principal implements a curricular scope and sequence that fosters rigorous instruction and
activities that are designed to cognitively challenge students using the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The assistant principal supplies teachers with supporting curricular materials that allow them to implement the
curriculum with fidelity.
C. Ensures teachers use assessments reflective of Louisiana Student Standards rigor.
● The assistant principal facilitates and supports staff use of aggregated and disaggregated data to identify and
prioritize students’ needs in relation to the Louisiana Student Standards.
● The assistant principal will ensure that all assessments are aligned to the Louisiana Student Standards and will
maintain teacher accountability for on-going analysis of student data to provide rigor, differentiation, rapid
interventions and updated intervention assignments to reflect student needs and progress.

DOMAIN IV: PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCY

A. Contributes to achieving the school’s mission, engages in self-reflection and growth opportunities, and creates
and sustains partnerships with families, colleagues and communities.
● The assistant principal engages in self-reflection and growth opportunities to support high levels of learning
for all students.
● The assistant principal collaborates and communicates effectively with families, colleagues, and the
community to promote students’ academic achievement and to accomplish the school’s mission.

OTHER:

A. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
B. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten (10) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: School Administrative Assistant
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Principal (Bulletin 746) or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3

REPORTS TO: Principal
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist the Principal in the planning, organization, and implementation of all

educational and supportive activities of the school as assigned
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: Assists in the operation of the school program by performing duties from the list
below as assigned by the Principal
PROFICIENCIES
Leadership
1. Exercises vision in defining and gaining support for the school mission and goals
2. Communicates effectively and gains support for goals within the school and community
3. Sets high expectations and performance standards that lead to the attainment of school and district goals
4. Identifies and analyzes relevant information before making decisions or committing resources
5. Provides incentives for both teachers and students to excel
6. Serves as a model of professionalism and communicates educational values
7. Identifies areas for instructional and program development through the collection and interpretation of student and
school data
8. Serves as leader while involving others effectively in the improvement of curriculum and instruction
9. Evaluates professional and support staff constructively in accord with the Program of Professional Evaluation
10. Orients and coaches teachers to enhance their instructional effectiveness
11. Engages in and promotes a program of ongoing professional development
12. Recruits, selects, and assigns appropriate personnel in collaboration with the Personnel Department for the
effective delivery of the school program
Human Relations
1. Solicits and frequently gives specific and constructive feedback
2. Maintains enthusiasm and a positive attitude to enhance the school climate
3. Demonstrates an appreciation for the accomplishments of others
4. Listens actively to others
5. Utilizes clear and meaningful oral and written expression
Collaboration
1. Fosters teamwork and collegiality
2. Elicits participation in decision making and cultivates leadership in others
3. Facilitates group processes and effectively manages conflict
Participation
1. Involves parents and the community in activities of the school to build a sense of shared responsibility for the
quality of education being provided
2. Encourages the volunteer participation of parents and the community and uses this resource to enhance the quality
of education in the schools
MANAGEMENT
School Program
1. Plans and prepares an appropriate budget and manages funds
2. Seeks and allocates appropriate resources (materials, money, time, support services) to support the school
program
3. Implements school programs within the confines of the district’s goals and policies
4. Schedules curricular and co-curricular activities and duties efficiently and effectively
5. Understands and applies knowledge of organizations and community policies in generating support for the school
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
Rules and Regulations
1. Identifies rules, guidelines, and procedures for total school operation and accepts responsibility for personal,
student, teacher, and staff compliance
2. Collaboratively develops and administers effective discipline and attendance procedures
General Operation
1. Maintains a visible presence in the school
2. Protects instructional time when scheduling events and communication efforts
3. Ensures that school facilities are safe and conducive to a positive school environment
4. Prepares and maintains/submits reports accurately and promptly
Professional Responsibilities
1. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
2. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten (10) months or Eleven (11) months as determined by specific position
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Program Manager, Secondary (6-12)
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)
3. Experience and knowledge of federal, state, and local laws and its relationship to the provision of FAPE
4. Experience in developing and managing a balanced federal, state, and local budget
REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors

OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To coordinate the special education programs and facilitate delivery of appropriate services as reflected in the
Individualized Education Program (IEP)
3. To coordinate all discipline related activities
4. To develop and manage expenditures for Special Education programs

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Provides leadership, support, and staff development for special education personnel to improve instruction
Acts a liaison between regular school personnel, special education personnel, parents and other agencies
Participates in the evaluation, selection, and distribution of materials and equipment
Assists in the development and completion of reports, proposals, and projects
Monitors and manages documentation of required reports from coordinators, facilitators, and itinerant teachers
Manages disciplinary procedures for special education students in accordance with federal and state laws by
assisting in the development of initial and review IEPs, implementation of IEPs, and coordination of testing,
planning and service delivery
Attends IEPs, conferences, workshops, and interagency meetings as required to enhance student disciplinary
procedures and secondary services
Provides technical assistance and in-service to teachers
Manages budgets for students with disabilities, duties include:
● Establishes and oversees departmental budgets
● Maintains an accurate account of transactions
● Facilitates the preparation of financial reports
● Provides financial reports to the Director of Special Education
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and a half (10 ½) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Program Manager, Elementary (Pre K-5)
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)
3. Experience and knowledge of federal, state, and local laws and its relationship to the provision of FAPE
4. Experience in developing and managing a balanced federal, state, and local budget
REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors

OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To coordinate the special education programs and facilitate delivery of appropriate services as reflected in the
Individualized Education Program (IEP)
3. To coordinate all discipline related activities
4. To develop and manage expenditures for Special Education programs

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Provides leadership, support, and staff development for special education personnel to improve instruction
Acts a liaison between regular school personnel, special education personnel, parents and other agencies
Participates in the evaluation, selection, and distribution of materials and equipment
Assists in the development and completion of reports, proposals, and projects
Monitors and manages documentation of required reports from coordinators, facilitators, and itinerant teachers
Manages disciplinary procedures for special education students in accordance with federal and state laws by
assisting in the development of initial and review IEPs, implementation of IEPs, and coordination of testing,
planning and service delivery
Attends IEPs, conferences, workshops, and interagency meetings as required to enhance student disciplinary
procedures and secondary services
Provides technical assistance and in-service to teachers
Manages budgets for students with disabilities, duties include:
Establishes and oversees departmental budgets
Maintains an accurate account of transactions
Facilitates the preparation of financial reports
Provides financial reports to the Director of Special Education
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and a half (10 ½) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: PreK-2 Instructional Coordinator
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary
levels, giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures
employed by successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching )

REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Grades PreK-2, Guidance
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Assists with the planning and implementation of professional development activities related to PreK-2
2. Works closely with teachers to improve instruction in assigned content areas
● Observes and evaluates teacher performance and offers suggestions for improvement
● Identifies exemplary teaching
● Models and supports integration of teaching materials/resources and technology
● Researches and compiles a list of effective resources and informational journals to enhance teaching
practices and the efficient use of formative assessments to measure student progress
● Develops and performs demonstration lessons to improve teacher effectiveness in the classroom
3. Assists schools with the interpretation and use of assessment data for school improvement planning
4. Assumes responsibilities for the design and evaluation of designated program services
● Develops professional goals and performance objectives to ensure effective leadership skills
● Aligns and implements goals and objectives with programs and educational services
● Reviews policies, procedures, and practices of programs and services and revises changes to better
support the needs of students
● Assists in the orientation and training of new personnel
● Previews and evaluates instructional materials
● Develops units of study in curriculum areas as the need arises
● Incorporates new ideas from educational literature and professional conferences into the existing
curriculum
5. Assumes leadership responsibilities in directing learning activities of students who are receiving program
services
● Provides continuing training to teachers regarding current and successful research and instructional
methods
● Cooperates and works with general, special education, and Title I administrative staff
● Collects, aggregates, prepares, and reports accurate data to the parish, state, and federal informational
systems
● Interprets, disseminates, and communicates any guidelines related to the parish, state, and federal
programs to the supervisor
● Coordinates and monitors components of the applied program(s) with the supervisor and serves as a
resource person with other staff members
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES continued…….
6. Applies practices designed to build and maintain effective school/community relations
● Facilitates the communication process among administrators, teachers, parents and other community
stakeholders to support and provide available benefits and services for students and families
● Coordinates activities to increase and/or maintain respectful and professional rapport at the school,
community, and district levels
7. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 -- Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and
the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
● Designs and establishes self-development objectives for ongoing professional growth
● Practices self-reflection and other modes of evaluation to increase knowledge and experiences in the
educational profession
● Applies recommendations for improvement by the supervisor
8. Assumes additional responsibilities as assigned by the Supervisor of Grades PreK-2, Guidance

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10-1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Curriculum Coordinator, Elementary K-2 or 3-5
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching )
REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Grades PreK-2 or 3-5, Guidance
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist teachers and administrators in the improvement of instruction in grades K-2
or 3-5

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Works closely with teachers to improve instruction in assigned content areas
●
Observes teacher performance
●
Offers suggestions for improvement
●
Calls attention to exemplary teaching
●
Encourages utilization of teaching materials and technology
●
Assists teachers in obtaining materials for classroom use
●
Compiles and distributes helpful teaching aids
●
Conducts demonstration lessons
●
Evaluates data and makes recommendations on instruction based on that data
2. Works with supervisors, principals, and assistant principals to implement new programs and enhance existing
programs
3. Cooperates and works with general, special education, and Title I administrative staff
4. Previews and evaluates instructional materials
●
Holds conferences with product representatives and consultants
●
Assists in textbook evaluation and adoption
●
Distributes new materials and programs of instruction
●
Recommends materials for purchase
5. Plans, coordinates, and conducts in-service training
6. Develops units of study in curriculum areas as the need arises
7. Incorporates new ideas from educational literature and professional conferences into the existing curriculum
8. Writes, implements, and evaluates grants for assigned content areas
9. Assists in coordination of LEAP remediation and transition classes at the elementary and middle school sites
10. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
11. Assumes additional responsibilities as may be assigned by the Supervisor of Grades PreK-2 and 3-5, Guidance

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2)
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Curriculum Coordinator, Grades 6-8
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching )

REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist teachers and administrators in the improvement of instruction in grades 6-8
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Works closely with teachers to improve instruction
● Observes teacher performance and offers suggestions for improvement
● Calls attention to exemplary teaching
● Encourages utilization of teaching materials and technology
● Assists teachers in obtaining materials for classroom use
● Compiles and distributes helpful teaching aids
● Evaluates data and makes recommendations on instruction based on that data
● Helps beginning teachers with the basics of lesson planning and classroom organization/management
● Teaches demonstration lessons for teachers in cases when this practice seems profitable
2. Plans, coordinates, and conducts in-service training
● Provides leadership in course development and assessment
● Provides leadership in the development/implementation of a comprehensive 6-8 program in specific content
areas
3. Cooperates and works with general and special education parish coordinators
4. Works with supervisors, principals, and assistant principals to implement new programs and enhance existing
programs
5. Previews and evaluates instructional material
● Holds conferences with product representatives and consultants
● Assists in textbook evaluation and adoption
● Recommends materials for purchase
6. Develops units of study in curriculum areas as the need arise
7. Incorporates new ideas from educational literature and professional conferences into the existing curriculum
8. Writes, implements, and evaluates grants for assigned content areas
9. Assists in coordination of LEAP remediation and grade eight transition classes at high school sites
10. Represents the school system on state level committees when assigned or invited
11. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
12. Additional responsibilities as may be assigned by the Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2)

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Curriculum Coordinator, 6-12, Social Studies and K-12 Physical Education; Science

JD IX-4
Revised 7/18

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with content-specific certification (Social Studies and
K-12 Physical Education; Science) according to coordinator’s assigned content position
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary
levels, giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed
by successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)
REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Secondary Education, 9-12, Guidance
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist teachers and administrators in the improvement of instruction in grades 6-12.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
Observes teacher performance
Offers suggestions for improvement
Calls attention to exemplary teaching
Encourages utilization of teaching materials and technology
Assists teachers in obtaining materials for classroom use
Compiles and distributes helpful teaching aids
Evaluates data and makes recommendations on instruction based on that data
Helps beginning teachers with the basics of lesson planning and classroom organization/management
Teaches demonstration lessons for teachers in cases when this practice seems profitable
Plans, coordinates, and conducts in-service training
Provides leadership in course development and assessment
Provides leadership in the development/implementation of a comprehensive 6-12 program in specific
content areas
Cooperates and works with general and special education parish coordinators
Works with supervisors, principals, and assistant principals to implement new programs and enhance
existing programs
Previews and evaluates instructional material
Holds conferences with product representatives and consultants
Assists in textbook evaluation and adoption
Recommends materials for purchase
Develops units of study in curriculum areas as the need arise
Incorporates new ideas from educational literature and professional conferences into the existing curriculum
Writes, implements, and evaluates grants for assigned content areas
Assists in coordination of LEAP remediation and grade eight transition classes at high school sites
Represents the school system on state level committees when assigned or invited
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 — Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and
the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Incorporates new ideas from educational literature and professional conferences into the existing curriculum
Writes, implements, and evaluates grants for designated content areas
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES continued…….

28.
29.

Works with curriculum staff, principals, and assistant principals to implement new programs and enhance
existing programs in designated content areas.
Assumes additional responsibilities as may be assigned by the Supervisors of 6-8 and 9-12, Guidance

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2)
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-5
Revised 7/18

TITLE: Curriculum Coordinator, 9-12 ELA, Math
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with content-specific certification (i.e., ELA, Math)
according to coordinator’s assigned content position
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)

REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Secondary Education, 9-12, Guidance

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist teachers and administrators in the improvement of instruction in grades 9-12.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Works closely with teachers to improve instruction
Observes teacher performance and offers suggestions for improvement
Calls attention to exemplary teaching
Encourages utilization of teaching materials and technology
Assists teachers in obtaining materials for classroom use
Compiles and distributes helpful teaching aids
Evaluates data and makes recommendations on instruction based on that data
Helps beginning teachers with the basics of lesson planning and classroom organization/management
Teaches demonstration lessons for teachers in cases when this practice seems profitable
Plans, coordinates, and conducts in-service training
Provides leadership in course development and assessment
Provides leadership in the development/implementation of a comprehensive 9-12 program in specific content
areas
Cooperates and works with general and special education parish coordinators
Works with supervisors, principals, and assistant principals to implement new programs and enhance existing
programs
Previews and evaluates instructional material
Holds conferences with product representatives and consultants
Assists in textbook evaluation and adoption
Recommends materials for purchase
Develops units of study in curriculum areas as the need arise
Incorporates new ideas from educational literature and professional conferences into the existing curriculum
Writes, implements, and evaluates grants for assigned content areas
Assists in coordination of LEAP remediation and grade eight transition classes at high school sites
Represents the school system on state level committees when assigned or invited
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as may be assigned by the Supervisor Grades, 9-12, Guidance

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2)
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-6
New 5-2021

TITLE: Literacy Innovation Coordinator
QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2.
Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary
levels, giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures
employed by successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)
ADDITIONAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, & EXPERIENCE REQUIRED BY THE LDOE
1.
Minimum of 3 effective years of experience as a certified K-2 ELA teacher
2.
Proven results when working with struggling readers
3.
Strong knowledge of how children learn to read
4.
Knowledge and experience working with high-quality reading curriculum
REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: The Literacy Innovation Coordinator works to provide ongoing support to teachers’ use
of evidence-based practices through planning, modeling, observing, and providing feedback and to enhance teacher and
leader collaboration. The Literacy Innovation Coordinator provides training and support for a cohort of Urgent
Intervention schools and early childhood sites, who are located in a Quality Opportunity Zone. The Literacy Innovation
Coordinator works with district-level and school-level staff to ensure all students receive high quality literacy instruction.

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1.

Oversee the implementation of one of three evidence-informed Signature Innovations as measured by scaling the Innovation to
at least one additional site or grade-level band within the LEA by the end of the subgrant.
2. Spend 80% of their time supporting teachers
3. Observe teachers, provide feedback, and identify next steps to improve instruction in core ELA instruction for the purpose of
support and not evaluation
4. Provide teachers with instructional support in five areas: theory underlying instruction, demonstration of evidence-based
strategies, observation of teachers practicing evidence-based strategies, feedback and reflection about instruction, and supporting
collaboration
5. Build collaborative relationships among schools, ECEs, and LEAs for teachers and leaders to learn from each other
6. Support school and school system leaders in the development and monitoring of a local literacy plan
7. Participate on the LEA-Level Team to bring insights and perspectives from site-level collaboration, ensuring feedback and
continuous improvement
8. Guide the use of the Hexagon tool for data and feedback
9. Provide teachers with localized ELA supports while also leveraging the communication, feedback, and support of LDOE
10. Collaborate with school systems staff and Department staff to evaluate and improve program implementation
11. Report on program implementation to key stakeholders
12. Demonstrate and communicate an unwavering belief in all students’ abilities to become successful readers
13. Participate in all LDOE and school system mandated professional development, including monthly LDOE Communities of
Practice, School Support Institute and Teacher Leader Summit
14. Stay abreast of the research and learn new strategies for instruction and professional development to share with the teachers
15. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
16. Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 -- Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier Parish
Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
17. Assumes additional responsibilities as assigned by the Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10-1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: _______________________________Date______________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
PRINTED NAME____________________________________EMPLOYEE ID. NO: _____________________________
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JD IX-7
Revised 7/17

TITLE: Curriculum Coordinator, K-12 Music and Arts, Grants and Staff Development
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)

REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist teachers and administrators in the improvement of music and art in grades K12.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Works closely with teachers to improve instruction
Observes teacher performance
Offers suggestions for improvement
Calls attention to exemplary teaching
Encourages utilization of teaching materials and technology
Assists teachers in obtaining materials for classroom use
Compiles and distributes helpful teaching aids
Evaluates data and makes recommendations on instruction based on that data
Helps beginning teachers with the basics of lesson planning and classroom organization/management
Teaches demonstration lessons for teachers in cases when this practice seems profitable
Plans, coordinates, and conducts in-service training
Provides leadership in course development and assessment
Provides leadership in the development/implementation of a comprehensive 9-12 program in specific content
areas
Cooperates and works with general and special education parish coordinators
Works with supervisors, principals, and assistant principals to implement new programs and enhance existing
programs
Previews and evaluates instructional material and recommends materials for purchase
Incorporates new ideas from educational literature and professional conferences into the existing curriculum
Writes, implements, and evaluates grants for assigned content areas
Represents the school system on state level committees when assigned or invited
Coordinates the activities for Artbreak, art contests, music contest, and other art/music-related events
Assists with the planning and implementation of activities related to new teacher training and support
Assists with the planning and implementation of staff development activities targeting school and district level
accountability goals and objectives
Assists schools to be knowledgeable of grant opportunities and to write grants that reflect the needs of the school
and ESSA
Initiates project proposals, in conjunction with school and staff personnel, designed to enhance research and
professional development within the areas of curriculum and administration
Initiates in-service projects designed to address professional needs associated with curriculum, extracurricular
activities and administration
Serves as a resource person for all research and professional development projects
Serves as facilitator for grant writing
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor of Grades 6-8, Guidance may assign
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TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2)
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-8
Revised 7/12

TITLE: Child Welfare and Attendance Coordinator
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)

REPORTS TO: Director of Student Services, Community Affairs, Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To improve conditions of children having difficulty in school to a point where they
may be able to achieve at or near their maximum
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Enforces the Louisiana School Attendance Law
Maintains a school census
Encourages and promotes good school attendance by conducting home visits
Conducts follow-ups, reevaluates, makes adjustments, and prescribes plans for the child-centered problems when
progress seems to be stymied
Coordinates the available services of the community (civic, social, private, religious, and educational) to diagnose
and prescribe possible solutions to child-centered problems
Schedules, conducts, and supervises student disciplinary hearings as required or requested
Performs duties as described in Revised Statute 7:416
Visits on a regular basis with teachers, school nurses, guidance counselors, and principals regarding students who
are absent or tardy too frequently and who have not responded to the corrective efforts made by the principal
Informs the immediate supervisor regarding the attendance patterns of chronic offenders
Collates monthly attendance reports from all schools, compiles monthly district-wide attendance reports
Participates in individual or group counseling sessions whenever requested by a member of administration or the
student personnel team
Participates in case conferences as requested
Moves about the community during school hours and provides immediate service to students who are on the street
or in public places
Works closely with guidance counselors in the identification and counseling of potential dropouts
Conducts exit interviews and provides follow-up services for all students who drop out
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Student Services, Community Affairs, Minority
Recruitment, and Title IX may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-9
Revised 7/12

TITLE: School Nurse Coordinator
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A Registered Nurse
2. Certification mandated by the Louisiana State Department of Education

REPORTS TO: Director of Special Education
SUPERVISES:

1. Professional School Nurse
2. Professional School Nurse/Special Education Facilitator

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To integrate the services of the professional school nurse with school personnel, parents,
and community agencies and to strengthen the educational process through improvement of the health status of children
and youth by clinical and classroom methods

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

Establishes policies for the School Nurse Program
Supervises and assists in health education in schools for students and staff
Assesses and evaluates the total health and developmental status of students in regard to health needs and problems
Supervises and assists in the control of communicable diseases in the schools, in compliance with the rules and
regulations established by the local and state health department
5. Assures that the school health program is an integral part of the community health program
6. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier Parish
Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
7. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Special Education may assign
1.
2.
3.
4.

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and one-half (9 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-10
Revised 7/12

TITLE: Child Nutrition Coordinator
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A Bachelor’s Degree in Home Economics, Institutional Management, Nutrition, Business Administration, Food
Technology, or other food service fields from a regionally accredited institution of higher education
2. Experience in home economics education, school food service management, or other quantity food management
3. Minimum of three (3) semester hours in a supervised practicum in school food service management or other
quantity food service management
4. A minimum of eighteen (18) semester hours, six (6) of which must be in Human Nutrition; the remaining twelve
(12) semester hours must be presented in course credit in at least four(4) of the following subject matter areas:
quantity food purchasing, quantity food service organization and management, quantity cookery, quantity food
service equipment and layout, and accounting
5. Be working toward a Master’s Degree in Institutional Management and Nutrition, completing a minimum of six
(6) semester hours per year of applicable credit toward completion of all requirements for permanent certification
as a Supervisor of Child Nutrition

REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Child Nutrition
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist in the administration of the Food Service Program
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Assists Supervisor in any duties which she performs
Visits schools and provides assistance in quantity food problems, sanitation, safety, and use and care of equipment
Helps initiate, interpret, and develop in-service training programs
Conducts free and reduced price verification
Plans and develops with elementary managers the menus and menu detail sheets, and analyzes Forms SFS 6
(detailed food production record)
Plans and develops with managers the breakfast menus, records, and instruction sheets
Visits parish schools to give technical assistance to aid in food production, sanitation, safety, and proper
accounting procedures
Conducts administrative review of all schools
Prepares estimates of foods and supplies for bids
Works with computer programs
Works with clerks and managers in establishing accurate records
Works with School Food Service Association
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor of Child Nutrition may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and one-half (9 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-11
Revised 7/17

TITLE: Technology Staff Development Coordinator
QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type B or Level 2)
At least three (3) years of successful teaching experience
Experience in educational applications of computers and technology
Effective interpersonal skills with the ability to develop and implement a comprehensive technology staff
development program

REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Technology
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To develop and implement a staff development program for using technology in the

classroom

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Develops, integrates, and evaluates instructional programs to meet established goals utilizing technology within
and among schools
2. Use of existing and new technologies with teaching and learning applications
3. Secures information on grants/funds available for technology and assists individuals/committees with research
documentation and writing proposals
4. Seeks and writes technology grants to support district technology efforts
5. Coordinates activities with the State Department of Education to maintain eligibility for state and federal
technology funds
6. Serves on the District Technology Committee and takes a leadership role in developing the technology plan for
Bossier Parish Schools.
7. Establishes a network of lead technology teachers in each school
8. Develops training opportunities for lead technology teachers allowing them to assist their faculties with hardware
and software trouble shooting and staff development
9. Maintains and submits accurate records, inventories, and reports as necessary
10. Assists other staff in review of software and hardware purchases
11. Serves as an advisor to school level technology committees
12. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
13. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor of Technology may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and one-half (9 1/2) months plus a maximum of twenty (20) days extended

employment

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-12
Revised 8/17

TITLE: Special Education Curriculum, ESY
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate with Special Education endorsement for job assignment (Type A or Level 3)
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals to assist teachers
in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels, giving special attention to the
study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by successful supervisors (excludes
certification in supervision of student teaching)

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To monitor and coordinate special education programs and ensure the implementation of each student’s
Individualized Education Program (IEP)
3. To provide special education professional and support staff with appropriate staff development workshops and
activities

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Monitors and coordinates the Special Education programs by assisting in the following areas:
●
Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards
●
Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
●
Selection of materials
●
Testing
●
Individualizing instruction
●
Scheduling
2. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
3. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
4. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
5. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
6. Manages the Extended School Year Program (ESYP) for students with disabilities. Duties include:
● Scheduling (students, services, and site)
● Staffing
● Budget
● Compliance issues
● Transportation
7. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
8. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Curriculum/Program Coordinator, Autism

JD IX-13
Revised 7/18

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate with Special Education endorsement for job assignment
(Type A or Level 3)
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)
REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To monitor and coordinate special education Autism and generic programs and ensure the implementation of each
student’s Individualized Education Program (IEP)
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Monitors and coordinates the Special Education Autism and generic programs by assisting in the following areas:
●
Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards
●
Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
●
Selection of materials
●
Testing
●
Transition planning
●
Individualizing instruction
●
Scheduling
● Coordinate, budget and monitor Community-Based Instruction (CBI) and Community-Based Vocational
Training (CBVT)
2. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
3. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
4. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
5. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
6. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
7. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:

Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Curriculum/Program Coordinator, Secondary

JD IX-14
Revised 7/18

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate with Special Education endorsement for job assignment (Type A or Level 3)
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To monitor and coordinate special education secondary programs and ensure the implementation of each student’s
Individualized Education Program (IEP)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Monitors and coordinates the Special Education programs by assisting in the following areas:
●
Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards
●
Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
●
Selection of materials
●
Testing
●
Transition
●
Individualizing instruction
●
Scheduling
2. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
3. Monitors and tracks students exiting high school
4. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
5. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
6. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
7. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
8. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-15
Revised 8/18

TITLE: Special Education Coordinator, Early Childhood
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate with Special Education endorsement for job assignment (Type A or Level 3)
with 3 to 5 years of experience in early childhood (preschool).
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To monitor and coordinate special education programs and ensure the implementation of each student’s
Individualized Education Program (IEP) to include transitioning by age 3.
3. To provide special education professional and support staff with appropriate staff development workshops and
activities including FSC providers.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Monitors and coordinates the Special Education programs by assisting in the following areas:
● Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards and/or state standards for students
receiving service in IDEA Part B.
● Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
● Selection of materials
● Testing
● Individualizing instruction
● Scheduling
2. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
3. Plans, conducts, and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
4. Assists with completion of annual reports and IEP compliance
5. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
6. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
7. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months plus a maximum of ten (10) days extended
employment with annual contract for IDEA Part C to Part B Compliance (Early Steps Transition).
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-16
Revised 8/18

TITLE: Curriculum/Program Coordinator, Gifted and Talented
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate with Special Education endorsement for job assignment (Type A or Level 3)
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have responsibility
for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels, giving special
attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by successful supervisors
REPORTS TO:
Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance goals
2. To monitor and coordinate special education programs and ensure the implementation of each student’s Individualized
Education Program (IEP)
3. To provide special education professional and support staff with appropriate staff development workshops and
activities
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Monitors and coordinates the Gifted and Talented programs by assisting in the following areas:
● Development of curriculum
● Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards and IEPs
● Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
● Selection of materials
● Testing
● Individualizing instruction
● Scheduling
2. Works closely with teachers to improve instruction in assigned content areas
● Observes teacher performance
● Offers suggestions for improvement
● Calls attention to exemplary teaching
● Encourages utilization of teaching materials and technology
● Assists teachers in obtaining materials for classroom use
● Compiles and distributes helpful teaching aids
● Conducts demonstration lessons
3. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
4. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
5. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of IEPs
to ensure LRE
6. Coordinates meetings with parents, students, and school staff
7. Plans, conducts, and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state, and local
regulations
8. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier Parish
Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
9. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Coordinator, Assistive Technology

JD IX-17
Revised 8/17

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement for job
assignment
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals to assist teachers
in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels, giving special attention to the
study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by successful supervisors (excludes
certification in supervision of student teaching)
3. Experience in instruction applications of computers and technology as it applies to at-risk students
4. Knowledge and application of AT devices, instructional software, hardware and assessment
REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors

OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To monitor and coordinate special education programs and ensure the implementation of each student’s
Individualized Education Program (IEP)
3. To assist in the planning and implementing of sustained professional staff development that promotes quality use
of technology for SPED

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Monitors and coordinates the Special Education programs by assisting in the following areas:
●
Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards
●
Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
●
Selection of materials
●
Testing
●
Individualizing instruction
●
Scheduling
2. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
3. Plans, conducts, and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
4. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
5. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
6. Provides ongoing support training to teachers as they implement new strategies
7. Keeps informed of national, state, and local laws and regulations affecting use of and implementation of
technology
8. Provides direct assistance to teachers and students in using computers, mobility aids, switches, and electronic aids
9. Evaluates students for the need of assistive technology
10. Recommends and trains teachers on assistive technology
11. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
12. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-18
Revised 7/12
TITLE: Special Education Curriculum/Program Coordinator, Transition/Paraprofessional/Summer Remediation
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)
REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To monitor and coordinate special education programs and ensure the implementation of each student’s
Individualized Education Program (IEP)
3. To develop and implement the Special Education portion of LEAP Summer Remediation
4. To coordinate the Special Education paraprofessional program
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Coordinates transition activities/services with students, parents, school personnel and outside agencies.
2. Oversees the orientation, training and scheduling for paraprofessionals
3. Maintains updated list of paraprofessionals for each school and list of new applicants
4. Serves as a liaison between administrator, teachers, and paraprofessionals
5. Monitors and coordinates the Special Education programs by assisting the following areas:
● Development of lesson plans
● Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
● Selection of materials
● Testing
● Transition Planning
● Individualizing instruction
● Scheduling
6. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
7. Plans, conducts, and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulation
8. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
9. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
10. Coordinates special education services for summer remediation programs
11. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
12. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months plus a maximum of ten (10) days extended
employment with annual contract for LEAP Summer Remediation
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE:

JD IX-19
Revised 8/2020

Section 504 Program Coordinator

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels
with special attention given to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes supervision of student teaching)
3. Five (5) years of successful professional school experience, three (3) of which must have been during the five (5)
years immediately preceding appointment to the Section 504 Coordinator position

REPORTS TO: Pupil Appraisal Supervisor
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance goals
2. To organize and administer Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 compliance

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Serves as designated Section 504 Program Coordinator
Facilitates annual Section 504 self-evaluation
Maintains documentation of Section 504 activities
Plans, conducts and maintains documentation of staff development activities for Section 504 compliance as
required by federal, state, and local regulations
Coordinates activities relating to Bulletin 1903, Regulations for the Implementation of the Louisiana Law for the
Education of Dyslexic Students
Serves as resource person for School Building Level Committee (SBLC)
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Maintains and facilitates hospital/homebound activities
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Pupil Appraisal Supervisor and the Special Education Supervisors may
assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Curriculum/Program Coordinator, High School Options Liaison
QUALIFICATIONS:

JD IX-20
Revised 7/12

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement for job
assignment
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To monitor and coordinate special education programs/testing and ensure the implementation of each student’s
Individualized Education Program (IEP)
3. To develop and implement the Special Education portion of the Pre-GED Skills Option Program

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Monitors and coordinates the special education programs by assisting in the following areas:
● Development of lesson plans
● Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
● Selection of materials
● Testing
● Transition Planning
● Individualizing instruction and scheduling
2. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP review and progress notes completed each grading period
3. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
4. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
5. Maintains statistical information pertaining to state-wide assessment of Special Education students enrolled in
Pre-GED/Skills Option
6. Monitors safeguards for Pre-GED/Skills Option
7. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation for staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
8. Coordinates meetings with students/parents for enrollment
9. Conducts post-secondary follow-up surveys
10. Develops partnerships with businesses in order to establish employment opportunities for students
11. Secures and develops materials for vocational activities
12. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
13. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE:

Special Education Curriculum Coordinator, IEP Compliance

JD IX-21
Revised 7/18

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement for job
assignment
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principals, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To monitor and coordinate special education programs and ensure the implementation of each student’s
Individualized Education Program (IEP)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Monitors and coordinates the Special Education programs by assisting the following areas:
● Curriculum Development
● Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards
● Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
● Selection of materials
● Testing
● Transition Planning
● Individualizing instruction
● Scheduling
● Coordinate, budget, and monitor Community Based Instruction and Community Based Vocational Training
2. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
3. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation for staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
4. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
5. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
6. Assists with the development of Individualized Education Program’s related to disciplinary action
7. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
8. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-22
Revised 8/17

TITLE: Special Education Coordinator, Behavior
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement
2. A minimum of five (5) years experience
3. Experience and knowledge of behavioral intervention techniques and management strategies as they relate to all
exceptionalities
4. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To promote appropriate disciplinary and social skills among students by providing staff development and
Behavior Intervention services to students, teachers, and school administrators

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Coordinates a Behavior Management/Intervention Program for all students which includes:
● Assisting school personnel in the design and implementation of behavior management plans/behavioral
interventions
● Planning, conducting, and maintaining documentation of staff development such as behavioral intervention
strategies, disciplinary procedures, classroom management, and other matters related to the emotional and
social growth of students as required by federal, state, and local regulations
● Conferring with school personnel, parents, and other professionals whenever necessary, on matters related to
discipline and behavior management strategies
● Attending IEP meetings to facilitate the development and implementation of behavior management
plans/strategies
● Monitoring the implementation of behavior management plans through documentation and charting
maintained and provided by the classroom teacher
● Attending professional and interagency meetings as required to enhance student disciplinary procedures and
services
● Implementing federal and state laws pertaining to the disciplinary procedures for special education students
● Maintaining awareness of new developments and trends in the areas of discipline and behavior intervention
through professional publications, attendance at workshops, and other professional development activities
2. Plans and coordinates staff development activities based on school needs
3. Provides ongoing classroom support to implement research-based strategies
4. Staffs with managers, behavior coaches, behavior interventionist, and other appropriate personnel
5. Collects and reviews weekly plans and schedules for behavior coaches
6. Utilizes various forms of flexible scheduling to accommodate individual/group professional development
7. Surveys research and/or provides resources related to topics of need
8. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
9. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign
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JD IX-22
Revised 8/17

Special Education Coordinator, Behavior
Page 2

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-23
Revised 8/17

TITLE: Special Education Coordinator, Transition/Mentoring
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3).
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes supervision of student teaching)
REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
To develop and implement mentoring programs to facilitate transition for students from K-12 settings to post-secondary
education and employment
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Monitors and facilitates the Special Education programs by assisting in the following areas:
● Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards
● Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
● Selection of instructional materials
● Testing
● Individualizing instruction
● Scheduling
● Transition
2. Coordinates meetings with students, parents and school staff to assist in career planning
3. Develops relationships between post-secondary institutions (to include vocational and educational), mentoring
programs, local employers, and Bossier Parish Schools
4. Develops partnerships with local business to provide work experience, on-the-job mentoring, and informational
meeting with students/parents
5. Researches availability of grants to support the provision of a variety of job experiences/mentoring for the
students
6. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
7. Facilitates transition programming (administers career skill and interest inventories, conducts career exploration
activities, and provides vocational programming) for students who are eligible for special education services and
for whom the IEP team has established transition goals and objectives
8. Works closely with High School and Middle School Administrators, Teachers, and Guidance Counselors to
facilitate transition programming
9. Networks with all appropriate community agencies and organizations
10. Attends IEP meetings in the role of Transition Coordinator
11. Ensures IEP team develops and implements the transition outcomes, instructional areas, and services needed for
students with disabilities
12. Works closely with Special Education Teachers and students to meet transition need
13. Coordinates school and community work-based learning opportunities
14. Identifies job placements
15. Monitors student job performance based on student need as designated in the IEP
16. Develops and maintains a working relationship with businesses, agencies, and organizations which provide postsecondary services for students with disabilities
17. Communicates with parents, students, staff, community/adult service providers and agencies about issues related
to the successful transition of students with disabilities
18. Serves as a resource to families, parents, and students in accessing transition services as well as providing
information about transition topics
19. Keeps records of appropriate documentation during transition process
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JD IX-23
Revised 8/17

Special Education Coordinator, Transition/Mentoring
Page 2

20. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
21. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Ten and one-half (10½) months plus a maximum of ten (10) days extended
employment with annual contract for mentoring program development
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX 24
Revised 8/18

TITLE: Title I Instructional Coordinator
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Variety of experiences in instructional leadership such as: school improvement team participation; new teacher
mentoring; local, state, and/or national in-service presentations; training and/or expertise in specialized areas; test
data analysis; grant writing experience
3. Effective interpersonal and professional skills with ability to assist with school and district level planning and
implementation of staff development activities
4. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)

REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Grades PreK-2 Guidance
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist with the planning and implementation of high quality staff development and

to facilitate site-based staff development activities

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Assists with the planning and implementation of activities related to Pre-K, EL, and instructional programs
2. Works closely with teachers to improve instruction in assigned content areas
● Observes teacher performance
● Offers suggestions for improvement
● Calls attention to exemplary teaching
● Encourages utilization of teaching materials and technology
● Assists teachers in obtaining materials for classroom use
● Compiles and distributes helpful teaching aids
● Conducts demonstration lessons
3. Assists schools with the interpretation and use of test data for school improvement planning
4. Assists with the planning and implementation of staff development activities for PreK, EL and instructional
programs and other Title I related services in the Title I schools
5. Assists schools with data analysis leading to the development and implementation of school improvement plans
6. Assists any schools placed in “school improvement” status through the State accountability program by helping to
plan and implement activities related to their school improvement plans
7. Maintains and submits accurate records of staff development activities as required by Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA)
8. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
9. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor of Grades PreK-2, Guidance may assign.

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 ½) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Curriculum Coordinator, Transportation
QUALIFICATIONS:

JD IX-25
Revised 7/18

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement for job
assignment
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)
3. Experience and knowledge of physical and behavioral characteristics of disabled students and their implications
for:
● Specialized equipment as it relates to transportation
● Operation and management of Bossier’s transportation system
● State and Federal transportation and programming mandates

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To monitor needs and provide support for special needs transportation

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Monitors and coordinates the Special Education programs by assisting in the following areas:
● Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards
● Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
● Selection of materials
● Testing
● Individualizing instruction
● Scheduling
2. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
3. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation for staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
4. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
5. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
6. Serves as a liaison between the special education, school, and transportation departments
7. Monitors and assists with the day-to-day process of special needs transportation
8. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
9. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten (10) months plus a maximum of ten (10) days extended employment with annual
contract for Child Search evaluations, coordination of transportation and CPI training
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Curriculum Coordinator, Significant Disabilities
QUALIFICATIONS:

JD IX-26
Revised 7/17

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement for job
assignment
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals to assist teachers
in the improvement of instruction at both elementary and secondary levels, giving special attention to the study of
general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by successful supervisors (excludes certification
in supervision of student teaching)

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To monitor and coordinate special education severe/profound and generic-programs and ensure the
implementation of each student’s Individualized Education Program (IEP)
3. To develop and implement the Extended School Year Program

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Monitors and coordinates the Special Education programs by assisting in the following areas:
● Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards
● Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
● Selection of materials
● Testing
● Individualizing instruction
● Scheduling
2. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
3. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation for staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
4. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
5. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
6. Manages the Extended School Year Program (ESYP) for students with disabilities. Duties include:
● Scheduling
● Staffing
● Budget
● Compliance issues
● Transportation
7. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
8. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign
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Special Education Curriculum Coordinator, Significant Disabilities
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TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and a half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD IX-27
Revised 7/13

TITLE:

Special Education Curriculum Coordinator

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)
3. Experience and knowledge of procedures for documentation and submission of Medicaid billing

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To promote appropriate disciplinary and social standards among students by providing staff development and
Behavior Intervention services to students, teachers, and school administrators
3. To monitor existing and implement newly established Federal, State and Local Medicaid regulations
4. To monitor and coordinate special education programs and ensure the implementation of each student’s
Individual Educational Plan (IEP) in all settings

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Monitors and coordinates the Special Education programs by assisting in the following areas:
● Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards
● Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
● Selection of materials
● Testing
● Transition planning
● Individualizing instruction
● Scheduling
2. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
3. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation for staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
4. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
5. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
6. Performs job responsibilities as designated and coordinated by the Special Education Coordinator for Behavior
7. Coordinates a Behavior Management/Intervention Program for all students with disabilities in alternative settings
which includes:
● Assisting school personnel in the design and implementation of behavior management plans/behavioral
interventions
● Planning, conducting, and maintaining documentation of staff development such as behavioral intervention
strategies, disciplinary procedures, classroom management, and other matters related to the emotional and
social growth of students as required by federal, state, and local regulations
● Conferring with school personnel, parents, and other professionals whenever necessary, on matters related to
discipline and behavior management strategies
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Special Education Curriculum Coordinator
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
Attending IEP meetings to facilitate the development and implementation of behavior management
plans/strategies
● Monitoring the implementation of behavior management plans through documentation and charting
maintained and provided by the classroom teacher
● Attending professional and interagency meetings as required to enhance student disciplinary procedures and
services
● Implementing federal and state laws pertaining to the disciplinary procedures for special education students
● Maintaining awareness of new developments and trends in the areas of discipline and behavior intervention
through professional publications, attendance at workshops, and other professional development activities
8. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
9. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign
●

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and a half (10 ½ ) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: DoDEA Grants and Military Service Manager
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teacher Certificate or valid Louisiana School Counseling Certificate
2. Experience with grant writing and directing grant projects
3. Prior service in any branch of the military is preferred (personal or immediate family connection)
4. References and documented successful leadership experience and presentation skills are required

REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: The DoDEA Grants and Military Service Manager will serve as the school liaison with
community and military related to DoDEA Grants.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Serves as the DoDEA Grant and Military Service Manager
Conducts all DoDEA grant meetings.
Handles all correspondence related to DoDEA grants.
Manages all contractual employees or interns hired through the DoDEA Grants.
Serves as the school liaison with community and military installation related to DoDEA grants
Organize state assessments (LEAP 360, LEAP 2025, LEAP practice test, OTT ,AP, CLEP, ACT, PSAT, NAEP,
DIBELS, K-2 Assessment, ELPT, LEAP Connect) for K-12 virtual students by working with the Supervisor of
Accountability and Assessment, Special Education, EL Coordinator, the Bossier Schools Virtual Learning
Program Administrator, Curriculum Supervisors, and the respective school test coordinators
Serves as liaison between home-based school personnel BSVLP personnel, parents, and pupil appraisal to identify
students who struggle and need additional support
Conducts home visits to check on students enrolled in BSVLP
Provides social-emotional support for all virtual students
Develops and implements character education for all virtual students attending BSVLP
Supports students and families at the Parent Center
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: EL Instructional Coordinator
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have
responsibility for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both elementary and secondary levels,
giving special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)
3. Variety of experiences in instructional leadership such as: school improvement team participation; new teacher
mentoring; local, state, and/or national in-service presentations; training and/or expertise in specialized areas; test
data analysis; grant writing experience
4. Effective interpersonal and professional skills with ability to assist with school and district level planning and
implementation of staff development activities

REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: EL Coordinator works with EL enrollment. Supports and assist staff
coordinators, school based instructional coaches, and teachers in facilitating data driven PLCs in support of EL
students. Generate reports on EL students’ academic progress/performance.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Assists with the planning and implementation of activities related to EL instructional programs
Works closely with teachers to improve instruction in assigned content areas in support of EL students
Observes teacher performance
Offers suggestions for improvement
Calls attention to exemplary teaching
Encourages utilization of teaching materials and technology
Assists teachers in obtaining materials for classroom use
Compiles and distributes helpful teaching aids
Conducts demonstration lessons
Assists schools with the interpretation and use of test data for school improvement planning
Assists with the planning and implementation of staff development activities for EL instructional programs
targeting improved EL student outcomes
Assists schools with data analysis leading to the development and implementation of school improvement plans
Assists any schools placed in “school improvement” status through the State accountability program by helping to
plan and implement activities related to their school improvement plans
Maintains and submits accurate records of staff development activities as required by Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA)
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 ½) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION Performance in this position will be evaluated annually
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: _________________________________________
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TITLE: Career and Technical Education Coordinator, 6-12

JD IX 30
New 6/19

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3 or Ancillary or CTTIE Level 2).
2. Minimum 5 years experience in Career and Technical Education related position(s).
3. Proficient in MS Work & Excel, excellent organizational and record-keeping skills, excellent people skills, and
desire to work with non-traditional and special population CTE students.

REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Career and Technical Education
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist teachers and administrators in the improvement of CTE instruction in
grades 6 – 12.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Promotion of career exploration and career development activities through an organized, systematic framework
designed to aid students, including middle grades before enrolling and while participating in a career and
technical education and career opportunities and programs of study.
o Research, design, and delivery of introductory course of soft skills training within classroom settings at
each school, once a semester
o Assist in the monitoring of student graduation and career plans, including providing information on
postsecondary education and career options.
o Assist teachers in the research, design, and delivery of career exploration/awareness – including nontraditional fields to individuals or groups of students.
o Assist in the monitoring of identified Jump Start students’ progress in program of study.
o Document and report on measures to demonstrate success rates and impact on the CTE student
population.
o Maintain records and provide narrative and/or written progress reports as directed.
o Assess the success of collaborative intervention efforts by reviewing student data/reports, and analyzing
information according to particular subgroups.
o Work with post-secondary organizations to provide timely and accurate information to students regarding
matriculation within programs of study.
2. Develop a working knowledge of the Carl Perkins Grant
o Track labor market information used to inform the programs, guidance and advisement offered to
students.
o Assist in collecting needs assessments.
o Assist with requisitions, receiving reports, payment authorization and budget.
3. Support CTE organizations, including student preparation for and participation in technical skills competitions
aligned with career and technical education program standards and curriculum.
4. Assist in the development and implementation of professional development for teachers, faculty, school leaders,
administrators, specialized instructional support personnel, career guidance and academic counselors, or
paraprofessionals concerning:
o Supporting individualized academic and career and technical education instructional approaches,
including the integration of academic and career and technical education standards and curriculum.
o Supporting the implementation of appropriate accommodations for individuals with disabilities
o Assisting new CTE teachers in understanding and applying evidence-based pedagogical practices within
the CTE classroom/lab/shop setting.
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Career and Technical Education Coordinator, 6-12
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES continued
5. Responds to tracking requests, evaluates retention efforts, and provides feedback to improve retention and
persistence of CTE students.
6. Assist in the development and implementation of educational information strategies to promote non-traditional
CTE participation and completion with an emphasis on non-traditional related to gender.
7. Assist in the transition of students through advising, completing admission and financial aid applications, and
visits to schools and/or career fairs.
8. Assist in College and Career events, including assisting students in resume creation
9. Participate in Business and Industry Advisory meetings
10. Model the highest level of service delivery to provide access and support to all Bossier Parish students.
11. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor of Career and Technical Education may assign.

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten (10) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: _________________________________________
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TITLE: ESSA, Title l, Social Services Facilitator
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type B or Level 2) or a Bachelor's Degree
2. Teaching experience or experience serving needs of at-risk students and families
REPORTS TO: Director of Student Services, Community Affairs, Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
JOB GOAL: To assist educators and parents in meeting the social needs of children in the school system
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Assists with services for student and family problems related to school
2. Assists parents and members of school system with social services that would improve circumstances for
educationally disadvantaged students (including homeless and migrant)
3. Facilitates communications between the home and school that will involve families more in the educational
process of their children
4. Keeps a written record of social work assistance /services provided for educationally disadvantaged students
and families
5. Assists with all Title l activities, particularly Parent/Family Engagement
6. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program
of Personnel Evaluation
7. Facilitate communication between the schools and the Bossier District Attorney’s Office for Truancy.
8. Assist schools, system-wide, in locating students
9. Research out-of-district residency issues
10. Communicate findings of issues and questions raised in referrals by schools in written form
11. Represent the School Board, twice monthly, in Bossier Parish’s 26th Judicial District Court Truancy proceedings
12. Attend Adult Truancy Court sessions, under summons, to provide testimony regarding attendance matters
13. Work with Homeless Liaison on matters relating to attendance
14. Keep current with developments in state legislations affecting school attendance and related issues
15. Inform the Director of Student Services of pertinent issues relating to truancy as warranted
16. Serve as a resource person to regular and special education personnel and parents on matters relating to truancy
and residency issued
17. Support a positive relationship between parents and schools
18. Work with and support efforts of the schools and Truancy Office to reduce truancy while concurrently
encouraging school attendance
19. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Student Services may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Eleven (11) months or Twelve (12) months as determined by specific position
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Literacy/Numeracy Curriculum Facilitator
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Minimum of five (5) years of experience as a certified teacher in the assigned core content-area (English
Language Arts or mathematics)
3. Effective interpersonal skills with the ability to plan, organize, and implement education programs
4. Experience in educational applications of specialized researched based programs and interventions to support the
needs of all students
5. Basic knowledge of educational software and technology as it applies to high-quality curriculum
ADDITIONAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND EXPERIENCE REQUIRED BY THE LDOE
1. Proven results when working with struggling readers or students of mathematics as it relates to the assigned
content-area of the facilitator
2. Strong knowledge of how children learn to read or think mathematically as it relates to the assigned contentarea of the facilitator
3. Knowledge and experience working with high-quality curriculum in the assigned content-area (reading or
mathematics) of the facilitator

REPORTS TO: Grade Level Supervisor of Curriculum and Guidance (GR PreK-2, GR 3-5, GR 6-8, or GR 9-12)
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. The Literacy/Numeracy Curriculum Facilitator ensures students receive high-quality instruction in the assigned
content-area (literacy or numeracy)
2. The Literacy/Numeracy Curriculum Facilitator leads the development and improvement for 10-12 teachers in a
school building via training, observations, model lessons, feedback conversations, data analysis and more, in the
assigned content-area (literacy or numeracy)
3. The Literacy/Numeracy Curriculum Facilitator serves as the content expert and provides support on curriculum,
high-quality interactions, and the science of teaching in the assigned content-area (reading or mathematics
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Coordinate and implement high-quality curriculum in the assigned content-area (reading or mathematics)
2. Facilitate professional development for teachers in the assigned content-area (reading or mathematics)
3. Observe teachers, provide feedback, and identify next steps to improve instruction in the assigned core
content-area (English language arts or mathematics) instruction for the purpose of support and not evaluation
4. Monitor interventions conducted by the classroom teacher in the assigned content-area (reading or
mathematics)
5. Model exemplar lessons in the assigned content-area (reading or mathematics)
6. Support lesson preparation using high-quality curriculum in the assigned content-area (reading or
mathematics)
7. Model and support high-quality interactions with students in the assigned content-area (reading or
mathematics)
8. Analyze data, identify trends, and support teachers to adjust instruction based on data in the assigned contentarea (reading or mathematics)
9. Support teachers with effective parent communication and family involvement
10. Communicate a belief in all students’ abilities to become successful readers or students of mathematics as it
relates to the assigned content-area of the facilitator
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11. Attend all required meetings and trainings
12. Communicate with leadership team on school-wide literacy or numeracy progress as it relates to the assigned
content-area of the facilitator
13. Assists with communicating federal program information between the district administrative staff and the
school administrative staff
14. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and
the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
15. Assumes additional responsibilities as assigned by the Grade Level Supervisor of Curriculum and Guidance
(GR PreK-2, GR 3-5, GR 6-8, or GR 9-12)

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one half (10½) month
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ____________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Accountability and Assessment Facilitator
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type B or Level 2) or a Bachelor’s Degree
2. Experience serving needs of at-risk students and families or teaching experience
REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist educators and parents to meet the academic, emotional, and social needs of
disadvantaged students eligible for Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) within the system
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Assists with parish testing (norm-referenced tests, criterion-referenced tests, Graduation Exit Exams, EOC tests,
ACT, LEAP Alternative Assessment and LEAP 360) in review of educational outcomes of disadvantaged
students as defined in ESSA
2. Assists in disseminating tests and maintains records related to accountability and testing
3. Assists at the district level with ELDA, LEAP Alternative Assessment, ACT, EOC, LEAP 360 and DIBELS
testing and scores as needed in the district data base.
4. Works with LDOE and DRC concerning testing and accommodations to include proper coding and reviewing any
irregularities.
5. Works with LDOE concerning Data Review for Graduation Cohorts and Credit Accumulation.
6. Serve as the testing coordinator for Johnny Gray Jones
7. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
8. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor Accountability and Assessment may assign.
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD X-4
Revised 7/17

Maintenance/Transportation Facilitator

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A Bachelor’s Degree from a regionally accredited institution, plus 7 years experience
1. Ability to manage programs and personnel
2. Additional criteria as the Board may require

REPORTS TO: Director of Transportation
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist with the driver programs, support transportation needs for co-

curricular/extra-curricular school trips, and to coordinate programs for safety, security, and equipment management

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Arranges 50/50 times schedule to support mechanics and operations
1. Arranges bus transportation for co-curricular/extra-curricular school trips
2. Provides training programs for safety, security, and equipment management (including vehicle maintenance and
motorized lawn equipment)
3. Shares 24 hours per day responsibility for “on-call” pupil transportation emergencies and on-scene investigation
of all traffic incidents
4. Assists with determination of road safety conditions during inclement weather
5. Oversees maintenance schedules for safe and proper operation and compliance with semi-annual vehicle
inspections and coordinates spot inspections on motorized lawn equipment
6. Assists with accident review boards to investigate all school bus accidents for prevention and remedial action in
accordance with BESE policies
7. Monitors routes on regular basis to improve services to students and to assist schools in meeting time
requirements for pick-up and drop-off
8. Monitors parts-ordering policies and stock levels to avoid delays in maintenance operations
1. Maintains records and reports relative to error-free/at risk operations on local school bus transportation services
2. Insures maintenance schedules are met
3. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
4. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Transportation may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Facilitator
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A Valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education certification
2. Five (5) years successful educational experience
3. Effective interpersonal skills with the ability and initiative to plan, organize, and implement programs
REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To promote appropriate disciplinary and social standards among students by providing staff development and
Behavior Intervention services to students, teachers, and school administrators
3. To monitor existing and implement newly established Federal, State, and Local Medicaid regulations
4. To monitor and coordinate special education programs and ensure the implementation of each student’s
Individual Educational Plan (EIP) in all settings
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Monitors and coordinates the Special Education programs by assisting in the following areas:
● Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards
● Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
● Selection of materials
● Testing
● Transition planning
● Individualizing instruction
● Scheduling
2. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
3. Plans, conducts, and maintains documentation for staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
4. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
5. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
6. Assist school personnel in:
● The design and implementation of behavior management plans/behavioral interventions
● Planning, conducting, and maintaining documentation of staff development such as behavioral intervention
strategies, disciplinary procedures, classroom management, and other matters related to the emotional and
social growth of students as required by federal, state, and local regulations
● Conferring with school personnel, parents, and other professionals whenever necessary, on matters
related to discipline and behavior management strategies
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PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES...Continued:
Attending IEP meeting to facilitate the development and implementation of behavior management
plans/strategies
● Monitoring the implementation of behavior management plans through documentation and charting
maintained and provided by the classroom teacher
● Attending professional and interagency meetings as required to enhance student disciplinary procedures and
services
● Implementing federal and state laws pertaining to the disciplinary procedures for special education students
● Maintaining awareness of new developments and trends in the areas of discipline and behavior intervention
through professional publications, attendance at workshops, and other professional development activities
7. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
8. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign
●

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one half (10 ½ ) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Gifted and Talented Facilitator
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A Valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education or Gifted certification
2. Five (5) years successful educational experience
3. Effective interpersonal skills with the ability and initiative to plan, organize, and implement programs
REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment/Gifted and Talented
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To monitor existing and implement newly established Federal, State, and Local Medicaid regulations
3. To monitor and coordinate the gifted and talented programs and ensure implementation of each student’s
Individual Education Plan
4. To provide gifted and talented professional staff development
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Monitors and coordinates the gifted and talented programs by assisting in the following areas:
● Development of lesson plans to address Louisiana Student Standards
● Development of instructional and behavioral strategies
● Development of gifted enrichment curriculum
● Selection of materials
● Testing
● Transition planning
● Individualizing instruction
● Scheduling
2. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period
3. Plans, conducts, and maintains documentation for staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
local regulations
4. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
5. Reviews completed evaluations for initial placement necessary for development, revision, and implementation of
IEPs to ensure LRE
6. Coordinates meetings with school personnel, parents, students, and gifted and talented staff
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PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES...Continued:
7.

Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
8. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment/Gifted and Talented may
assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and a half (9 ½ ) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Facilitator, Behavior Interventionist
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Certification by the State Department of Education in School Psychology; or a valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate
(Type A or B or Level 2 or 3) with Socially Maladjusted/Emotional Disturbed endorsement or its equivalent
1. Three (3) years successful professional school experience in the development and implementation of behavior
improvement plans for students with special needs
2. Experience and knowledge of behavioral techniques and their application as they relate to all exceptionalities
REPORTS TO:
Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To analyze discipline data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To promote appropriate disciplinary and social skills among students by providing informational and psychological
services to students, teachers, and school administrators
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Is knowledgeable of all federal and state laws pertaining to the disciplinary procedures for special education students
1. Maintains accurate records on all special education students regarding disciplinary referrals, interventions, and
accumulated number of disciplinary actions used with students in order to complete state and federal reporting
requirements
2. Assists teachers and other school personnel in Functional Behavioral Assessments (FBA). Directs teachers in design
and implementation of behavior management plans/behavioral interventions for Special Education students based on
the FBA
3. Attends Individual Education Plan (IEP) meetings related to disciplinary action
4. Promotes student achievement through individualized behavioral support for special education students
5. Interprets results of psychological evaluation to parents, teachers, principals, and other members of the parish school
system
6. Confers with teachers, principals, parents, the Director/Special Education Supervisors and other professionals
whenever necessary on matters related to discipline of special education students and behavior management strategies
7. Actively participates as a liaison between Special Education, Pupil Appraisal and General Education to insure ongoing
and rigorous collaboration regarding focus groups, ICA, behavior improvement activities and the implementation of
School-Wide Positive Behavioral Support (SWPBS)
8. Collects pertinent data reflective of behavioral trends and/or discipline patterns in order to assess and monitor
individual and school level interventions
9. Promotes student achievement through individualized behavioral support for Special Education students
10. Attends staff, professional, and interagency meetings as required to enhance student disciplinary procedures and
services
1. Maintains awareness of new developments and trends in the area of discipline and behavior intervention through
professional publications, attendance at workshops and other professional development activities
2. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier Parish
Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
3. Performs additional duties assigned by the Special Education Supervisors
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Technology Staff Development Coordinator
QUALIFICATIONS:

JD X-7
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1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. At least five (5) years successful educational or computer/technology experience
3. Experience in educational applications of computers and technology

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To develop and implement a staff development program for using technology in the classroom

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Develops, integrates, and evaluates instructional programs to meet established goals utilizing technology within
and among schools, and provides ongoing support and training to teachers as they implement new technology
2. Use of existing and new technologies with teaching and learning applications
3. Secures information on grants/funds available for technology and assists individuals/committees with research
documentation and writing proposals
4. Seeks and writes technology grants to support district technology efforts
5. Coordinates activities with the State Department of Education to maintain eligibility for state and federal
technology funds
6. Serves on the District Technology Committee and takes a leadership role in developing the technology plan for
Bossier Parish Schools
7. Establishes a network of lead technology teachers in each school
8. Develops training opportunities for lead technology teachers allowing them to assist their faculties with hardware
and software trouble shooting and staff development
9. Maintains and submits accurate records, inventories, and reports as necessary
10. Assists other staff in review of software and hardware purchases and maintains Special Education SER Program
in relation to personnel
11. Serves as an advisor to school level technology committees
12. Provides ongoing support and training to teachers, students, and support staff as they implement programs (i.e.,
management tools-distribution lists, calendars, forms, etc.)
13. Recommends and trains teachers on technology
14. Assists in developing, coordinating, appraising, and revising the special education computer and technology
programs as it relates to assistive technology and instructional strategies
15. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
16. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and one-half (9 1/2) months plus a maximum of ten (10) days extended

employment

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: ________________________________________
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TITLE:

Special Education Facilitator, Assistive Technology/Instructional Strategies

JD X-8
Revised 7/17

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement Speech Language
Pathology Certificate or an Ancillary Certificate with a low incident endorsement
2. Five (5) years successful educational or computer/technology experience
3. Effective interpersonal skills with the ability and initiative to plan, organize, and implement programs
4. Experience in instructional applications of computers and technology as it applies to at-risk students specifically low
incidence
5. Knowledge and application of Assistive Technology devices, instructional software, and hardware
REPORTS TO:

Director of Special Education and Supervisors

OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To assist students with speech, vision, and hearing impairments and to facilitate the need for assistive technology or
other services.
2. To assist school personnel with students who require speech, vision, and/or hearing therapy to benefit from the
educational program.
3. To assist in the planning and implementing a sustained professional staff development program that promotes quality
use of technology for special education. Plans and presents staff development on the Web IEP
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
11. Performs job responsibilities as designated and coordinated by the Director and Special Education Supervisor
12. Assists in developing, coordinating, appraising and revising the special education computer and technology programs
as it relates to Assistive Technology and Instructional Technology
13. Identifies specific need area within all special education instructional programs in Bossier Parish
14. Provides ongoing support and training to teachers as they implement new strategies
15. Assists in modifying academic material as it relates to student vision needs
16. Plans and presents inservice programs as it relates to assistive technology and instructional technology and provides
individualized follow-up
17. Assists in maintaining inventory and reporting the condition of materials and supplies
18. Acts as a consultant in computer assisted instruction and instructional management systems
19. Participates in evaluating and recommending the purchase of hardware and software pertaining to Assistive Technology
and Instructional Technology
20. Keeps informed of current research findings and techniques by reading professional literature
21. Review audio logical and ophthalmology/optometry reports to determine eligibility for student services
22. Participates in local and state conferences and workshops, and disseminates information to district personnel
23. Keeps informed of national, state and local laws, and regulations affecting the use of and implementation of technology
24. Collaborates with interpreters and determines the need for sign language interpreters for students with hearing
impairments
25. Collaborates with itinerant staff that supports students with visual/hearing impairments
26. Provides direct assistance to teachers and students in using computers, mobility aids, switches, and electronic aids
27. Secures information on grants/funds available for technology and assists in writing grants
28. Evaluates students for the need of assistive technology
29. Facilitate communication between schools and community resources to support supplemental student material
30. Recommends and trains teachers on assistive technology devices for students; Works with teachers assigned to students
with hearing impairments for the purchase and distribution of classroom FM and amplification systems or other
technology
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PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES...Continued:

31. Oversees inventory, purchasing and maintenance of on all assistive technology devices
32. Completes and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state and local
regulations
33. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier Parish
Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
34. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Special Education or Supervisors may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:

Ten and one-half (10 ½) months

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE:
Special Education Facilitator, Assistive Technology
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type B or Level 2) with Special Education Endorsement, a Louisiana license
in Speech-Language Pathology, or a license in Occupation Therapy
2. A basic understanding of AT/UDL principles and strategies
3. Ability and initiative to plan, organize, and execute Assistive Technology (AT) plan of action
4. A basic understanding of computer software applications, hardware concepts, peripherals, and troubleshooting
techniques as evidenced by classroom applications
5. Effective interpersonal skills demonstrated by the ability to facilitate AT trainings/workshops resulting in increased
utilization of AT strategies by classroom teachers
6. A strong desire to improve AT skills/knowledge and help at-risk students to address the general education curriculum
REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To analyze test data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance goals
2. To facilitate the planning and implementation of AT strategies, devices, and training of classroom teachers to
strengthen the utilization of AT techniques to increase access to the general education curriculum
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Performs job responsibilities as designated and coordinated by the Special Education Supervisor,
Accountability/Technology
2. Evaluates students for the need of Assistive Technology
3. Maintains and troubleshoots AT/Augmentative Communication devices
4. Trains/educates teachers and support personnel on child specific AT devices/strategies
5. Develops classroom strategies utilizing AT/UDL devices and/or concepts
6. Helps develop and tracks progress of AT plan of action
7. Ensures that AT is properly documented on IEPs in accordance with Parish policy
8. Tracks student’s progress/achievement of AT skills and updates the appropriate documentation
9. Plans and presents AT in-services and provides individualized follow-up
10. Provides ongoing support and training to teachers and support staff as they implement programs (i.e. management tools
– distribution lists, calendars, forms, etc.)
11. Keeps informed of current research findings and techniques by reading professional literature
12. Participates in local and state conferences and workshops, and disseminates information to district personnel
13. Keeps informed of national, state, and local laws, and regulations affecting the use of Assistive Technology
14. Plans, conducts, and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state, and
regulations
15. Assists with purchasing by conducting research for AT devices and software
16. Follow-up on use of AT devices and software to determine additional training needs for consideration of alternative
devices or software
17. Maintains current inventory on AT devices
18. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier Parish
Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
19. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and one-half (9 1/2) months plus a maximum of twenty (20) days extended employment
with annual contract for AT planning and training
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Instructional Technology Training Facilitator
QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type B or Level 2)
At least three (3) years of successful teaching experience
Experience in educational applications of computers and technology
Effective interpersonal skills with the ability to plan, organize, and implement technology staff development
programs

REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Technology
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist in developing and implementing a staff development program for
integrating technology in the student-centered classroom
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. Assists in developing, integrating, and evaluating instructional programs to meet established goals utilizing
technology within and among schools
2. Use of existing and new technologies with teaching and learning applications
3. Assists individuals/committees with research documentation and grant writing proposals
4. Assists in seeking and writing technology grants to support district technology efforts
5. Assists in coordinating activities with the State Department of Education to maintain eligibility for state and
federal technology funds
6. Serves on the District Technology Committee and participates in developing the technology plan for Bossier
Parish Schools
7. Assists in supporting a network of lead technology teachers in each school
8. Assists in developing training opportunities for lead technology teachers allowing them to assist their faculties
with hardware and software trouble shooting and staff development
9. Maintains and submits accurate records, inventories, and reports as necessary
10. Assists other staff in review of software and hardware purchases
11. Serves as an advisor to school level technology committees
12. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
13. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor of Technology may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and one-half (9 1/2) months plus a maximum of twenty (20) days extended

employment

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Instructional/Program Facilitator

JD X-11
Revised 7/12

QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) with Special Education endorsement.
2. Three (3) to five (5) years of successful educational/teaching experience supporting students with disabilities,
Autism and/or other significant disabilities.
3. Effective interpersonal skills with the ability to plan, organize, and implement education programs
4. Experience in educational applications of specialized researched based programs and interventions to support the
special education continuum of service.
5. Basic knowledge of educational software and technology as it applies to students with disabilities.

REPORTS TO: Director of Special Education and Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To assist special education staff in a sustained professional development program through which all teachers can
enhance instructional strategies in order to improve the achievement of all students
2. To plan and present staff development of the Web IEP goals and integrate technology in the student-centered
classroom
3. To plan and assist in the monitoring of discipline regulations with knowledge of guiding and developing Behavior
Improvement Plans that supports interventions that reduce disproportionality of students with disabilities.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To monitor and coordinate special education programs and ensure the implementation of each student’s
Individualized Education Program (IEP) to include college and career readiness.
3. To provide special education professional and support staff with appropriate staff development workshops and
activities including FSC providers.
4. Monitors and coordinates the Special Education programs by assisting in the following areas:
• Development researched based programs to address state standards and assessment for students receiving
service govern by IDEA and incorporate behavior interventions to increase students instructional
5. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor IEP reviews and progress notes completed each grading period.
6. Plans, conducts, and maintains documentation of professional development activities as required by federal, state,
and local regulations
7. Assists with completion of annual reports, IEP compliance. development of Student Learning Targets, lesson
plans, scheduling, and selection of materials
8. Reviews 1508 evaluations to support the initial placement that assist in the development, revision, and
implementation of IEPs to ensure LRE
9. Monitor students’ performance and ensure progress monitoring is documented as outlined in the IEP to ensure
students with disabilities are benefitting from instructional program. Also, staff with providers to identify and
modify behavior and/or mental health issues impeding progress
10. Performs job responsibilities as designated and coordinated by the Director of Special Education and Supervisors
that facilitate the developing, integrating, and evaluating instructional programs to meet established goals utilizing
technology within and among schools
11. Identifies specific need areas within all special education instructional programs in Bossier Parish
12. Plans and presents in-services with specialized consultants, aligned with standards and provides individualized
follow-up/technical assistance
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
13. Provides ongoing support and training on the Web IEP and assists in supporting a network of lead special
education teachers in each school
14. Implements web-based/network software based on scientific research that provides a UDL format for instruction
15. Keeps informed of current research findings and techniques by reading professional literature
16. Completes and maintains documentation in order to provide on-going follow-up of professional development
activities as required by federal, state, and local regulations
17. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
18. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 ½) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Facilitator, Pupil Appraisal

QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
A valid Louisiana teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3) as an Educational Diagnostician or Louisiana
State Department of Education Certificate as a Qualified School Social Worker, School Psychologist, or
Louisiana License in Speech-Language Pathology
2.
Ability and initiative to plan, organize, and execute Pupil Appraisal plan of action for evaluation purposes.
REPORTS TO: Pupil Appraisal Supervisor
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To interpret test data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve
performance goals.
2. To assist in the administration of all aspects of Pupil Appraisal.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Coordinates and facilitates the SBLC Procedure with:
● Completion of a current procedure manual
● Collaborate with 504 Coordinator to:
a. Define procedures for referrals
b. Complete appropriate forms correctly
c. Set up interventions as described in the Pupil Appraisal Handbook.
d. Provide information to SBLC committees regarding various disabilities
e. Provide on-going in-services to teachers with regard to interpretation of evaluation.
2. Conduct assessments with close attention to intervention.
3. Assists Pupil Appraisal Supervisor with maintaining evaluation timelines:
● Monitors opening dates for reevaluations requested as well as completion of reevaluations by anniversary
dates.
● Monitors timelines for completion of all reports (initials and reevaluations)
● Monitors and ensure timely completion of the compliance process for evaluations.
4. Facilitates the review, the revision and maintenance of Pupil Appraisal forms.
5. Assists with the planning scheduling of staff development.
6. Assists with contacting various agencies to obtain information needed for the evaluation process.
7. Assists with crisis/emergency response.
8. Coordinates the development of appropriate procedures/handbook.
9. Monitors and maintains Integrated Counseling logs (to include tracking and notification of students transferring
from one school to another.)
10. Provides a written report of any assessment services provided to students.
11. Assists with regard to student transfers from out of parish/out of state to ensure timely completion of transfer
evaluations/placement.
12. Assists Records Secretary with coordination of FERPA and file room procedures.
13. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
14. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Pupil Appraisal Supervisor and /or Special Education Director may
assign.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten (10) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD X-13
New 7/16
Grant funding expires 5/21

TITLE: STEAM Facilitator
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type B or Level 2)
2. Minimum of five (5) years successful teaching experience
3. Certification in elementary grades or science or math
4. Excellent verbal and written communication skills
5. Ability to read and interpret technical instructions
6. Strong organizational and management skills
7. Strong technology skills
8. Knowledge of STEAM education
9. Ability to work amicably with students and teachers
REPORTS TO: Curriculum Supervisor, Grades 3-5
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide additional educational opportunities in Science, Technology, Engineering,
Arts, and Math (STEAM) for teachers and students at select schools. This position is funded for a period of five years.
(August 2016 – May 2021)
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Implement STEAM curriculum at select schools
2. Prepare materials, set up classrooms, and instruct students in STEAM education at select schools
3. Plan and implement STEAM professional development
4. Work with district partners to implement STEAM curriculum
5. Develop STEAM curriculum for select grades as determined by the Curriculum Department and the DoDEA
Project Director
6. Model STEAM instructional practices for teachers
7. Stay apprised of current research and developments in STEAM education
8. Participates in staff development as directed
9. Assists in identifying and requisitioning materials in conjunction with the DoDEA Project Director needed to
implement STEAM, maintaining inventory of instructional materials, software and hardware
10. Serves on curriculum committees and provides professional development for Bossier teachers as schedule permits
and as requested by the Curriculum Department
11. Seeks increased funding through grant writing with collaboration of Bossier Parish School System staff
12. Monitor student performance, implement program evaluation instruments and analyze data to determine program
effectiveness
13. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier
Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
14. Assumes additional responsibilities as determined by the Curriculum Supervisor, Grades 3-5
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Annually renewable contract for 9 ½ month employee.
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule for 9 ½ month facilitator
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
15.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD X-14
New 9/17
Grant funding expires 5/22

TITLE: Student Advocacy Facilitator
QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Master’s Degree in Counseling
A valid Louisiana School Counseling Certificate
Expertise in developing character education resources/ lesson plans preferred.
Effective interpersonal skills with the ability and initiative to plan, arrange, and deliver presentations
related to Project TACTICAL..

REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: The Student Advocacy Facilitator will serve as liaison for all grant schools and
oversee all Peers Connecting to Schools (PCS) aspects of Project TACTICAL.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Serves as Student Advocacy Facilitator and plans, organizes, and implements student services related to
Project TACTICAL.
2. Develops and implements character education for student/teacher mentor groups.
3. Serves as district liaison for school level mentor groups.
4. Facilitates counseling services for schools identified in Project TACTICAL.
5. Coordinates Parent Seminar Series (at least 2 per year) with Grant Project Director.
6. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel
and the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation.
7. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Grant Project Director may assign.
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and one-half (9 ½) months, Position will be terminated at the end of the
Grant Award period, May 2022.
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
The BPSB will be reimbursed:
● 2017-2022: 50% of Salary and 50% of fringe from Project TACTICAL (DoDEA grant)
● Based on BPS Facilitator Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE:________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE:______________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)

EMPLOYEE ID. NO:________________PRINTED NAME:_________________________
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TITLE: Teacher, Adapted Physical Education
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate with endorsement in Special Education (Type C or Level 1)
2. Certification in Adapted Physical Education
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To plan and implement an Individualized Education Program (IEP) to ensure a Free
Appropriate Public Education (FAPE) in the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE)
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. PLANNING AND PREPARATION
A. Setting Instructional Outcomes
● Specifies learner outcomes in clear, concise objectives
● Includes activity/activities that develop(s) objectives
● Identifies and plans for individual differences
● Identifies materials, other than standard classroom materials, as needed for lesson
● States method(s) of evaluation to measure learner outcomes
● Establishes high expectations for learner outcomes
● Follows state/local guidelines for planning and instruction and aligns lessons with locally designed
curricula
● Prepares virtual lessons and plans, as necessary
● Submits lesson plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary.
2. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
A. Managing Classroom Procedures
● Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate learning
● Promotes a positive learning climate
● Manages routines and transitions in a timely manner
● Utilizes resources effectively
● Establishes high expectations for learner behavior
● Employs monitoring techniques to facilitate learning
● Disciplines consistently and uses acceptable methods
3. INSTRUCTION
A. Questioning, Discussion and Presentation
● Employs technique(s) which develop(s) lesson objective(s)
● Sequences lesson to promote learning
● Presents accurate subject matter
● Manages and/or adjusts time for activities planned
● Presents content at a developmentally appropriate level
● Utilizes effective questioning techniques
● Utilizes effective discussion techniques
● Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
B. Engaging Students in Learning
● Accommodates individual differences
● Paces lesson effectively
● Selects teaching resource(s) that support lesson objective(s), including integration of technology
● Stimulates and encourages higher order thinking at the appropriate development levels
● Encourages student participation
● Relates relevant examples, unexpected situations, or current events to the content
● Utilizes effective grouping arrangements
● Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction
● Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
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PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES...Continued:
C.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Using Assessment in Instruction
● Monitors ongoing performance of students
● Employs appropriate and effective assessment techniques
● Provides timely feedback to students regarding their progress
● Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her instruction, Familiarizes students with
assessment criteria
● Encourages student self-assessment
● Utilizes assessment data to guide instruction
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
● Identifies areas of instruction that need strengthening and develops with mentor and/or principal a plan
for improvement and works to complete the plan
● Seeks and employs ideas and strategies from resources or colleagues that will improve teaching and
learning
PARTICIPATING IN A PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY
● Participates in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation
● Implements school improvement plan at the classroom level
● Serves on task force(s) and/or committees
● Provides clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding classroom
expectations, student progress, and ways they can assist learning
● Encourages parents/caregivers to become active partners in their children’s education and to become
involved in school and classroom
● Seeks community involvement in instructional program
COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS
● Exercises patience and self-control
● Exhibits respect and concern for all students
● Relates and interacts with students in a fair and positive manner
● Promotes desire for independent student effort
● Assists students in developing positive self-concepts and respect for others
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
● Is prompt and dependable
● Communicates effectively with students, staff, parents, and community
● Develops an Individual Education Plan (IEP) and/or IFSP—special education teachers only
● Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with District and school
policies
● Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to,
those governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
● Assumes outside classroom duties as related to school
● Assists in enforcing school/Board rules and policies
● Ensures proper care of textbooks, teaching aids, and equipment
● Participates in activities to improve professional competence
● Supports school programs and displays positive attitude
● Completes reports and records as assigned
● Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and on virtual platform.
● Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
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●
●

Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel
and the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Nine (9) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Teacher, Internship/Cooperative Business Education
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type C or Level 1)
2. A Bachelor’s Degree in field
3. Two thousand (2000) hours work experience in the business field
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide students the opportunity to achieve academic success and workforce skills
necessary to compete in a global economy
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. PLANNING AND PREPARATION
A. Setting Instructional Outcomes
● Specifies learner outcomes in clear, concise objectives
● Includes activity/activities that develop(s) objectives
● Identifies and plans for individual differences
● Identifies materials, other than standard classroom materials, as needed for lesson
● States method(s) of evaluation to measure learner outcomes
● Establishes high expectations for learner outcomes
● Follows state/local guidelines for planning and instruction and aligns lessons with locally designed
curricula
● Prepares virtual lessons and plans, as necessary
● Submits lessons and plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
2. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
A. Managing Classroom Procedures
● Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate learning
● Promotes a positive learning climate
● Manages routines and transitions in a timely manner
● Utilizes resources effectively
● Establishes high expectations for learner behavior
● Employs monitoring techniques to facilitate learning
● Disciplines consistently and uses acceptable methods
3. INSTRUCTION
A. Questioning, Discussion and Presentation
● Employs technique(s) which develop(s) lesson objective(s)
● Sequences lesson to promote learning
● Presents accurate subject matter
● Manages and/or adjusts time for activities planned
● Presents content at a developmentally appropriate level
● Utilizes effective questioning techniques
● Utilizes effective discussion techniques
● Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
B. Engaging Students in Learning
● Accommodates individual differences
● Paces lesson effectively
● Selects teaching resource(s) that support lesson objective(s), including integration of technology
● Stimulates and encourages higher order thinking at the appropriate development levels
● Encourages student participation
● Relates relevant examples, unexpected situations, or current events to the content
● Utilizes effective grouping arrangements
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● Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
C. Using Assessments in Instruction Students in Learning
● Monitors ongoing performance of students
● Employs appropriate and effective assessment techniques
● Provides timely feedback to students regarding their progress
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PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES...Continued:

4.

5.

6.

7.

● Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her instruction
● Familiarizes students with assessment criteria
● Encourages student self-assessment
● Utilizes assessment data to guide instruction
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
● Identifies areas of instruction that need strengthening and develops with mentor and/or principal a
plan for improvement and works to complete the plan
● Seeks and employs ideas and strategies from resources or colleagues that will improve teaching and
learning
PARTICIPATING IN A PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY
● Participates in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation
● Implements school improvement plan at the classroom level
● Serves on task force(s) and/or committees
● Provides clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding classroom
expectations, student progress, and ways they can assist learning
● Encourages parents/caregivers to become active partners in their children’s education and to become
involved in school and classroom \Seeks community involvement in instructional program
COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS
● Exercises patience and self-control
● Exhibits respect and concern for all students
● Relates and interacts with students in a fair and positive manner
● Promotes desire for independent student effort
● Assists students in developing positive self-concepts and respect for others
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
● Is prompt and dependable
● Communicates effectively with students, staff, parents, and community
● Develops an Individual Education Plan (IEP) and/or IFSP—special education teachers only
● Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with District and school
policies
● Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited
to, those governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring,
transportation, etc.
● Assumes outside classroom duties as related to school
● Assists in enforcing school/Board rules and policies
● Ensures proper care of textbooks, teaching aids, and equipment
● Participates in activities to improve professional competence
● Supports school programs and displays positive attitude
● Completes reports and records as assigned
● Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and on virtual platform
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Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of
School Personnel and the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
● Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Ten (10) months
SALARY RANGE:
See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
●

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Teacher, Health Occupations
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Registered Nurse certification, graduate of three-year diploma nursing program Baccalaureate nursing program.
Minimum of two (2) of past four (4) years in staff nursing or nursing education. And/or Pharmacy Tech Instructor must
be secondary certified in mathematics, science, and/or health occupations. And/or Sports Medicine Instructor must
have a Bachelor’s Degree, CTTIE, and National and/or State AT certification. And/or EMT Instructor must be certified
as an EMT-B or higher, may be EMT certified.
2. Must take approved professional vocational education hours, three (3) per year until permanent vocational technical
certificate has been granted
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide students the opportunity to achieve academic success and workforce skills
necessary to compete in a global economy
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. PLANNING AND PREPARATION
A. Setting Instructional Outcomes
● Specifies learner outcomes in clear, concise objectives
● Includes activity/activities that develop(s) objectives
● Identifies and plans for individual differences
● Identifies materials, other than standard classroom materials, as needed for lesson
● States method(s) of evaluation to measure learner outcomes
● Establishes high expectations for learner outcomes
● Follows state/local guidelines for planning and instruction and aligns lessons with locally designed
curricula
● Prepares virtual lessons and plans, as necessary
● Submits lesson plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
2. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
A. Managing Classroom Procedures
● Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate learning
● Promotes a positive learning climate
● Manages routines and transitions in a timely manner
● Utilizes resources effectively
● Establishes high expectations for learner behavior
● Employs monitoring techniques to facilitate learning
● Disciplines consistently and uses acceptable methods
3. INSTRUCTION
A. Questioning, Discussion and Presentation
● Employs technique(s) which develop(s) lesson objective(s)
● Sequences lesson to promote learning
● Presents accurate subject matter
● Manages and/or adjusts time for activities planned
● Presents content at a developmentally appropriate level
● Utilizes effective questioning techniques
● Utilizes effective discussion techniques
● Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
B. Engaging Students in Learning
● Accommodates individual differences
● Paces lesson effectively
● Selects teaching resource(s) that support lesson objective(s), including integration of technology
● Stimulates and encourages higher order thinking at the appropriate development levels
● Encourages student participation
● Relates relevant examples, unexpected situations, or current events to the content
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● Utilizes effective grouping arrangements
● Prepares for conducts virtual instruction
● Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
C. Using Assessment in Instruction
● Monitors ongoing performance of students
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
● Employs appropriate and effective assessment techniques
● Provides timely feedback to students regarding their progress
● Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her instruction
● Familiarizes students with assessment criteria
● Encourages student self-assessment
● Utilizes assessment data to guide instruction
4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
● Identifies areas of instruction that need strengthening and develops with mentor and/or principal a plan for
improvement and works to complete the plan
● Seeks and employs ideas and strategies from resources or colleagues that will improve teaching and
learning
5. PARTICIPATING IN A PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY
● Participates in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation
● Implements school improvement plan at the classroom level
● Serves on task force(s) and/or committees
● Provides clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding classroom
expectations, student progress, and ways they can assist learning
● Encourages parents/caregivers to become active partners in their children’s education and to become
involved in school and classroom
● Seeks community involvement in instructional program
6. COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS
● Exercises patience and self-control
● Exhibits respect and concern for all students
● Relates and interacts with students in a fair and positive manner
● Promotes desire for independent student effort
● Assists students in developing positive self-concepts and respect for others
7. PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
● Is prompt and dependable
● Communicates effectively with students, staff, parents, and community
● Develops an Individual Education Plan (IEP) and/or IFSP—special education teachers only
● Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with District and school
policies
● Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to,
those governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
● Assumes outside classroom duties as related to school
● Assists in enforcing school/Board rules and policies
● Ensures proper care of textbooks, teaching aids, and equipment
● Participates in activities to improve professional competence
● Supports school programs and displays positive attitude
● Completes reports and records as assigned
● Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and on virtual platform
● Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel
and the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
● Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign
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TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine (9) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Teacher, Marketing Education
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type C or Level 1)
2. A Baccalaureate Degree in field
3. Two thousand (2000) hours work experience in distributive occupations
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide students the opportunity to achieve academic success and workforce skills
necessary to compete in a global economy
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. PLANNING AND PREPARATION
A. Setting Instructional Outcomes
● Specifies learner outcomes in clear, concise objectives
● Includes activity/activities that develop(s) objectives
● Identifies and plans for individual differences
● Identifies materials, other than standard classroom materials, as needed for lesson
● States method(s) of evaluation to measure learner outcomes
● Establishes high expectations for learner outcomes
● Follows state/local guidelines for planning and instruction and aligns lessons with locally designed
curricula
● Prepares virtual lessons and plans, as necessary
● Submits lesson plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
2. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
A. Managing Classroom Procedures
● Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate learning
● Promotes a positive learning climate
● Manages routines and transitions in a timely manner
● Utilizes resources effectively
● Establishes high expectations for learner behavior
● Employs monitoring techniques to facilitate learning
● Disciplines consistently and uses acceptable methods
3. INSTRUCTION
A. Questioning, Discussion and Presentation
● Employs technique(s) which develop(s) lesson objective(s)
● Sequences lesson to promote learning
● Presents accurate subject matter
● Manages and/or adjusts time for activities planned
● Presents content at a developmentally appropriate level
● Utilizes effective questioning techniques
● Utilizes effective discussion techniques
● Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
B. Engaging Students in Learning
● Accommodates individual differences
● Paces lesson effectively
● Selects teaching resource(s) that support lesson objective(s), including integration of technology
● Stimulates and encourages higher order thinking at the appropriate development levels
● Encourages student participation
● Relates relevant examples, unexpected situations, or current events to the content
● Utilizes effective grouping arrangements
● Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction
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● Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
C. Using Assessment in Instruction
● Monitors ongoing performance of students
● Employs appropriate and effective assessment techniques
● Provides timely feedback to students regarding their progress
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES…..Continued:
● Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her instruction
● Familiarizes students with assessment criteria
● Encourages student self-assessment
● Utilizes assessment data to guide instruction
4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
● Identifies areas of instruction that need strengthening and develops with mentor and/or principal a plan for
improvement and works to complete the plan
● Seeks and employs ideas and strategies from resources or colleagues that will improve teaching and learning
5. PARTICIPATING IN A PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY
● Participates in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation
● Implements school improvement plan at the classroom level
● Serves on task force(s) and/or committees
● Provides clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding classroom expectations,
student progress, and ways they can assist learning
● Encourages parents/caregivers to become active partners in their children’s education and to become involved
in school and classroom
● Seeks community involvement in instructional program
6. COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS
● Exercises patience and self-control
● Exhibits respect and concern for all students
● Relates and interacts with students in a fair and positive manner
● Promotes desire for independent student effort
● Assists students in developing positive self-concepts and respect for others
7. PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
● Is prompt and dependable
● Communicates effectively with students, staff, parents, and community
● Develops an Individual Education Plan (IEP) and/or IFSP—special education teachers only
● Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with District and school policies
● Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to, those
governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
● Assumes outside classroom duties as related to school
● Assists in enforcing school/Board rules and policies
● Ensures proper care of textbooks, teaching aids, and equipment
● Participates in activities to improve professional competence
● Supports school programs and displays positive attitude
● Completes reports and records as assigned
● Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and on virtual platform
● Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and
the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
● Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten (10) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: _________________________________________
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TITLE: Master Teacher
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3).
2. Master’s Degree in relevant academic discipline.
3. A minimum of five (5) years of successful teaching experience.
4. Excellent communication skills
5. Expertise in content, curriculum development, student learning, test analysis, mentoring and professional
development as demonstrated by an advanced degree, advanced training and/or career experience.
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide teachers on site professional development during the school day and to
conduct classroom observations and teacher conferences. While the master teacher is modeling/teaching, the
requirements of the teacher job description must be utilized.
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
LEADERSHIP TEAM PARTICIPATION:
A. The master teacher assumes an active role as a member of the school leadership team:
1. To analyze student data to identify school/teacher learning goals.
2. To develop School Improvement Plan (SIP)/school academic achievement plan.
3. To create a school assessment plan.
4. To monitor goal setting, activities, classroom follow-up and goal attainment for cluster groups and for teacher
growth plans.
5. To assess teacher evaluation results and maintain inter-rater reliability.
6. To work with other members of the leadership team and mentors, if assigned.
7. To attend professional development meetings.
8. To work on expanded calendar year.
CLUSTER GROUP PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION:
A. As a cluster group leader, the master teacher will be responsible for:
1. Developing long-range cluster plans, weekly cluster group meeting records and activities with other members of
the leadership team.
2. Conducting appropriate field testing of strategies/interventions before presenting to cluster members.
3. Leading, co-leading and attending selected cluster meetings.
4. Providing appropriate follow-up in the classroom.
5. Overseeing groups of teachers in developing goals, providing instructional interventions with proven results,
facilitating teacher proficiency with new strategies through classroom-based follow up, and ensuring that the
progress of teacher skill development is aligned with changing student learning needs.
EVALUATIONS/CONFERENCING:
The master teacher will conduct classroom observations/evaluations and conferences with the classroom teachers.
CLASSROOM FOLLOW-UP:
The master teacher will provide support in the form of observation/feedback, model teaching, and demonstration
Lessons and/or team-teaching following cluster learning.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT:
A. The master teacher will take an active role in building-level decision-making by:
1. Participating in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation.
2. Serving on task forces and decisions making committees when appropriate.
3. Implementing the school improvement plan.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT (Cont.)
B. The master teacher will assist in creating partnerships with parents/caregivers and colleagues by providing support to:
1. Provide clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding school expectations and ways
they can assist learning.
2. Encourage parents/caregivers to become active partners in their children’s education and to become involved in
school and classroom activities.
3. Seek community involvement in instructional program.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
While the master teacher is expected to come to the position with a high level of knowledge, the master teacher will
be expected to work with the director, other master teachers, and/or district consultants/supervisors to enhance skills
and be able to provide the teachers assigned to them the best instructional interventions and strategies.
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Functions professionally and harmoniously with parents, school personnel and students.
2. Maintain accurate, complete, and correct records as required.
3. Provides for communication with students and parents outside the instructional day as determined by
administrative policy.
4. Performs class and duty assignments dependably and punctually.
5. Accepts constructive criticism as an evaluative element of professional and instructional improvement.
6. Exhibits loyalty and maintains a positive attitude in the promotion of the school/system’s goals.
7. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
8. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign.
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
SALARY RANGE:

Nine (9) months/182 days

See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule

EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Master Teacher/PBIS Interventionist, BEC/CMEC,
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Master Degree
2. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or B or Level 2 or 3) issued by the State Department of
Education.
3. A minimum of five (5) years experience with preference begin given to individuals who have worked with at-risk
students and/or students with behavioral concerns, counseled youth/adolescents, presented in-services/workshops.
4. Experience and knowledge of behavioral techniques and their application as they relate to all exceptionalities and
all students.
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To analyze discipline data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve
performance goals to change the behavior of the students.
2. To promote appropriate disciplinary and social skills among students by providing informational and
psychological services to students, teachers, and school administrators
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. Is knowledgeable of all federal and state laws pertaining to the disciplinary procedures for all students
2. Maintains accurate records on all students regarding disciplinary referrals, interventions, and accumulated number of
disciplinary actions used with students in order to complete state and federal reporting requirements
3. Assists teachers and other school personnel in Functional Behavioral Assessments (FBA). Directs teachers in design
and implementation of behavior management plans/behavioral interventions for Special Education students based on
the FBA
4. Attends Individual Education Plan (IEP) meetings related to disciplinary action
5. Promotes student achievement through individualized behavioral support.
6. Interprets results of psychological evaluation to parents, teachers, principals, and other members of the parish school
system
7. Confers with teachers, principals, parents, district level staff and other professionals whenever necessary on matters
related to discipline of special education students and behavior management strategies
8. Actively participates as a liaison between Special Education, Pupil Appraisal and General Education to insure
ongoing and rigorous collaboration regarding focus groups, ICA, behavior improvement activities and the
implementation of School-Wide Positive Behavioral Support (SWPBS)
9. Collects pertinent data reflective of behavioral trends and/or discipline patterns in order to assess and monitor
individual and school level interventions
10. Promotes student achievement through individualized behavioral support for Special Education students
11. Attends staff, professional, and interagency meetings as required to enhance student disciplinary procedures and
services
12. Maintains awareness of new developments and trends in the area of discipline and behavior intervention through
professional publications, attendance at workshops and other professional development activities
13. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education
(BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the Bossier Parish
Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
14. Performs additional duties assigned by the principal
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten months (10)
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Mentor Teacher
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate.
2. A minimum of three (3) years of successful teaching experience.
3. Expertise in content, curriculum development, student learning, test analysis, mentoring and professional
development as demonstrated by an advanced degree, advanced training and/or career experience.
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide teachers on site professional development during the school day and to
conduct classroom observations and teacher conferences. While the mentor teacher is modeling/teaching, the
requirements of the teacher job description must be utilized.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
LEADERSHIP TEAM PARTICIPATION:
A. The mentor teacher assumes an active role as a member of the school leadership team by assisting the
master teacher.
1. To analyze student data to identify school/teacher learning goals.
2. To develop School Improvement Plan (SIP)/school academic achievement plan.
3. To create a school assessment plan.
B. To monitor goal setting, activities, classroom follow-up and goal attainment for cluster groups and for teacher
growth plans.
C. To assess teacher evaluation results and maintain inter-rater reliability.
D. To work with other members of the leadership team and mentors, if assigned.
OBSERVATIONS/CONFERENCING:
The mentor teacher will conduct classroom observations and conferences with the classroom teachers under the
supervision of the principal and master teacher(s).
CLASSROOM FOLLOW-UP:
The mentor teacher will provide support in the form of observation/feedback, model teaching, and demonstration
lessons and/or team-teaching following cluster learning.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT:
A. The mentor teacher will take an active role in building-level decision-making by:
1. Participating in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation.
2. Serving on task forces and decisions making committees when appropriate.
3. Implementing the school improvement plan.
B. The mentor teacher will assist in creating partnerships with parents/caregivers and colleagues by providing
support to:
1. Provide clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding school expectations
and ways they can assist learning.
2. Encourage parents/caregivers to become active partners in their children’s education and to become
involved in school and classroom activities.
3. Seek community involvement in instructional program.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
While the mentor teacher is expected to come to the position with a high level of knowledge, the mentor teacher will
be expected to work with the principal, master teacher, and/or district consultants/supervisors to enhance skills and be
able to provide the teachers assigned to them the best instructional interventions and strategies.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Functions professionally and harmoniously with parents, school personnel and students.
2. Maintain accurate, complete, and correct records as required.
3. Provides for communication with students and parents outside the instructional day as determined by
administrative policy.
4. Performs class and duty assignments dependably and punctually.
5. Accepts constructive criticism as an evaluative element of professional and instructional improvement.
6. Exhibits loyalty and maintains a positive attitude in the promotion of the school/system’s goals.
7. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:

Nine (9) months/182 days plus a maximum of five (5) contract days.

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Teacher, ESSA, Title I
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type C or Level 1)
2. A Bachelor’s degree in field
3. Additional criteria as the Board may establish
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee and/or Supervisor of ESSA, Title I
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To plan and implement a program which creates an environment where students can
learn and develop optimally
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. PLANNING AND PREPARATION
A. Setting Instructional Outcomes
● Specifies learner outcomes in clear, concise objectives
● Includes activity/activities that develop(s) objectives
● Identifies and plans for individual differences
● Identifies materials, other than standard classroom materials, as needed for lesson
● States method(s) of evaluation to measure learner outcomes
● Establishes high expectations for learner outcomes
● Follows state/local guidelines for planning and instruction and aligns lessons with locally designed
curricula
● Prepares virtual lessons and plans, as necessary
● Submits lesson plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
2. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
A. Managing Classroom Procedures
● Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate learning
● Promotes a positive learning climate
● Manages routines and transitions in a timely manner
● Utilizes resources effectively
● Establishes high expectations for learner behavior
● Employs monitoring techniques to facilitate learning
● Disciplines consistently and uses acceptable methods
3. INSTRUCTION
A. Questioning, Discussion and Presentation
● Employs technique(s) which develop(s) lesson objective(s)
● Sequences lesson to promote learning
● Presents accurate subject matter
● Manages and/or adjusts time for activities planned
● Presents content at a developmentally appropriate level
● Utilizes effective questioning techniques
● Utilizes effective discussion techniques
● Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
B. Engaging Students in Learning
● Accommodates individual differences
● Paces lesson effectively
● Selects teaching resource(s) that support lesson objective(s), including integration of technology
● Stimulates and encourages higher order thinking at the appropriate development levels
● Encourages student participation
● Relates relevant examples, unexpected situations, or current events to the content
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● Utilizes effective grouping arrangements
● Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction
● Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
C.
Using Assessment in Instruction
● Monitors ongoing performance of students
● Employs appropriate and effective assessment techniques
● Provides timely feedback to students regarding their progress
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
● Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her instruction
● Familiarizes students with assessment criteria
● Encourages student self-assessment
● Utilizes assessment data to guide instruction
4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
● Identifies areas of instruction that need strengthening and develops with mentor and/or principal a plan
for improvement and works to complete the plan
● Seeks and employs ideas and strategies from resources or colleagues that will improve teaching and
learning
5. PARTICIPATING IN A PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY
● Participates in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation
● Implements school improvement plan at the classroom level
● Serves on task force(s) and/or committees
● Provides clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding classroom
expectations, student progress, and ways they can assist learning
● Encourages parents/caregivers to become active partners in their children’s education and to become
involved in school and classroom
● Seeks community involvement in instructional program
6. COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS
● Exercises patience and self-control
● Exhibits respect and concern for all students
● Relates and interacts with students in a fair and positive manner
● Promotes desire for independent student effort
● Assists students in developing positive self-concepts and respect for others
7. PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
● Is prompt and dependable
● Communicates effectively with students, staff, parents, and community
● Develops an Individual Education Plan (IEP) and/or IFSP—special education teachers only
● Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with District and school
policies
● Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to,
those governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
● Assumes outside classroom duties as related to school
● Assists in enforcing school/Board rules and policies
● Ensures proper care of textbooks, teaching aids, and equipment
● Participates in activities to improve professional competence
● Supports school programs and displays positive attitude
● Completes reports and records as assigned
● Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and on a virtual platform
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Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel
and the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:

Nine (9) months

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Teacher, PreK-12
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Meet requirements as outlined in Louisiana Bulletin 746 (Louisiana Standards of State Certification of School
Personnel)
2. Additional criteria as the Board may establish
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide students the opportunity to achieve academic success and workforce skills
necessary to compete in a global economy
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. PLANNING AND PREPARATION
A. Setting Instructional Outcomes
● Specifies learner outcomes in clear, concise objectives
● Includes activity/activities that develop(s) objectives
● Identifies and plans for individual differences
● Identifies materials, other than standard classroom materials, as needed for lesson
● States method(s) of evaluation to measure learner outcomes
● Establishes high expectations for learner outcomes
● Follows state/local guidelines for planning and instruction and aligns lessons with locally designed
curricula
● Prepares virtual lessons and plans, as necessary
● Submits lesson plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
2. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
A. Managing Classroom Procedures
● Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate learning
● Promotes a positive learning climate
● Manages routines and transitions in a timely manner
● Utilizes resources effectively
● Establishes high expectations for learner behavior
● Employs monitoring techniques to facilitate learning
● Disciplines consistently and uses acceptable methods
3. INSTRUCTION
A. Questioning, Discussion and Presentation
● Employs technique(s) which develop(s) lesson objective(s)
● Sequences lesson to promote learning
● Presents accurate subject matter
● Manages and/or adjusts time for activities planned
● Presents content at a developmentally appropriate level
● Utilizes effective questioning techniques
● Utilizes effective discussion techniques
● Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
B. Engaging Students in Learning
● Accommodates individual differences
● Paces lesson effectively
● Selects teaching resource(s) that support lesson objective(s), including integration of technology
● Stimulates and encourages higher order thinking at the appropriate development levels
● Encourages student participation
● Relates relevant examples, unexpected situations, or current events to the content
● Utilizes effective grouping arrangement
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● Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction
● Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
C. Using Assessment in Instruction
● Monitors ongoing performance of students
● Employs appropriate and effective assessment techniques

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:

4.

5.

6.

7.

● Provides timely feedback to students regarding their progress
● Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her instruction
● Familiarizes students with assessment criteria
● Encourages student self-assessment
● Utilizes assessment data to guide instruction
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
● Identifies areas of instruction that need strengthening and develops with mentor and/or principal a
plan for improvement and works to complete the plan
● Seeks and employs ideas and strategies from resources or colleagues that will improve teaching and
learning
PARTICIPATING IN A PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY
● Participates in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation
● Implements school improvement plan at the classroom level
● Serves on task force(s) and/or committees
● Provides clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding classroom
expectations, student progress, and ways they can assist learning
● Encourages parents/caregivers to become active partners in their children’s education and to become
involved in school and classroom
● Seeks community involvement in instructional program
COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS
● Exercises patience and self-control
● Exhibits respect and concern for all students
● Relates and interacts with students in a fair and positive manner
● Promotes desire for independent student effort
● Assists students in developing positive self-concepts and respect for others
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
● Is prompt and dependable
● Communicates effectively with students, staff, parents, and community
● Develops an Individual Education Plan (IEP) and/or IFSP—special education teachers only
● Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with district and school
policies
● Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited
to those governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring,
transportation, etc.
● Assumes outside classroom duties as related to school
● Assists in enforcing school/Board rules and policies
● Ensures proper care of textbooks, teaching aids, and equipment
● Participates in activities to improve professional competence
● Supports school programs and displays positive attitude
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Completes reports and records as assigned
Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and on virtual platform
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of
School Personnel and the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Nine (9) months
SALARY RANGE:
See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Teacher, Trade and Industry
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A high school diploma
1. Fifteen (15) approved professional education hours, three (3) per year until permanent certification has been granted
2. Four (4) years trade experience
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide students the opportunity to achieve academic success and workforce skills
necessary to compete in a global economy
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. PLANNING AND PREPARATION
A. Setting Instructional Outcomes
● Specifies learner outcomes in clear, concise objectives
● Includes activity/activities that develop(s) objectives
● Identifies and plans for individual differences
● Identifies materials, other than standard classroom materials, as needed for lesson
● States method(s) of evaluation to measure learner outcomes
● Establishes high expectations for learner outcomes
● Follows state/local guidelines for planning and instruction and aligns lessons with locally designed
curricula
● Prepares virtual lessons and plans, as necessary
2. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
A. Managing Classroom Procedures
● Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate learning
● Promotes a positive learning climate
● Manages routines and transitions in a timely manner
● Utilizes resources effectively
● Establishes high expectations for learner behavior
● Employs monitoring techniques to facilitate learning
● Disciplines consistently and uses acceptable methods
3. INSTRUCTION
A. Questioning, Discussion and Presentation
● Employs technique(s) which develop(s) lesson objective(s)
● Sequences lesson to promote learning
● Presents accurate subject matter
● Manages and/or adjusts time for activities planned
● Presents content at a developmentally appropriate level
● Utilizes effective questioning techniques
● Utilizes effective discussion techniques
● Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
B. Engaging Students in Learning
● Accommodates individual differences
● Paces lesson effectively
● Selects teaching resource(s) that support lesson objective(s), including integration of technology
● Stimulates and encourages higher order thinking at the appropriate development levels
● Encourages student participation
● Relates relevant examples, unexpected situations, or current events to the content
● Utilizes effective grouping arrangements
● Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction
● Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:
C. Using Assessment in Instruction
● Monitors ongoing performance of students
● Employs appropriate and effective assessment techniques
● Provides timely feedback to students regarding their progress
● Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her instruction
● Familiarizes students with assessment criteria
● Encourages student self-assessment
● Utilizes assessment data to guide instruction
4. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
● Identifies areas of instruction that need strengthening and develops with mentor and/or principal a plan for
improvement and works to complete the plan
● Seeks and employs ideas and strategies from resources or colleagues that will improve teaching and
learning
5. PARTICIPATING IN A PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY
● Participates in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation
● Implements school improvement plan at the classroom level
● Serves on task force(s) and/or committees
● Provides clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding classroom
expectations, student progress, and ways they can assist learning
● Encourages parents/caregivers to become active partners in their children’s education and to become
involved in school and classroom
● Seeks community involvement in instructional program
6. COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS
● Exercises patience and self-control
● Exhibits respect and concern for all students
● Relates and interacts with students in a fair and positive manner
● Promotes desire for independent student effort
● Assists students in developing positive self-concepts and respect for others
7. PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
● Is prompt and dependable
● Communicates effectively with students, staff, parents, and community
● Develops an Individual Education Plan (IEP) and/or IFSP—special education teachers only
● Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with district and school
policies
● Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to,
those governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
● Assumes outside classroom duties as related to school
● Assists in enforcing school/Board rules and policies
● Ensures proper care of textbooks, teaching aids, and equipment
● Participates in activities to improve professional competence
● Supports school programs and displays positive attitude
● Completes reports and records as assigned
● Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and on virtual platform
● Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel
and the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
● Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign
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TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Nine (9) months
SALARY RANGE:
See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: _________________________________________
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TITLE: Teacher, Virtual School K-12
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Meet requirements as outlined in Louisiana Bulletin 746 (Louisiana Standards of State Certification of School
Personnel)
2. Additional criteria as the Board may establish

REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide students the opportunity to achieve academic success and workforce skills
necessary to compete in a global economy

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. PLANNING AND PREPARATION
A. Setting Instructional Outcomes
● Specifies learner outcomes in clear, concise objectives
● Includes activity/activities that develop(s) objectives
● Identifies and plans for individual differences
● Identifies materials, other than standard classroom materials, as needed for lesson
● States method(s) of evaluation to measure learner outcomes
● Establishes high expectations for learner outcomes
● Follows state/local guidelines for planning and instruction and aligns lessons with locally designed curricula
● Prepares virtual lessons and plans, as necessary
● Submits lesson plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
2. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
A. Managing Classroom Procedures
● Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate learning
● Promotes a positive learning climate
● Manages routines and transitions in a timely manner
● Utilizes resources effectively
● Establishes high expectations for learner behavior
● Employs monitoring techniques to facilitate learning
● Disciplines consistently and uses acceptable methods
3. INSTRUCTION
A. Questioning, Discussion and Presentation
● Employs technique(s) which develop(s) lesson objective(s)
● Sequences lesson to promote learning
● Presents accurate subject matter
● Manages and/or adjusts time for activities planned
● Presents content at a developmentally appropriate level
● Utilizes effective questioning techniques
● Utilizes effective discussion techniques
● Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
B. Engaging Students In Learning
● Accommodates individual differences
● Paces lesson effectively
● Selects teaching resource(s) that support lesson objective(s), including integration of technology
● Stimulates and encourages higher order thinking at the appropriate development levels
● Encourages student participation
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:

●
●
●
●

4.

5.

6.

7.

Relates relevant examples, unexpected situations, or current events to the content
Utilizes effective grouping arrangements
Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction
Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students

C. Using Assessment In Instruction
● Monitors ongoing performance of students
● Employs appropriate and effective assessment techniques
● Provides timely feedback to students regarding their progress
● Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her instruction
● Familiarizes students with assessment criteria
● Encourages student self-assessment
● Utilizes assessment data to guide instruction
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
● Identifies areas of instruction that need strengthening and develops with mentor and/or principal a plan for
improvement and works to complete the plan
● Seeks and employs ideas and strategies from resources or colleagues that will improve teaching and learning
PARTICIPATING IN A PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY
● Participates in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation
● Implements school improvement plan at the classroom level
● Serves on task force(s) and/or committees
● Provides clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding classroom expectations,
student progress, and ways they can assist learning
● Encourages parents/caregivers to become active partners in their children’s education and to become involved in
school and classroom
● Seeks community involvement in instructional program
COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS
● Exercises patience and self-control
● Exhibits respect and concern for all students
● Relates and interacts with students in a fair and positive manner
● Promotes desire for independent student effort
● Assists students in developing positive self-concepts and respect for others
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
● Is prompt and dependable

● Use of existing and new technologies with teaching and learning applications
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Communicates effectively with students, staff, parents, and community
Develops an Individual Education Plan (IEP) and/or IFSP—special education teachers only
Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with district and school policies
Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to, those
governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
Assumes outside classroom duties as related to school
Assists in enforcing school/Board rules and policies
Ensures proper care of textbooks, teaching aids, and equipment
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:

●
●
●
●
●
●

Participates in activities to improve professional competence
Supports school programs and displays positive attitude
Completes reports and records as assigned
Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and on virtual platform
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation.
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
SALARY RANGE:

Nine (9) months

See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule

EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: _________________________________________
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TITLE:
Teacher: Nature Study Center
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type B or Level 2)
2. Certification in life science or related science areas
3. Five (5) years successful teaching experience
4. Additional formal preparation at graduate level desirable in life science or related science areas
REPORTS TO:

JD XI-12
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Supervisor Action Research, Traditional and Job-Embedded Staff Development, and Professional
Learning Communities and Principal/Assistant Principal of assigned school(s)

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To oversee center operations, teach center-related activities/curriculum involving
students parish-wide, maintain climate conducive to learning, promote public relations through center utilization for
educational purposes
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Coordinates and schedules center’s involvement with all school (class) activities, institutions of higher learning,
and civic/professional organizations
2. Develops and implements educational activities and resources of center to include, but not be limited to,
instructional programs, displays, and specimens
3. Initiates and coordinates appropriate proposals, programs, and activities to further enhance, utilize, and promote
center’s potential while maintaining student-oriented approach
4. Serves as enrichment/remediation teacher at assigned school(s)
5. Maintains consistent communication with Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Academic Affairs,
Instructional Supervisors (K-2, 3-5, 6-8, 9-12), and Science Coordinator 6-12 on programming
6. Serves as Nature Study Center representative to the Cypress Black Bayou Commission
7. Implements and maintains program of safety to encompass all activities offered by and through center
8. Seeks increased funding through grant writing with collaboration of Bossier Parish School System staff and
Cypress Black Bayou Commission
9. Meets criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
10. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor Action Research, Traditional and Job-Embedded Staff
Development, and Professional Learning Communities may assign
11. Prepares virtual lessons and plans, as necessary
12. Submits lesson plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
13. Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
14. Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction
15. Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
16. Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with district and school policies
17. Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to those
governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
18. Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and on virtual platform
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:

Nine (9) months

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: _______________________________________
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TITLE:
Instructor: Sci-Port Discovery Center Education
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type B or Level 2)
2. Certification in science (preferably secondary)
3. Minimum of five (5) years successful teaching experience
4. Experience in making presentations at local, state, and national conferences
5. Excellent verbal and written communication skills
6. Participation in Louisiana Systemic Initiative Program (LaSip) and/or science reforms in Louisiana
7. Strong organizational and management skills
8. Classroom application of computer/technology skills for instruction
9. Science teacher from Bossier Parish School System
REPORTS TO:

Supervisor of Secondary Education, 9-12, Guidance

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assume responsibility for the overall quality of educational programs and workshops
to be offered to schools by Sci-Port Discovery Center.
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Establishes contacts and partnerships with Bossier, Caddo, and other regional school systems to determine
educational needs of grades K-12
2. Works directly with the Sci-Port Discovery Center Vice President of Programs and Exhibits and consults closely
with the science staff to develop and deliver high quality programming that complements, extends, and enriches
school curriculum
3. Designs and conducts teacher workshops, camp-ins, outreach education programs, and other learning experiences
4. Establishes and implements training internships for teachers
5. Advises Sci-Port Discovery Center Board and personnel on curriculum objectives and other needs of the
educational community
6. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
7. Assumes additional responsibilities as determined by the Supervisor of Secondary Education, 9-12, Guidance
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Annually renewable contract for 182 days with extended time to maximum of 222
days at regular teacher rate of pay plus benefits
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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Instructor: STARBASE

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type B or Level 2)
2. Science teacher from Bossier Parish School System
3. Minimum of three (3) years successful teaching experience
4. Excellent verbal and written communication skills
5. Strong organizational and management skills
6. Classroom application of computer/technology skills for instruction
REPORTS TO:

Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide additional educational opportunities for teachers and students, especially atrisk students of the Bossier Parish School Board in a highly interactive aerospace science/math/technology program and to
provide training for teachers at STARBASE.
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
Classroom Duties:
1. Prepares materials, set up classrooms, and instruct classes
2. Alternates as lead teacher and support teacher per schedule to present STARBASE lessons and activities to
participating classes
3. Identifies individual participating students’ needs and attempt to provide appropriate interventions and
accommodations to help insure success in program completion
4. Takes pictures of students and teachers participating in various STARBASE activities
5. Assists in curriculum development & integration with parish, state, and national objectives
6. Assists visiting teachers who participate in STARBASE Louisiana
7. Visits classes for pretest and graduation ceremonies
8. Participates in staff development as directed
9. Models lifelong learning by actively pursuing advanced degrees or certifications
10. Assists in planning, preparing, and conducting program workshops for local, state, and national levels
11. Serves as mentor to visiting Student Teachers
12. Assists in presenting activities to Graduate students in STARBASE Teacher Academy
clerical duties:
13. Writes thank-you notes to volunteers, teachers, sponsors, and others
14. Conducts evaluations, collect data, and prepare statistical summaries of program data
15. Assists in planning graduation ceremonies
16. Prepares PowerPoint presentations for graduations, workshops, or other venues
17. Assists in coordinating, contacting, and securing guest speakers and scheduling of tours
18. Assists in creating, revising, collating, printing, and binding program materials
19. Writes articles for local newsletter
20. Assists in maintenance of check-out kits for educators trained by STARBASE
21. Assists in maintenance of scrapbook of photos, press releases, announcements, and other pertinent materials
documenting program progression and success
22. Assists in writing articles for submission to journals for publication
23. Assists in coordinating Student Teacher Field Experience, read journals, complete evaluations
24. Actively seeks out opportunities to enhance program through award nominations, writing grants, or helping
secure program sponsors
25. Assists in various planning, preparing, and hosting of receptions and fundraising venues, as needed
26. Assists in computer maintenance
27. Receives visitors and telephone calls
28. Receives/posts mail
29. Selects and prepares requests for appropriate materials for purchase
30. Assists in verifying material shipments, updating material inventories, and putting away supplies
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31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Prepares virtual lesson plans, as necessary
Submits lesson plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction
Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with district and school policies
Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to those
governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
38. Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and on virtual platform

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES...Continued:
Other Duties:
1. Obtains a background check and Security Clearance through the 917th Security Forces
2. Agrees to random drug testing throughout duration of employment
3. Maintains working environment as described in contract
4. Assists in all other duties or activities deemed necessary for mission success by the STARBASE Louisiana
Director or designee
5. Serves on curriculum committees and provides professional development for Bossier teachers as STARBASE
teaching schedule permits and as requested by the Science Coordinator 6-12
6. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
7. Assumes additional responsibilities as determined by the Supervisor of Grades 3-5, Guidance
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Annually renewable contract for 182 days with extended time up to seven (7) days at
regular teacher rate of pay.
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Teacher, Talented PreK-12
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Meet requirements as outlined in Louisiana Bulletin 746 (Louisiana Standards of State Certification of School
Personnel)
2. Additional criteria as the Board may establish
REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide students the opportunity to achieve academic success and workforce skills
necessary to compete in a global economy
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
1. PLANNING AND PREPARATION
A. Setting Instructional Outcomes
● Specifies learner outcomes in clear, concise objectives
● Includes activity/activities that develop(s) objectives
● Identifies and plans for individual differences
● Identifies materials, other than standard classroom materials, as needed for lesson
● States method(s) of evaluation to measure learner outcomes
● Establishes high expectations for learner outcomes
● Follows state/local guidelines for planning and instruction and aligns lessons with locally designed
curricula
● Prepares virtual lessons and plans, as necessary
● Submits lesson plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
2. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
A. Managing Classroom Procedures
● Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate learning
● Promotes a positive learning climate
● Manages routines and transitions in a timely manner
● Utilizes resources effectively
● Establishes high expectations for learner behavior
● Employs monitoring techniques to facilitate learning
● Disciplines consistently and uses acceptable methods
3. INSTRUCTION
A. Questioning, Discussion and Presentation
● Employs technique(s) which develop(s) lesson objective(s)
● Sequences lesson to promote learning
● Presents accurate subject matter
● Manages and/or adjusts time for activities planned
● Presents content at a developmentally appropriate level
● Utilizes effective questioning techniques
● Utilizes effective discussion techniques
● Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
B. Engaging Students in Learning
● Accommodates individual differences
● Paces lesson effectively
● Selects teaching resource(s) that support lesson objective(s), including integration of technology
● Stimulates and encourages higher order thinking at the appropriate development levels
● Encourages student participation
● Relates relevant examples, unexpected situations, or current events to the content
● Utilizes effective grouping arrangements
● Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES...Continued:

4.

5.

6.

7.

Remains accessible to school -based and virtual students
C. Using Assessment in Instruction
● Monitors ongoing performance of students
● Employs appropriate and effective assessment techniques
● Provides timely feedback to students regarding their progress
● Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her instruction
● Familiarizes students with assessment criteria
● Encourages student self-assessment
● Utilizes assessment data to guide instruction
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
● Identifies areas of instruction that need strengthening and develops with mentor and/or principal a
plan for improvement and works to complete the plan
● Seeks and employs ideas and strategies from resources or colleagues that will improve teaching and
learning
PARTICIPATING IN A PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY
● Participates in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation
● Implements school improvement plan at the classroom level
● Serves on task force(s) and/or committees
● Provides clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding classroom
expectations, student progress, and ways they can assist learning
● Encourages parents/caregivers to become active partners in their children’s education and to become
involved in school and classroom
● Seeks community involvement in instructional program
COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS
● Exercises patience and self-control
● Exhibits respect and concern for all students
● Relates and interacts with students in a fair and positive manner
● Promotes desire for independent student effort
● Assists students in developing positive self-concepts and respect for others
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
● Is prompt and dependable
● Communicates effectively with students, staff, parents, and community
● Develops an Individual Education Plan (IEP) and/or IFSP—special education teachers only
● Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with district and school
policies
● Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited
to, those governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring,
transportation, etc
● Assumes outside classroom duties as related to school
● Assists in enforcing school/Board rules and policies
● Ensures proper care of textbooks, teaching aids, and equipment
● Participates in activities to improve professional competence
● Supports school programs and displays positive attitude
● Completes reports and records as assigned
● Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and on virtual platform
● Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and
Secondary Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of
School Personnel and the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
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Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment may assign
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TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Nine (9) months
SALARY RANGE:
See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Speech Language Pathologist (SLP)

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A Louisiana License in Speech Language Pathology issued by the Louisiana Board of Examiners for Speech,
Language, Pathology and Audiology (LBESPA)
2. A national certificate of clinical competence issued by the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association.
REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Special Education, Special Education Coordinator, and Homebased Principal
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: Serve students, develop Individualized Education Plans, and screen students age 3-21
with a range of communication disorders including articulation, language, voice, and fluency. Follow all parish, state, and
federal mandated policies and procedures.
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Conduct and implement Individualized Education Plans that meet the needs of students as well as
create an educational benefit for students in Pre-K, elementary, middle, junior high, and high schools
(ages 3-21) by ensuring alignment to Louisiana state standards.
2. Provide appropriate speech-language services for students in Pre-K, elementary,
middle, junior high, and high schools (ages 3-21) identified according to Louisiana Bulletin 1508 with a range of
communication disorders, including those involving language, articulation (speech sound disorders), fluency,
voice/resonance.
3. Maintain electronic documentation for all services. Medicaid documentation will be updated daily
to ensure state/federal compliance.
4. Assist and guide teachers in observing, describing, and referring suspected and identified speech,
language, and hearing impairments
5. Complete and maintain documents as required by parish, state, and federal guidelines within stated
timelines. This includes Assessing and Evaluating students age 3-5 using the designated state
reporting program for child outcomes.
6. Provide Response to Intervention that is appropriate to the age and learning needs of
each individual student as determined through specific communication screenings.
7. Offer assistance in addressing the linguistic and metalinguistic foundations of curriculum learning for
students with disabilities, as well as other learners who are at risk for school failure, or those who
struggle in school settings.
8. Participate in mandatory Speech Professional Development and Professional Learning Communities.
9. Develop and follow a Professional Growth Plan, Student Learning Targets, Professional Learning
Communities, and utilize the Speech Language Pathology Rubric aligned with the Compass
Evaluation.
10. Maintain data on each individual student to be reported in progress reports as well as to use as
evidence in dismissal of a student from speech or language services.
10. Notify principal and special education coordinator of any absences.
11. Make important contributions to ensure that all students receive quality, culturally competent
services while distinguishing between a language disorder and a language difference.
12. Follow all policies and procedures outlined in the Bossier Parish School Board Handbook and
individual school handbooks.
13. Assumes additional responsibilities as assigned by the Homebased Principal, Coordinator of
Special Education, and Supervisor of Special Education.
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Nine (9) months

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Librarian
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Meet requirements as outlined in Louisiana Bulletin 746 (Louisiana Standards of State Certification of
School Personnel)
2. Additional criteria as the Board may establish
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To maintain the library with a wide variety of materials and resources and to aid all
students in the acquisition of library skills
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. PLANNING AND PREPARATION
A. Setting Instructional Outcomes
● Specifies learner outcomes in clear, concise objectives
● Includes activity/activities that develop(s) objectives
● Identifies and plans for individual differences
● Identifies materials, other than standard classroom materials, as needed for lesson
● States method(s) of evaluation to measure learner outcomes
● Establishes high expectations for learner outcomes
● Follows state/local guidelines for planning and instruction and aligns lessons with locally designed
curricula
● Prepares virtual lessons and plans, as necessary
● Submits lesson plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
2. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
A. Managing Classroom Procedures
● Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate learning
● Promotes a positive learning climate
● Manages routines and transitions in a timely manner
● Utilizes resources effectively
● Establishes high expectations for learner behavior
● Employs monitoring techniques to facilitate learning
● Disciplines consistently and uses acceptable methods
3. INSTRUCTION
A. Questioning, Discussion and Presentation
● Employs technique(s) which develop(s) lesson objective(s)
● Sequences lesson to promote learning
● Presents accurate subject matter
● Manages and/or adjusts time for activities planned
● Presents content at a developmentally appropriate level
● Utilizes effective questioning techniques
● Utilizes effective discussion techniques
● Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
B. Engaging Students in Learning
● Accommodates individual differences
● Paces lesson effectively
● Selects teaching resource(s) that support lesson objective(s), including integration of technology
● Stimulates and encourages higher order thinking at the appropriate development levels
● Encourages student participation
● Relates relevant examples, unexpected situations, or current events to the content
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PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES...Continued:

4.

5.

6.

7.

● Utilizes effective grouping arrangements
● Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction
● Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
C. Using Assessment in Instruction
● Monitors ongoing performance of students
● Employs appropriate and effective assessment techniques
● Provides timely feedback to students regarding their progress
● Produces evidence of student academic growth under his/her instruction
● Familiarizes students with assessment criteria
● Encourages student self-assessment
● Utilizes assessment data to guide instruction
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
● Identifies areas of instruction that need strengthening and develops with mentor and/or principal a plan
for improvement and works to complete the plan
● Seeks and employs ideas and strategies from resources or colleagues that will improve teaching and
learning
PARTICIPATING IN A PROFESSIONAL LEARNING COMMUNITY
● Participates in grade level and subject area curriculum planning and evaluation
● Implements school improvement plan at the library level
● Serves on task force(s) and/or committees
● Provides clear and timely information to parents/caregivers and colleagues regarding library expectations,
student progress, and ways they can assist learning
● Encourages parents/caregivers to become active partners in their children’s education and to become
involved in school and library
● Seeks community involvement in library/instructional program
COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS
● Exercises patience and self-control
● Exhibits respect and concern for all students
● Relates and interacts with students in a fair and positive manner
● Promotes desire for independent student effort
● Assists students in developing positive self-concepts and respect for others
PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
● Is prompt and dependable
● Communicates effectively with students, staff, parents, and community
● Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with district and school
policies
● Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to,
those governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
● Assumes outside classroom duties as related to school
● Assists in enforcing school/Board rules and policies
● Ensures proper care of textbooks, teaching aids, and equipment
● Participates in activities to improve professional competence
● Supports school programs and displays positive attitude
● Completes reports and records as assigned
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PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES...Continued:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Shows evidence of daily, weekly, and yearly plans for program of services to students
Selects all library materials and equipment in keeping with parish procedures and policies
Organizes, administers and inventories all library materials and equipment in a logical and fair manner
Expends funds allocated to the school library in accordance with system procedures
Provides group and/or individual instruction for students in use of library materials and services
Creates an atmosphere in the school library conducive to effective use
Works cooperatively with colleagues to correlate and utilize library resources for classroom instruction
Fosters cooperation with public library services and community resources
Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and on virtual platform
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program
of Professional Personnel Evaluation.
Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
SALARY RANGE:

Nine (9) months

See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule

EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: High School Counselor
QUALIFICATIONS: Certification in school counseling
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
JOB GOAL: Provides developmental and age appropriate academic, career readiness and planning, and
personal/social/emotional counseling.

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Provides large and small group counseling and individual counseling.
2. Assists students in acquiring attitudes, knowledge, and skills necessary for life success in all domains listed in job
goal using any of the following tools: interest inventories, mental ability tests, achievement tests, career aptitude
tests, autobiographies, personal data sheets, and/or student participation sheets
3. Serves all stakeholders (students, parents, teachers, and community)
4. Responds to immediate needs of students necessitated by life events
1. Provides career, academic, and related information to help all students develop personal goals and future plans
2. Helps students who are transitioning from one school to another with college placement
1. Encourages the choice and successful completion of a scholastic program that is consistent with the student’s
abilities and that lead to the wisest choice of post-secondary school opportunities and/or entry into the workforce
2. Assists students in adjusting to all areas of school life by using academic, career readiness and planning, and
personal/social/emotional counseling
3. Provides counseling services to assist students in the resolution of personal problems that affects school life
4. Maintains/oversees cumulative folder on each high school student
1. Maintains and updates an Individual Graduation Plan on each student in grades 9-12 using Louisiana Connect
2. Provides students with the opportunity to use all aspects of Louisiana Connect as their portfolio
3. Prepares virtual guidance lessons and plans, as necessary
4. Submits lessons plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
5. Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
6. Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction, interaction, or guidance
7. Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
8. Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with district and school policies
9. Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to those
governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
10. Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and virtual platform
11. Assists teachers in helping students to achieve their maximum potential
5. Provides services that make teachers’ efforts more effective including testing and counseling, assisting teachers and
students in developing better relationships, scheduling students, and making recommendations for referrals
1. Conforms to the regular time schedule for arriving at and leaving school
2. Participates in implementing a good community/school public relations program
3. Participates in workshops, faculty studies, and individual program of professional improvement
4. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
1. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign
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TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and half months (10.5)
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Intermediate/Middle School Counselor
QUALIFICATIONS: Certification in school counseling

JD XI-19
Revised 8/2020

REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
JOB GOAL: Provides developmental and age appropriate academic, career readiness and planning, and
personal/social/emotional counseling.

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Provides large and small group counseling and individual counseling
2. Assists students in acquiring attitudes, knowledge, and skills necessary for life success in all domains listed in job
goal using any of the following tools: interest inventories, mental ability tests, achievement tests, career aptitude
tests, autobiographies, personal data sheets, and/or student participation sheets
3. Serves all stakeholders (students, parents, teachers, and community)
4. Responds to immediate needs of students necessitated by life events
5. Provides career, academic, and related information to help all students develop personal goals and future plans
6. Helps students transition from one school to another
7. Encourages the choice and successful completion of a scholastic program that is consistent with the student’s
abilities and that lead to the wisest choice of post-secondary school opportunities and/or entry into the workforce
8. Assists students in adjusting to all areas of school life by using academic, career readiness and planning, and
personal/social/emotional counseling
9. Provides counseling services to assist students in the resolution of personal problems that affects school life
10. Maintains a portfolio on each student in grades 6-8 using Louisiana Connect with the eighth graders and paper
portfolios for sixth and seventh graders
11. Provides a minimum of six career activities for all middle school students
12. Maintains/oversees cumulative folder on each student
13. Prepares virtual guidance lessons and plans, as necessary
14. Submits lessons plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
15. Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
16. Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction, interaction, and guidance
17. Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
18. Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with district and school policies
19. Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to those
governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
20. Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and virtual platform
21. Assists teachers in helping students to achieve their maximum potential
22. Provides services that make teachers’ efforts more effective including testing and counseling, assisting teachers
and students in developing better relationships, scheduling students, and making recommendations for referrals
23. Conforms to the regular time schedule for arriving at and leaving school
24. Participates in implementing a good community/school public relations program
25. Participates in workshops, faculty studies, and individual program of professional improvement
26. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
27. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign
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TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and half months (9.5)
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Elementary School Counselor
QUALIFICATIONS:

Certification in school counseling

REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
JOB GOAL: Provides developmental and age appropriate academic, career readiness and planning, and
personal/social/emotional counseling.

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Provides large and small group counseling and individual counseling
2. Assists students in acquiring attitudes, knowledge, and skills necessary for life success in all domains listed in
job goal using any of the following tools: interest inventories, mental ability tests, achievement tests, career
aptitude tests, autobiographies, personal data sheets, and/or student participation sheets
3. Serves all stakeholders (students, parents, teachers, and community)
4. Responds to immediate needs of students necessitated by life events
5. Provides career, academic, and related information to help all students develop personal goals and future plans
6. Helps students transition from one school to another
7. Encourages the choice and successful completion of a scholastic program that is consistent with the student’s
abilities, and that lead to the wisest options for the student
8. Assists students in adjusting to all areas of school life by using academic, career readiness and planning, and
personal/social/emotional counseling
9. Provides counseling services to assist students in the resolution of personal problems that affects school life
10. Prepares virtual guidance lessons and plans, as necessary
11. Submits lessons plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
12. Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
13. Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction, interaction, and guidance
14. Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
15. Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with district and school policies
16. Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to those
governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
17. Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and virtual platform
18. Assists teachers in helping students to achieve their maximum potential
19. Provides services that make teachers’ efforts more effective including testing and counseling, assisting teachers and
students in developing better relationships, and making recommendations for referrals
20. Conforms to the regular time schedule for arriving at and leaving school
21. Participates in implementing a good community/school public relations program
22. Participates in workshops, faculty studies, and individual program of professional improvement
23. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
24. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine (9) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule

EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Career Counselor
QUALIFICATIONS: Certification in school counseling
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: Provides leadership in the development of a comprehensive career education program
that promotes knowledge of career and all types of employment opportunities and that emphasizes to students the advantages
of completing school with marketable skills.
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Provides large and small group counseling and individual counseling.
2. Assists students in acquiring attitudes, knowledge, and skills necessary for life success in all domains listed in job
goal using any of the following tools: interest inventories, achievement tests, career aptitude tests, autobiographies,
personal data sheets, and/or student participation sheets
3. Provides direct career education services for a diverse student population in grades 9-12 that emphasizes
development of long-range educational and career plans. More specifically, the career counselor
● Helps students explore their interests and abilities through a wide range of career awareness and
assessment activities
● Assists students in researching careers they are interested in and in discovering careers which match their
personalities
● Works with home school counselors and parents to help students establish a career plan with goals and
objectivities
● Works with home school counselors to assist students in selecting appropriate academic career and
technical education programs to help students reach their career goals
● Helps students find information on post-secondary education and training opportunities (college, technical
college, etc.)
● Encourages students to explore non-traditional employment and training opportunities
● Provides guidance to teachers and student in the development of student portfolios and other documents
needed by students to secure and maintain employment
● Maintain and provides students and their parents with the number of post-secondary credits earned toward
a post-secondary certificate or degree
● Maintains and provides students and their parents with the number of IBCs (Industry Based Certifications
earned by students)
● Recommends students that are at risk of dropping out for participation in HiSet or Virtual School
programs.
4. Serves all stakeholders (students, parents, teachers, and community)
5. Responds to immediate needs of students necessitated by life events
6. Helps students who are transitioning from one level to another with college placement or a career placement
7. Assists students in adjusting to all areas of school life by using academic, career readiness and planning, and
personal/social/emotional counseling
8. Provides counseling services to assist students in the resolution of personal problems that affect school life
9. Provides leadership in the development and implementation of a comprehensive career education program infused
into the curricula based on state requirements.
10. Provides students with the opportunity to use all aspects of Louisiana Connect as their portfolio
11. Prepares virtual guidance lessons and plans, as necessary
12. Submits lessons plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
13. Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
14. Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction, interaction, and guidance
15. Remains accessible to school-based and virtual students
16. Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with district and school policies
17. Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to those
governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
18. Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and virtual platform
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Assists teachers in helping students to achieve their maximum potential
Conforms to the regular time schedule for arriving at and leaving school
Participates in implementing a good community/school public relations program
Participates in appropriate professional development programs and activities
Works with teachers to plan advisory council meetings
Participates in workshops, faculty studies, and individual program of professional improvement
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Evaluation
26. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: *Ten (10) months/ 202 days and ten (10) days
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Bossier Parish Virtual Learning Program Counselor

JD XI-22
New 10/2020

QUALIFICATIONS: Certification in school counseling
REPORTS TO: Academic Administrator of Bossier Parish Virtual Learning Program
JOB GOAL: Provides developmental and age appropriate academic, career readiness and planning, and
personal/social/emotional counseling.

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Provides large and small group counseling and individual counseling
2. Assists students in acquiring attitudes, knowledge, and skills necessary for life success in all domains listed in
job goal using any of the following tools: interest inventories, mental ability tests, achievement tests, career
aptitude tests, autobiographies, personal data sheets, and/or student participation sheets
3. Serves all stakeholders (students, parents, teachers, and community)
4. Responds to immediate needs of students necessitated by life events
5. Provides career, academic, and related information to help all students develop personal goals and future
plans
6. Helps students transition from one school to another (also with college placement for high school students)
7. Encourages the choice and successful completion of a scholastic program that is consistent with the student’s
abilities and that lead to the wisest choice of post-secondary school opportunities and/or entry into the
workforce
8. Assists students in adjusting to all areas of school life by using academic, career readiness and planning, and
personal/social/emotional counseling
9. Provides counseling services to assist students in the resolution of personal problems that affects school life
10. Maintains a portfolio on each student in grades 6-8 using Louisiana Connect with the eighth graders and
paper portfolios for sixth and seventh graders
11. Provides a minimum of six career activities for all middle school students
12. Maintains/oversees cumulative folder on each student
13. Maintains and updates an Individual Graduation Plan on each student in grades 9-12 using Louisiana Connect
14. Provides students with the opportunity to use all aspects of Louisiana Connect as their portfolio
15. Prepares virtual guidance lessons and plans, as necessary
16. Submits lessons plans and other required documentation electronically, as necessary
17. Uploads virtual lessons in a timely manner consistent with parish and school directives
18. Prepares for and conducts virtual instruction, interaction, and guidance
19. Remains accessible to all K-12 virtual students
20. Utilizes school technology and maintains student interaction in accordance with district and school policies
21. Complies with all school opening and COVID-19 policies and procedures including, but not limited to those
governing facial coverings, food service, hygiene, cleaning, student monitoring, transportation, etc.
22. Projects well-groomed appearance, both at school and virtual platform
23. Assists teachers in helping students to achieve their maximum potential
24. Provides services that make teachers’ efforts more effective including testing and counseling, assisting
teachers and students in developing better relationships, scheduling students, and making recommendations
for referrals
25. Conforms to the regular time schedule for arriving at and leaving school
26. Participates in implementing a good community/school public relations program
27. Participates in workshops, faculty studies, and individual program of professional improvement
28. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
29. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal may assign
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TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten months (10)
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-1
Revised 7/12

TITLE: Capital Improvements/Fixed Assets/School Activity Funds Accountant
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Accounting degree
1. Three (3) to five (5) years operational/financial auditing experience

REPORTS TO: Chief Financial Officer
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To develop and implement accounting for all capital improvement funds and to insure

accurate accounting of parish-wide fixed assets, and monitors audits of school financial records.

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Develops accounting procedures and accurately accounts for all capital improvement projects.
Develops accounting procedures and accurately accounts for all fixed assets.
Provides capital improvement financial statements on a monthly basis.
Provides fixed asset financial statements on a monthly basis.
Receives and reviews for accuracy monthly financial statements from all schools and reports to Assistant
Superintendent of Administration.
6. Provides a semi-annual workshop to train school principals, bookkeepers and other parish personnel in
proper accounting, reporting, control procedures, and operating policies.
7. Investigates problems in school accounts when assigned.
8. Assist in reconciliation of School Board accounts.
9. Assist school principals and bookkeepers in proper accounting, reporting, and reconciliation of school
financial records.
10. Assist in Federal and State grant accounting
11. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Evaluation
12. Assumes additional responsibilities as the School Board Audit Committee may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-2
Revised 10/2020

TITLE: Chief Accountant
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting and a Certified Public Accountant or a Master’s Degree in Accounting
2. Experience in governmental accounting

REPORTS TO: Chief Financial Officer
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To facilitate the orderly flow of information through the accounting system, provide
for the prompt payment of invoices, and oversee the timely preparation of reports

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

Supervises the accounting, accounts payable, and payroll operations
Maintains a chart of accounts sufficient for the accurate recording of transactions
Oversees the input of information affecting general ledger accounts
Prepares or reviews all general journal entries
Ensures that revenues are received on time and deposited promptly
Is responsible for the timely payment of liabilities
Oversees the preparation of financial reports
Provides information to the Chief Financial Officer, the Superintendent, or others as directed
Oversees reconciliation of both income statement and balance sheet accounts
Ensures the proper maintenance of documents supporting accounting transactions
Assists in the equitable solution of complaints, concerns, and problems in the areas of responsibility
Adheres to established lines of communication through the chain of command
Adheres to policies and procedures established by the Board
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
1. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Chief Financial Officer may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-3
Revised 5/15

TITLE: Graphic Artist
QUALIFICATIONS: Bachelor of Arts in graphic design
REPORTS TO: Supervisor of Instructional Services
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To support the projects and activities implemented by the Instructional
Services Department
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Meets timelines and priorities for graphics, printing, and photography requests
2. Conceives, designs and executes the employee school calendar each year
3. Conceives, designs and executes artwork for the school system’s needs in a timely manner (letterhead,
posters, business cards, booklet covers, flyers, report cards, brochure, forms and much more)
4. Conceives, designs and executes customized artwork for special occasions for administrative needs
using desktop publishing tools (Adobe programs such as Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Microsoft
Word, Microsoft Excel, Power Point, Adobe Professional, Lightroom and more)
5. Prepares and post materials to the district website
6. Maintains and updates the Bossier Educational Service Center website
7. Assists in the print shop with printing, paper cutting and more
8. Makes recommendations for the purchases of art materials and photo supplies as needed
9. Photographs subjects as needed for various activities and applications using a digital slr camera and
video camera
10. Downloads photos and video footage taken with cameras, edits as needed and includes them in
publications and web postings
11. Organizes digital photos and videos for easy retrieval
12. Supervises use of media library, laminators, die cuts, etc., (in absence of the Media Secretary)
13. Takes employee ID photos and processes them (in absence of the Media Secretary)
14. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program
of Professional Personnel Evaluation
15. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Supervisor of Instructional services may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-4
(Revised to JD IV-12) 8/19

TITLE: Hearing Officer
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Certification as Parish/City Supervisor of Instruction OR Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3

REPORTS TO: Director of Student Services, Community Affairs, Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To provide services to children in schools
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Enforces the Louisiana School Attendance Law throughout the regular school year and during summer school and
remediation
2. Maintains a school census
3. Encourages and promotes good school attendance by conducting home visits
4. Conducts follow-ups, reevaluates, makes adjustments, and prescribes plans for the child-centered problems when
progress seems to be stymied
5. Coordinates the available services of the community (civic, social, private, religious, and educational) to diagnose
and prescribe possible solutions to child-centered problems
6. Schedules, conducts, and supervises student disciplinary hearings as required or requested
7. Performs duties as described in Revised Statute 7:416
8. Visits on a regular basis with teachers, school nurses, guidance counselors, and principals regarding students who
are absent or tardy too frequently and who have not responded to the corrective efforts made by the principal
9. Informs the immediate supervisor regarding the attendance patterns of chronic offenders
10. Collates monthly attendance reports from all schools, compiles monthly district wide attendance reports
11. Participates in individual or group counseling sessions whenever requested by a member of administration or the
student personnel team
12. Participates in case conferences as requested
13. Provides immediate service to students who are on the street or in public places during school hours
14. Works closely with guidance counselors in the identification and counseling of potential dropouts and assists
with State testing for students enrolling from private or home schooling
15. Conducts exit interviews and provides follow-up services for all students who drop out
16. Works closely with the Bossier Parish Truancy Center to provide assistance with intervention strategies for
students with serious attendance problems
17. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
18. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Student Services, Community Affairs, Minority
Recruitment, and Title IX may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-5
Revised 7/12

TITLE: Attendance Officer
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)Certification as Parish/City Supervisor of Instruction
or Educational Leader Level 1, 2, or 3

REPORTS TO: Director of Student Services, Community Affairs, Minority Recruitment, and Title IX
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Enforces the Louisiana School Attendance Law throughout the regular school year and during summer school and
remediation
2. Maintains a school census
3. Encourages and promotes good school attendance by conducting home visits
4. Conducts follow-ups, reevaluates, makes adjustments, and prescribes plans for the child-centered problems when
progress seems to be stymied
5. Coordinates the available services of the community (civic, social, private, religious, and educational) to diagnose
and prescribe possible solutions to child-centered problems
6. Visits on a regular basis with teachers, school nurses, guidance counselors, and principals regarding students who
are absent or tardy too frequently and who have not responded to the corrective efforts made by the principal
7. Informs the immediate supervisor regarding the attendance patterns of chronic offenders
8. Collates monthly attendance reports from all schools, compiles monthly district wide attendance reports
9. Participates in individual or group counseling sessions whenever requested by a member of administration or the
student personnel team
10. Participates in case conferences as requested
11. Provides immediate service to students who are on the street or in public places during school hours
12. Works closely with guidance counselors in the identification and counseling of potential dropouts and assists
with State testing for students enrolling from private or home schooling
13. Conducts exit interviews and provides follow-up services for all students who drop out
14. Works closely with the Bossier Parish Truancy Center to provide assistance with intervention strategies for
students with serious attendance problems
15. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
16. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Student Services, Community Affairs, Minority
Recruitment, and Title IX may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-6
Revised 7/17

TITLE: Public Relations Liaison
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Bachelor’s Degree from an accredited university college or university in Public Relations /Communications or
related field (such as Broadcasting, Marketing)
2. At least five (5) years successful professional experience working with the public and communicational media
3. Possesses computer and related technical skills necessary for the production of documents and communication of
information
4. Possesses experience in working with the public and media in providing information and organizing PR
campaigns
5. Demonstrates knowledge of local media, schools, community, and governmental processes
6. Effective interpersonal skills with the ability to plan, organize, implement and evaluate programs

REPORTS TO: Superintendent
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

To oversee and implement the strategic use of communication vehicles to advance the mission of the Bossier Parish
School Board; to advise the Superintendent and/or the board on communication issues; serve as the media liaison on
district-wide events and issues; facilitate proactive relationships between the Bossier Parish School Board and the
community.

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Acts as an advisor to the Superintendent on all matters relating to assigned areas of responsibility for the purpose
of providing information to meet district goals and objectives
2. Serves as information liaison between the school system and the community and acts as governmental liaison for
the district
3. Serves as information liaison between the school system and the news media, coordinates the production and
distribution of news releases and maintains the district website and manages social media
4. Collaborates with internal and external stakeholders for the purpose of building effective communication,
enhancing relationships, and ensuring a high quality of customer service to achieve district goals and objectives
5. Serves as the Custodian of Public Records for the district, coordinating responses to all public information
requests for the purpose of ensuring effective communication practices
6. Cooperates with district administrators and other staff members, as appropriate, in publicizing and promoting
performances, exhibitions, displays, dedications or special programs sponsored by the schools and open to the
public
7. Serves as district spokesperson in areas of sensitivity or controversy
8. Develops and maintains accurate records of the district’s public relations program
9. Conducts information campaigns for district elections
10. Maintains and updates a file of community organizations and their offices, mailing lists of residents and
community groups with clearly expressed interests in education affairs
11. Cultivates community partnerships to benefit Bossier Parish Schools with sponsorships, student support and
recognition and employee resources
12. Performs other such tasks and assumes other responsibilities as the Superintendent of Schools or his/her designee
may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-7
Revised 8/17

TITLE: Behavior Coach
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type B or Level 2), qualified School Social Worker or School
Psychologist
2. A minimum of five (5) years experience with preference being given to individuals who have worked with at-risk
students and/or students with behavioral concerns, counseled youths/adolescents and presented inservices/workshops
3. A Bachelor’s Degree

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze discipline data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve
performance goals
2. To promote appropriate disciplinary and social standards among students by providing staff development and
behavior intervention services to students, teachers, and school administrators

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Performs job responsibilities as designated and coordinated by the Special Education Coordinator for Behavior
Plans and coordinates staff development activities based on school needs
● Schedules school staff development sessions
● Presents sessions
● Secures presenters, supplies, and materials for sessions
● Involves teachers and administrators in sessions appropriate for the students’ needs (i.e., social skills
curriculums, discipline data)
2. Provides ongoing classroom support to implement social skills development
3. Utilizes various forms of flexible scheduling to accommodate individual/group professional development
4. Assists in the administration and analysis of discipline/behavioral data
5. Surveys research and/or provides resources related to topics of need
6. Completes and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state and local
regulation
7. Submits weekly schedule of activity plans for approval by Special Education Supervisors
8. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
9. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten (10) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-8
Revised 7/19

TITLE: Instructional Coach, Pre-K -8
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. A minimum of five (5) years experience which includes teaching diverse learners and at-risk students, experience
in presenting instruction in at least two content areas, participation on school improvement committees, and
presentation of in-services/workshops

REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist the school faculty and administration in planning and implementing a
sustained professional development program through which teachers can enhance instructional practices in order to
improve the achievement of all students.
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Participate in training and implement with integrity at school level the High Impact Instructional Coaching Model
2. Develop and apply a deep understanding of research-based instructional strategies (Instructional Playbook)
3. Adapt well to change and demonstrate the ability to learn and apply new knowledge and skills to meet the needs
and goals of the school and district.
4. Demonstrate a clear understanding of concepts of Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) and Response to
Intervention (RTI) models and develop school-based effective teams
5. Utilize organizational and time management skills (e.g. up-to-date coaching logs, walkthroughs, etc.) and submit
logs for approval by principal and grade-level supervisor
6. Utilize effective communication skills that enhance Better Conversations
7. Provide timely and specific feedback to school personnel and district leaders
8. Facilitate professional learning in a variety of formats (face-to-face, online, hybrid)
9. Model best instructional strategies
10. Use checklists as defined in the High Impact Instructional Coaching Model
11. Provide collaborative or one-on-one coaching to teachers
12. Facilitate teacher inquiry and self-reflection
13. Facilitate conversations related to data and help teachers set student goals
14. Collaborate with other instructional coaches and district-level personnel to improve instructional coaching
through the district
15. Support Tier I curricula and research-based instructional practices to increase student achievement
16. Develop a positive, professional relationship with colleagues and students
17. Plans and coordinates mandate state testing for all grade levels
18. Assist in the analysis of school testing data in a variety of disaggregated formats
19. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
20. Coordinates special instructional programs such as RTI, LEAP 2025 remediation.
21. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal and grade-level Curriculum Supervisor may assign.
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: *Nine (9) months plus up to a maximum of ten (10) contract days

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: _________________________________________
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JD XII-9
Revised 7/17

TITLE: Early Intervening Service Coach
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. A minimum of five (5) years experience which includes teaching diverse learners and at-risk students, experience
in presenting instruction in at least two content areas, participation on school improvement committees, and
presentation of in-services/workshops
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To improve learning and literacy instructional opportunities for all students by
providing job-embedded staff support, curriculum development, instructional best-practice modeling, and professional
development while continuously engaging in the analysis of student achievement data.
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Provides professional development focused on content knowledge while identifying resources directly related
to learning and teaching literacy:
● Collaborates with district and school staff to determines need through analysis of data related to student
achievement
● Schedules site-based professional development sessions
● Identifies and secures presenters, materials, and resources needed for sessions
● Actively participates in the presentation and/or facilitation of professional development sessions
● Monitors and facilitates ongoing professional development initiatives
● Schedules sessions and involves key stakeholders as appropriate to support the school improvement
efforts
2. Research and provide information and guidance regarding a range of effective and innovative literacy
practices through various activities (i.e., individual discussions, demonstration lessons, study groups)
3. Evaluate literacy needs within various subject areas and collaborate with teachers and administrators to
interpret and use assessment data to improve instruction
4. Develop strategic intervention methods that provide instructional support for students functioning below
grade level in the area of literacy and monitor progress
5. Assist classroom teachers with analysis of formal and informal assessment data on their students to determine
student response to instruction
6. Maintains monthly performance activity logs for submission to the Principal and Supervisor of
Accountability and Assessment
7. Completes and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state, and local
Guidelines
8. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
9. Performs job responsibilities as designated and coordinated by the Principal and Supervisor of Accountability
and Assessment
10. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal and Supervisor of Accountability and Assessment may
assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine (9) months plus up to a maximum of five (5) contract days
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-10
Revised 7/18

TITLE: Instructional Coach, 9-12

QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Holds certification in a secondary teaching area; additional certification in one of the following areas preferred:
School Counseling, or Leadership, Supervision, Administration
3. A minimum of five (5) years experience which includes teaching diverse learners and at-risk students, experience
in presenting instruction in at least two content areas, participation on school improvement committees, and
presentation of in-services/workshops
4. Effective interpersonal and professional skills with ability to assist with school and district level planning and
implementation of accountability, school improvements and testing activities.
REPORTS TO: Principal, Principal Designee
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist the school faculty and administration in planning and implementing a sustained
professional development program through which teachers can enhance instructional practices in order to improve the
achievement of students
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Provides teachers and students appropriate strategies for reducing behaviors that put students at risk of not
graduating from high school
2. Plans and coordinates mandated state testing for all grade levels at the high school(s)
3. Assists schools with the interpretation and use of test and graduation data for school improvement planning
4. Assists with the planning and implementation of professional development activities targeting school and district
level accountability, school improvement, and testing goals and objectives
5. Analyzes, develops, implements and tracks intervention plans and strategies
6. Maintains and submits accurate records of accountability, school improvement, and testing activities as required
7. Initiates project proposals, in conjunction with school staff and district personnel, designed to enhance school
improvement development within areas of accountability, curriculum and administration
8. Initiates in-service projects designed to address professional needs associated with accountability, curriculum, and
administration
9. Serves as staff consultant and provides staff continuity in the area of accountability, school improvement, and
testing
10. Submits activity logs for approval by the Principal and grade-level Curriculum Supervisor.
11. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
12. Coordinates all aspects of remediation such as ACT Preparation, RTI, Credit Recovery, and EOC remediation
during the school year and the summer session
13. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Principal and grade-level Curriculum Supervisor may assign.
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine (9) months plus a maximum of ten (10) contract days

SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-11
Revised 1/19

TITLE: ESSA, Homeless Liaison
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A certification as a Counselor, Teaching Certificate (Type B or Level 2) or a Bachelor’s Degree
2. Experience serving needs of at-risk students and families
3. Experience with Federal mandates and funds

REPORTS TO: Director of Student Services
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist educators and parents in meeting the academic, emotional, and social needs
of homeless, migrant, and foster students within the system

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITES:

1. Maintains and keeps records of all students who fall under the McKinney/Vento Act & Foster Care
2. Assists with services for homeless, migrant, and foster care students and addresses family problems as related to
school
3. Assists parents and members of the school system with social services that would improve circumstances for
homeless, migrant, and foster care students
4. Facilitates communications between the homeless, migrant, and foster care families and school that will improve
the educational process for their children
5. Researches availability of shelters and other establishments that provide services to homeless, migrant, foster care
children
6. Works with the Transportation Department and families to provide transportation to and from school for
homeless, migrant, and foster care students
7. Serves as the liaison between the Bossier Parish School System and the regional migrant office
8. Maintains and keeps daily records for students at the Johnny Gray Jones
9. Assists and screens Pre-K students who register during the summer months for admission to the Pre-K Program
10. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
11. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Student Services may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-12
Revised 8/2020

TITLE: Mental Health Liaison
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Master’s Degree in Social Service/or LPC and prior experience working in a mental health service agency with
rehabilitation experience working with multiple agencies.
2. Three to five years of successful experience as a case manager with knowledge in the administering of psychosocial assessment with therapeutic skills for individual and family therapy.
3. Demonstrates a knowledge and understanding of Medicaid billing, codes and regulations.

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

Responsible for coordinating mental health training and services to establish a comprehensive school-based mental health
service program for the school district.

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Serve as the district liaison to support and coordinate through collaboration with mental health service and/or
recommended rehabilitation services.
2. Maintain confidentiality while Coordinating training for teachers and leaders utilizing “Best Practice” models to
ensure development is aligned with Safe Schools/Healthy Students.
3. Develop and support the implementation of treatment plans and re-integration plans for students receiving
services through mental health facilities/agencies.
4. Develop an inter-district, building wide intake and referral process to services that expands the Safety net and
assures that students receive mental health services.
5. Coordinate and mobilize inter-district training for all school personnel, focusing on building-wide intake and
referral process to mental health.
6. Observe children referred in classroom and/or settings and provide/recommendation consultation for school level
staff.
7. Develop and implement communication system for identifying mental health needs.
8. Assist schools in adopting the most successful prevention and intervention strategies that address needs in each
building.
9. Assist school-based staff and district wide staff with mental health team development and implementation
10. Work comprehensively with organization to develop and/or enhance ongoing mental health services.
11. Provide staff development on mental health and co-occurring disorders impacting students.
12. Provide training to students, parents, and relevant partners as requested and based on needs.
13. Coordinate prevention activities for students and participate in multi-disciplinary team.
14. Provide technical support to schools and communities on mental health services, programming and concerns.
15. Attend local, state, and regional meetings to gain professional knowledge to assist the district in addressing
mental health issues.
16. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Schools Program
of Professional Personnel Evaluation.
17. Assumes additional responsibilities as Special Education Supervisors may assign.

TERM OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and one-half (9 ½ ) Months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Schools Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: _________________________________________
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JD XII-13a
Revised 7/12

TITLE: Occupational Therapist/Physical Therapist
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Certification as prescribed by the State Department of Education
1. State approved occupational/physical therapist license

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist students with disabilities develop physical, sensory and/or visual perceptual
skills that enable the student to access the general curriculum in the least restrictive environment.
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Serves as a member of the multi-disciplinary team when evaluating a student in order to determine what kind of
Occupational Therapy/Physical Therapy will provide benefit in educational settings
2. Identifies and plans for individual differences by the development and implementation of related services which
will aid the student in his/her area of disability
3. Consistently monitors ongoing performance of students
4. Uses available teaching material(s) to achieve objectives
5. Seeks ideas and strategies from resources (i.e. books, professional journals, websites, etc.)
6. Communicates effectively with educational personnel, parents, students and medical personnel
7. Provides documentation for Medicaid reimbursements
8. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
9. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine (9) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________

_
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JD XII-13b
Revised 7/12

TITLE: Occupational Therapist/Physical Therapist
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Certification as prescribed by the State Department of Education
2. State approved occupational/physical therapist license

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To assist students with disabilities develop physical, sensory and/or visual perceptual
skills that enable the student to access the general curriculum in the least restrictive environment.
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Serves as a member of the multi-disciplinary team when evaluating a student in order to determine what kind of
Occupational Therapy/Physical Therapy will provide benefit in educational settings
2. Identifies and plans for individual differences by the development and implementation of related services with
will aid the student in his/her area of disability
3. Consistently monitors ongoing performance of students
4. Uses available teaching material(s) to achieve objectives
5. Seeks ideas and strategies from resources (i.e. books, professional journals, websites, etc.)
6. Communicates effectively with educational personnel, parents, students and medical personnel
7. Provides documentation for Medicaid reimbursements
8. Organizes available space, materials, and/or equipment to facilitate student outcomes
9. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
10. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten (10) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-14
Revised 8/2020

TITLE: Speech, Language, and Hearing Evaluator
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A Louisiana License in Speech Pathology from the Louisiana Board of Examiners for Speech, Language,
Pathology and Audiology (LBESPA)
1. Five (5) years of successful experience as a speech therapist/classroom teacher

REPORTS TO: Pupil Appraiser Supervisor
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To identify children in need of speech, language, and hearing therapy and to help
reduce, eliminate, or accommodate, speech, language, and hearing impairments that interfere with the student’s ability to
benefit from the educational program
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Assists and guides teachers in observing, describing, and referring suspected and identified speech, language, and
hearing impairments
1. Serves as a member of the assessment team when needed to provide a thorough screening and/or assessment and
diagnosis of speech, language, voice, and fluency impairments
1. Serves as Evaluation Coordinator of the assessment team when a child is suspected of having only a speech
impairment
1. Conducts assessments with close attention to intervention and consideration of cultural, environmental, and
educational opportunities
2. Evaluates and schedules conferences, as a member of the multidisciplinary team and in accordance with the
guidelines set forth in federal and state laws
1. Participates in the development of the Individual Educational Program (IEP) to meet needs of speech, language,
and hearing impaired children in support of overall student achievement
1. Provides information, support, and counseling to parents and families when appropriate
1. Provides in-service education and serves as consultant to teachers and school staff members on topics concerning
speech development and academic achievement
1. Participates in in-service training and staff development
1. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
1. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Pupil Appraisal Supervisor may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine (9) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-15
Revised 2020

TITLE: School Social Worker
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Certification as a School Social Worker by the Louisiana Department of Education
1. A Licensed Clinical Social Worker (LCSW)
Note: Provisional certification as a social worker by the Louisiana State Department of Education permits
employment for a two (2) year period to permit acquisition of acquired professional experience
REPORTS TO: Pupil Appraisal Supervisor
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To enable students to derive educational benefit from the school by providing or
arranging necessary social work services for children referred to the SBLC or students experiencing crisis

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Interprets school social work services to parents, teachers, principals, and other members of the parish school
system
2. Facilitates communication between the home and the school, seeking to involve families in the educational
process of their children and providing feedback to the school on family situations and problems
3. Provides consultative services to the families when feasible and, when necessary, recommends other agencies for
counseling services to students who are experiencing problems in social and behavioral functioning at school
which result from circumstances or events present in the home
4. Schedules parent conferences and conducts evaluations, as a member of the multidisciplinary team in accordance
with the guidelines set forth in federal and state laws
5. Interprets assessment findings to parents, teachers, principals, other professional parish personnel, and responsible
practitioners at the school
6. Produces a written report of any social work assessments or services provided for students
7. Provides assistance to students and their families in meeting physical and economic needs through cooperation
with the referral to community agencies and service groups
8. Functions as evaluation coordinator for designated referred students
9. Conducts assessments with close attention to intervention and consideration of cultural, environmental, and
educational opportunities
10. Provides or assists in the provision of in-service training of school personnel in areas of responsibility and
expertise
11. Participates in special education eligibility determination and Individual Educational Program (IEP) staffing,
conferences, and School Building Level Committee meetings
12. Maintains accurate case records on all students regarding their referral, evaluation, and other services provided by
the social worker in accordance with the requirements of parish, state, and federal laws, regulations, and/or
policies
13. Attends staff, professional, and interagency meetings as required to enhance student assessment services
14. Keeps abreast of new developments in the area of school social work and keeps appropriate school personnel
informed
2. Provides functional supervision over master’s level social workers as necessary
5. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
6. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Pupil Appraisal Supervisor may assign
EMPLOYMENT: Ten (10) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-16
Revised 7/12

TITLE: School Psychologist
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Certification by the State Department of Education in School Psychology
2. A Master’s Degree in Psychology, Educational Psychology, or School Psychology
Note: Provisional certification as school psychologist by the Louisiana Department of Education permits
employment for a ten (10) month period to permit acquisition of acquired professional experience

REPORTS TO: Pupil Appraisal Supervisor
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To enable students in need of assistance to derive educational benefit from the school

by providing a full range of psychological services

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Interprets school psychological services to parents, teachers, principals, and other members of the parish school
system
2. Assists teachers and other school personnel in the design and implementation of educational and behavioral
interventions for referred students
3. Provides, where feasible, individual or group therapy/counseling for those students whose identified problems
would benefit
4. Evaluates and schedules conferences, as a member of the multidisciplinary team and in accordance with the
guidelines set forth in federal and state laws
5. Functions as evaluation coordinator for designated referred students
6. Conducts assessments with close attention to intervention and consideration of cultural, environmental, and
educational opportunities
7. Participates in special education eligibility determination and Individual Educational Program (IEP) staffing,
conferences, and the School Building Level Committee
8. Coordinates conferences and interprets assessment findings to parents, teachers, principals, and professional
personnel
9. Confers with parents, teachers, principals, the Pupil Appraisal Supervisor, and professionals whenever necessary
on matters relative to assessment, behavior management, exceptional children, learning, and child development
10. Provides or assists in the provision of staff development of school personnel on such topics as pupil appraisal,
school psychological services, exceptional children, classroom management, and intervention techniques
11. Cooperates with personnel of community health and social service agencies
12. Maintains accurate case records on all students regarding their referral, evaluation, and other services provided by
the psychologist in accordance with the requirements of parish, state, and federal laws, regulations, and/or policies
13. Provides a written report of any psychological evaluation or other services provided for students
14. Attends staff, professional, and interagency meetings as required to enhance student assessment services
15. Keeps abreast of new developments in the area of school psychology and keeps appropriate school personnel
informed
16. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
17. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Pupil Appraisal Supervisor may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten (10) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule

EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-17
Revised 7/12

TITLE: Professional School Nurse
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. A Registered Nurse
2. Certification mandated by the Louisiana State Department of Education
REPORTS TO:

School Nurse Coordinator

OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To strengthen the educational process through improvement of the health status of
children and youth by clinical and classroom methods
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
Provides Health Education
1. Visits each school assigned at least once every week
2. Encourages and assists with in-service health education programs for staff
3. Serves as health resource person in the individual school program
4. Recommends to the health coordinator modifications in the educational program for students
Assessment and Evaluation
1. Visits each school assigned at least once every week
2. Assesses and evaluates the total health and development status of student health needs and problems
3. Assesses individual health and behavior patterns of students by observation, referral by school or medical
personnel, and past history
4. Conducts nurse/teacher(s) and nurse/parent(s) conferences as indicated
5. Makes home visits when necessary
6. Assists in screening programs for hearing, vision, and scoliosis
7. Follows up on reported health concerns of all students
8. Initiates necessary referral to appropriate persons and/or agencies
9. Counsels with individuals or groups concerning personal hygiene, etc.
10. Maintains complete records on all school nurse activities
Disease Control
1. Aids in implementing the control of diseases in the school
2. Supervises compliance by students and parents with immunization and communicable disease laws, regulations,
and policies of the state and school district
3. Implements and enforces communicable disease policies by classroom inspection, exclusion, readmission, and
reporting to health coordinator if necessary
Integration with Community Health Program
1. Assures that the health program is an integral part of the community, health professions, and the school
2. Promotes effective communication between the community health professions
3. Works with community agencies for effective use of their resources and facilities
Professional Responsibilities
1. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
2. Assumes additional responsibilities as the School Nurse Coordinator may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT:
Nine (9) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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JD XII-18
Revised 7/12

TITLE: Special Education School Nurse
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A Registered Nurse
2. Certification as mandated by the Louisiana State Department of Education

REPORTS TO: School Nurse Coordinator
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To strengthen the educational process through improvement of the health status of
children and youth by clinical and classroom methods in cooperation with Special Education staff and other school nurses
to meet mandated guidelines.
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

Integration of Services
1. Coordinates a parish-wide effort to identify students in need of health services, Individual Health Service Plans
(IHSP), and Nursing Care Plans by integrating services of pupil appraisal staff and nursing staff
2. Consults with and assists other school nurses in identifying and preparing IHPS’s and Nursing Care Plans for
students in need of them during the evaluation process and provides information for timely distribution and
implementation
Assessment and Evaluation (In coordination with other nurses):
1. Evaluates and assesses physical and medical needs of all students requiring non-complex procedures such as
diapering, tube-feeding, suctioning, tracheostomy care, catheterization, oxygen administration, colostomy care,
blood sugar monitoring, postural drainage, and percussion
2. Determines if a student warrants health services and if services can be safely provided in the school setting
3. Compiles information and data for student evaluation by reviewing medical records and/or by interviewing
parents, students, school personnel, and significant others regarding health history and current health needs
4. Compiles all medical information into a narrative form and provides a written report to Pupil Appraisal to be
included in the Evaluation Report and shared with nursing staff
5. Makes home visits, as necessary
6. Attends initial IEP conferences for special education students requiring health services to present IHSP and to
ensure that all physician orders, equipment, and supplies are in place and that trained personnel are available to
care for the students before they enter school
7. Determines the need for and the development of an IHSP and Nursing Care Plan on individual students referred
for health services
8. Ensures that the Special Education Department, nursing staff, and schools have the most current IHSP’s
9. Develops emergency and transportation plans for students who warrant them
10. Provides resource material for school personnel and pertinent medical information to bus personnel
11. Obtains physician’s orders and parent’s requests for all medications and health procedures to be performed at
school on students requiring health services as mandated by State and parish guidelines
12. Maintains a master list/tracking system to monitor annual IHSP reviews by school nurses for special education
students receiving health services
13. Monitors and assures that a reevaluation of every special education student receiving health services is completed
every three years concurrent with Pupil Appraisal evaluation
14. Screens Child Search referrals for health services
Training
1. Serves as a liaison between the Special Education and Nursing Departments, providing the nursing staff with upto-date information regarding IHSP’s, IEP’s, and special education procedures
2. Provides or assists with training for appropriate school personnel regarding medication administration, noncomplex procedures, and any other training deemed necessary for an individual student’s well-being
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PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES...Continued:
Disease Control
1. Aids in implementing the control of diseases in the school
2. Supervises compliance by students and parents with immunization and communicable disease laws, regulations,
and policies of the State and school district
Integration with Community Health Program
1. Works with community agencies for effective use of their resources and facilities
Professional Responsibilities
1. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
2. Assumes additional responsibilities as the School Nurse Coordinator may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine (9) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:

Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Educational Diagnostician
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Certification as an Educational Diagnostician with minimum of a Master’s Degree in Special Education
(elementary or secondary), or Early Childhood, or Child Development
1. Three (3) semester hours in consulting teacher strategies
1. Three (3) semester hours in behavioral intervention strategies
1. Three (3) semester hours in precision assessment and diagnostic/prescriptive strategies

REPORTS TO: Pupil Appraisal Supervisor
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To enable students in need of assistance to derive educational benefit through the

local school by providing a full range of assessment services

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Interprets the educational assessment program to parents, teachers, principals, and other members of the school
system including in-service programs
2. Assists teachers and other school personnel in the design and implementation of educational and behavioral
interventions for referred students
3. Schedules students and evaluates as a member of the multidisciplinary team in accordance with the guidelines set
forth in federal and state laws pertaining to those suspected of being in need of special educational services
4. Conducts assessments with close attention to intervention and consideration of cultural, environmental, and
educational opportunities
5. Functions as evaluation coordinator for designated referred students
6. Participates in special education eligibility determinations and Individual Educational Programs (IEP’s) staffing,
conferences, and the School Building Level Committee (SBLC)
7. Schedules conferences and interprets assessment findings to parents, teachers, principals, and other professional
personnel
8. Confers with parents, teachers, principals, Pupil Appraisal Supervisor, Director of Special Education, and
professionals whenever necessary on matters relative to assessment, behavioral interventions, exceptional
children, learning, teaching strategies, and recommended interventions
9. Provides or assists in the provision of in-service training to school personnel on such topics as pupil appraisal,
educational assessment program, exceptional children, learning styles, intervention strategies/techniques, and
classroom management
10. Cooperates with personnel of community health and social service agencies as required to complete the student
assessment
11. Assists in maintaining accurate case records on all clients regarding enrollment in the educational assessment
program, initial screening and individual evaluation, and services provided by the educational diagnostician in
accordance with the requirements of parish, state, and federal laws, regulations, and/or policies
12. Provides a written report of any educational assessment services provided to students as detailed in Performance
Responsibility number seven (7)
13. Attends staff, professional, and interagency meetings as required to enhance student assessment services
14. Keeps abreast of new developments in the area of educational diagnosis and keeps appropriate school personnel
informed
15. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
16. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Pupil Appraisal Supervisor may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten (10) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education SER Compliance Analyst
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. Minimum of a Bachelor’s degree from a regionally accredited institution
2. Two (2) years successful school experience working as a computer applications specialist OR four (4) years
experience working as a computer applications specialist in industry
3. Knowledge of computer software used in the Special Education Programs
4. Knowledgeable individual trained in both Special Education and in the requirements of SER
5. Ability to communicate effectively, both verbally and in writing with personnel at all levels, both state and local
REPORTS TO: Director of Special Education
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:
1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To communicate effectively the needs of the Special Education Department and the requirements of SER to Data
Processing to maximize the state and federal funding received
3. To review, develop, coordinate, appraise, and revise all policies, procedures, and methods of record keeping to
insure compliance with state and federal guidelines
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Monitors, facilitates, and collaborates between the Special Education Department and the Data Processing
Department to further design, evaluate, and modify program specifications to maintain a quality level of accuracy
2. Provides feedback and reports to the Director of Special Education and administrative staff as to areas that require
attention to maintain compliance
3. Assesses needs, prioritizes requests, and generates appropriate local level Special Education management reports,
charts, and graphs based on a current accurate database
4. Maintains knowledge of the required data processing segments and functions by communicating with the State
Office of Special Populations (OSP), Management Information System (MIS), and the Bossier Parish Data
Processing and Special Education Departments
5. Develops and streamlines the use and routing of forms required of teachers and administrators while conforming
to the dictates of the state and federal requirements
6. Generates and analyses SER reports to ensure accurate implementation of IEPs:
● Annual School Report/MFP Funding
● IDEA Child Count (December 1)
● Weekly/monthly management reports
● Child Search (Infant/Toddler)
● IEP (Rosters, school lists, etc.)
7. Plans and presents in-service programs and materials relevant to the automated data program to reflect SER
requirements and student needs
8. Develops and maintains standard operating procedures designed to facilitate the ease of reporting methods
9. Maintains an accurate master list of all students currently enrolled in Special Education in order to maintain FAPE
for SWD’s
10. Provides compliance data to support data-driven funding and student service decision-making
11. Attends meetings, conferences, and workshops relevant to Special Education data reporting
12. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Special Education assigns
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Twelve (12) Months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Specialist, Augmentative Communication
QUALIFICATIONS:

XII-21
Revised 7/12

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type B or Level 2) with Special Education endorsement for job
assignment or a Louisiana License in Speech Pathology
2. Five (5) years of successful professional augmentative alternative communication assessment experience in
Special Education, three (3) years of which must have been during the five (5) years immediately preceding
appointment
3. Knowledge of the implementation of innovative strategies, software, hardware, and other technological devices as
it relates to augmentative communication skills
REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors

OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze testing data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance
goals
2. To coordinate and monitor the use of augmentative communication with students with disabilities under the
Individual with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), and ensure the appropriate implementation of the technology
as specified by the Individualized Education Plan (IEP)

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Performs job responsibilities as designated and coordinated by the Special Education Supervisor,
Accountability/Technology
2. Conducts an evaluation of the needs of a child with a disability, including a functional evaluation of the child in
the child’s customary environment
3. Provides for the acquisition of augmentative communication devices for children with disabilities
4. Facilitates in drafting and implementing IEP Goals and Objectives and behavior plans, when appropriate, for
students with disabilities to ensure LRE
5. Assists with completion of annual report and IEP compliance
6. Selects, designs, fits, customizes, adapts, applies, retains, repairs, or replaces augmentative communication
devices to increase, maintain or improve functional capabilities of a student with a disability
7. Coordinates and uses other therapies, interventions, or services with augmentative communication devices, such
as those associated with existing education plans and programs
8. Facilitates training or technical assistance for a child with a disability, or if appropriate, that child’s family, on the
proper usage of communication devices
9. Provides training or technical assistance to professionals who provide education services to a child with a
disability
10. Plans and presents in-service programs and staff development as its related to augmentative communication and
provides individualized follow-up
11. Participates in evaluating and recommending the purchase of communication devices, hardware and software
12. Keeps informed of current research findings and techniques by reading professional literature
13. Maintains a current inventory of augmentative communication/assistive technology devices/equipment
14. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
15. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and one-half (9 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION:
Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.

DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Specialist, Augmentative Communication Facilitator
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Speech License
2. ASHA Certification
3. Three (3) years of successful professional experience with the disabled population in Augmentative
Communication
4. Ability and initiative to plan, organize and execute Augmentative Communication (Aug Com) plan of action
5. Knowledge of the implementation on innovative strategies, software, hardware and other technological devices as
it relates to augmentative communication
6. Effective interpersonal skills demonstrated by the ability to facilitate AugCom training/workshops resulting in
increased utilization of AugCom strategies
7. A strong desire to improve AugCom skills/knowledge and help at-risk students to address the general education
curriculum
REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors

OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve performance goals
2. To coordinate and monitor the use of AugCom with students with disabilities under IDEA and ensure the
appropriate implementation of the technology as specified by the IEP

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Conducts an evaluation of the needs of a students with disabilities for AugCom support in the child’s customary
environment
2. Trains/educates teachers and support personnel on child specific AugCom devices and strategies
3. Develops classroom strategies utilizing AugCom devices and concepts
4. Helps develop, track, and implement progress of AugCom plan of action
5. Attends/facilitates drafting and implementing IEP’s for students with disabilities to ensure LRE
6. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation of AugCom staff development activities as required by federal,
state, and local regulations provides individualized follow-up
7. Keeps informed of current research findings and techniques by reading professional literature and research
8. Selects, designs, fits, customizes, adapts, applies, retains, repairs, or replaces AugCom devices to increase,
maintain or improve functional capabilities of a student with a disability
9. Facilitates training or technical assistance for a child with a disability or if appropriate that child’s family on the
proper usage of communication
10. Provides training or technical assistance to professionals who provide educational services to a students with
disabilities who needs AugCom to access the general education curriculum
11. Follows all inventory procedures to maintain an accurate database of purchases
12. Follows BPSB purchasing procedures for all recommended purchases
13. Participates in evaluating, researching, and recommending the purchase of communication/assistive technology
devices, hardware and software
14. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Personnel Evaluation
15. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and one half (9 ½ ) months plus a maximum of twenty (20) days extended
employment with annual contract
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Coordinator, Speech Specialist
QUALIFICATIONS:
1.
A Valid Louisiana Speech License
Five (5) years of successful professional school experience; to include speech evaluations,
augmentative evaluations, and supervision of assistant/restrictive licenses
3.
Complete a general course in supervision to aid prospective supervisors or principals who have responsibility
for assisting teachers in the improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels, giving
special attention to the study of general principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by
successful supervisors (excludes certification in supervision of student teaching)
REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
2.

JOB GOAL:
1.
To monitor the speech program and ensure the implementation of each students' Individualized Education
Plan(IEP)
2.
To ensure compliance of speech IEPs and progress reports
PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Reviews transfers for IEP compliance
2. Maintains a master list of a students enrolled in speech
3. Develops a tracking system for compliance of IEPs and progress reports
4. Serves as a liaison for speech therapists/evaluators
5. Provides ongoing support to speech therapists/evaluators
6. Initiates and revised schedules for speech therapists/evaluators
7. Provides staff development activities
8. Completes and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by state regulation
9. Maintains a record of speech licenses (therapists/evaluators)
10. Assists with completion of all required reports
11. Supervises/assigns supervision for Clinical Fellowship year candidate, assistant/restricted licenses
12. Assists in the collection of Medicaid data for speech services
13. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Evaluation
14. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign
TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 ½ ) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE: ___________________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO: ___________________PRINTED NAME: __________________________________________
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TITLE: Special Education Behavior Analyst
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. Certification by the State Department of Education in School Psychology; or a valid Louisiana Teaching
Certificate (Type A or Level 3)
2. Three (3) years successful professional school experience in the development and implementation of behavior
improvement plans for students with special needs
3. Experience and knowledge of behavioral techniques and their application as they relate to all exceptionalities
4. Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA) Credentials or currently enrolled in a nationally approved BCBA
program
REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors

OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To analyze discipline data in order to evaluate implementation and effectiveness of activities to achieve
performance goals
2. To promote appropriate behavior and social skills among students by providing staff development and Behavior
Intervention services to students, teachers, and school administrators

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Coordinates a Behavior Management/Intervention Program for students with Autism Spectrum Disorders,
behavior disabilities and other significant disabilities which:
● Assists school personnel in the design and implementation of behavior management plans/behavioral
interventions
● Confers with school personnel, parents, and other professionals whenever necessary, on matters related to
discipline and behavior management strategies
● Attends IEP meetings to facilitate the development and implementation of behavior management
plans/strategies
● Monitors the implementation of behavior management plans through documentation and charting maintained
and provided by the classroom teacher
● Attends professional and interagency meetings as required to enhance student disciplinary procedures and
services
● Keeps informed of federal and state laws pertaining to the disciplinary procedures for special education
students
● Maintains awareness of new developments and trends in the areas of discipline and behavior intervention
through professional publications, attendance at workshops, and other professional development activities
2. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation of staff development such as behavioral intervention strategies,
disciplinary procedures, classroom management, and other matters related to the emotional and social growth of
students as required by federal, state, and local regulations
3. Provides ongoing classroom support to implement research-based strategies
4. Staffs with managers, behavior coaches, behavior interventionist and other appropriate personnel
5. Utilizes various forms of flexible scheduling to accommodate individual/group professional development
6. Surveys research and/or provides resources related to topics of need
7. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten and one-half (10 1/2) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance of this position will be evaluated annually
DATE: ________________ EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: __________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)

EMPLOYEE ID. NO: _______________ PRINTED NAME: ______________________________
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TITLE: Social Skills Interventionist
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A Bachelor’s Degree
2. A minimum of five (5) years experience with preference being given to individuals who have worked with at-risk
students and/or students with behavioral concerns, counseled youths/adolescents and presented inservices/workshops

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION: To promote appropriate disciplinary and social standards through direct interaction

with students, their families and school personnel.

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Provide transitional support for students returning from placement in 24 hour facilities.
2 Meet with staff from community agencies such as OFS, OYD, and OMH when a special education
student requires coordination of such services.
3. Works with the Behavior Interventionist and Behavior Coaches to develop and implement behavior strategies to
reduce removals of special education students from their educational service delivery.
4. Provide families of special education students an opportunity to participate in parenting groups.
5. Provide individual and group social skills to special education students.
6. Assist school staff in carrying out behavior improvement strategies
7. Confer with school staff, parish level special education staff and other professionals whenever necessary on
matters related to discipline of special education students.
8. Maintain awareness of new developments and trends in the area of mental health with a specific focus on behavior
strategies.
9. Assists in the administration and analysis of discipline/behavioral data.
10. Participate in continuing education workshops and seminars.
11. Provide staff development activities at the school and parish level when requested by the Principal or Supervisors
of Special Education.
12. Submit weekly schedule of activity plans for approval by Special Education Supervisors.
13. Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan following the guidelines in the Bossier Parish Program of
Professional Evaluation.
14. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign.

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine (9) months
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance of this position will be evaluated annually
DATE: ________________ EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE: __________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)

EMPLOYEE ID. NO: _______________ PRINTED NAME: ______________________________
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TITLE: Northwest Region Assistive Technology Center Strategist
QUALIFICATIONS:

JD XII-26
Revised 6/18
Inactive 7/2019

1. Certification as a teacher, a licensed Speech Pathologist, a licensed Occupational Therapist or Bachelor’s degree
in a closely related field such as technology.
2. A minimum of three (3) years successful work experience in a related field to include experience in the area of
technology with individuals with disabilities. Preference will be given to professionals who are able to
demonstrate a proficient level of National Education and Technology Standards (NETS).

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisor
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To manage the Region VII Center for Assistive Technology.
2. To coordinate Assistive Technology (including Alternative/Augmentative Communication) assessment, training and
follow-up activities to instructional staff and families of students with disabilities in the seven (7) Region VII
Consortium school districts (Bienville, Bossier, Caddo, Claiborne, Desoto, Red River, Webster)

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:
GOAL 1: Improve achievement, productivity, independence, and inclusion of students with disabilities in the general

education setting and/or curriculum.
a) Specific and targeted training of all stakeholders (students, teachers, paraprofessionals, SLP, OT,PT, parents) on
AT equipment
b) Specific and targeted professional development for all staff that works with LDE initiatives and promotes high
quality instruction
c) Procurement, Maintenance, and management of AT devices
d) Work with special school districts to create accessible instructional materials for students who are blind, deaf,
hard of hearing
e) Attend training and conferences to increase pedagogical knowledge to support districts, teachers, students,
parents, and community agencies
f) Include assistive technology and Universal Design for Learning principles to ensure universal access to
curriculum and learning.

GOAL 2: Provide extensive training and awareness through professional development, consultations, and organized
outreach to schools, community agencies, and daycare facilities.
a) One-on-one consultations
b) Coordination of outreach events for daycares, community agencies, etc.
c) Develop and provide professional development for community agencies, daycare facilities, etc.
d) Facilitate quarterly sessions at Teacher Leader Collaborative
GOAL 3: Collaborate with LDE to support initiatives that will support outcomes for students with disabilities.
a) Attend and participate in quarterly collaborative strategic planning sessions facilitated by LDE
b) Present during annual Teacher Leader Summit
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Northwest Region Assistive Technology Center Strategist
Page 2

GOAL 4: Develop capacity within districts through the creation and/or maintenance of assistive technology teams.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Work with districts to establish a district level AT designee/team
Provide professional development for AT teams that are established
Provide consultations for specific, individual student and classroom needs.
Regular meetings with LEAs
Initial analysis of needs in the districts (data analysis)
Establish goals with schools
At least monthly communication with LEAs and families with SWD in the supported region
Attendance and participation in LEA activities (PD days, parent nights, etc.)

ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Is prompt and dependable
Communicates effectively with staff, parents, and community
Participates in activities to improve professional competence
Completes all reports and records required by Supervisor of Special Education to maintain grant status.
Supports parish programs and displays positive attitude
Projects well-groomed appearance.
Meets the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of Elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulations for the Evaluation and Assessment of School Personnel and the
Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
h) Assumes additional responsibilities as the Director of Special Education or Supervisor of Special Education may
assign.

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Ten (10) Months plus a maximum of twenty (20) days extended employment with
contract for state and regional training. Continued employment is contingent upon annual funding through contract with
the Louisiana Department of Education and funds provided by the program entitled Federal IDEA.
SALARY RANGE: See adopted Bossier Parish Salary Schedule
EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated annually.
DATE:___________ EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE
EMPLOYEE ID NO:

_____________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)

_______PRINTED NAME:
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TITLE: Transition Program Specialist, Special Education
QUALIFICATIONS:

1. A valid Louisiana Teaching Certificate (Type A or Level 3).
2. Completes a general course in supervision designed to aid prospective supervisors or principals to assist teachers in the
improvement of instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels, giving special attention to the study of general
principles, specific techniques, and procedures employed by successful supervisors (excludes certification in
supervision of student teaching)

REPORTS TO: Special Education Supervisors
OVERVIEW OF POSITION:

1. To develop and implement pre-employment transition service (Pre-ETS) to facilitate transition for students with
disabilities from K-12 settings to post-secondary education and employment

PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES:

1. Provides job exploration counseling
2. Supports work-based learning experiences, which may include in-school or after school opportunities, experiences
outside of the traditional school setting, and/or internships
3. Provides counseling on opportunities for enrollment in comprehensive transition or postsecondary educational programs
4. Provides workplace readiness training to develop social skills and independent living skills
5. Provides instruction in self-advocacy
6. Coordinates meetings with students, parents, and school staff to assist in career planning
7. Plans, conducts and maintains documentation of staff development activities as required by federal, state, and local
regulations and submits documentation of Pre-Employment Transition Service activities to VR Counselor to be placed
in case file
8. Develops partnerships with local business to provide work experience, on-the-job mentoring, and informational
meeting with students/parents
9. Develops relationships between post-secondary institutions (to include vocational and educational) mentoring
programs, local employers, and Bossier Parish Schools
10. Researches availability of grants to support the provision of a variety of job experiences/mentoring for the
students
11. Facilitates transition programming (administers career skill and interest inventories, conducts career
exploration activities, and provides vocational programming) for students who are eligible for special
education services and for whom the IEP team has established transition goals and objectives
12. Works closely with High School and Middle School Administrators, Teachers, and Guidance Counselors to facilitate
transition programming
13. Attends IEP meetings in the role of Transition Program Specialist
14. Ensures that the IEP team develops and implements the transition outcomes, instructional areas, and services needed
for students with disabilities
15. Communicates with parents, students, staff, community/adult service providers and agencies about
issues related to the successful transition of students with disabilities
16. Keep records of appropriate documentation during transition process
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PERFORMANCE RESPONSIBILITIES…Continued
17. Meet the criteria for a Professional Growth Plan as set forth by the Board of elementary and Secondary
Education (BESE) in Bulletin 130 – Regulation for the Evaluation and Assessment of School
Personnel and the Bossier Parish Program of Professional Personnel Evaluation
18. Assumes additional responsibilities as the Special Education Supervisors may assign

TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT: Nine and one-half (9 ½) months plus a maximum of ten (10) days extended
employment with annual contract for mentoring program development. Continued employment is contingent upon annual
funding through contract with the Louisiana Workforce Commission.
SALARY RANGE: Salary paid at an annual flat rate as determined by contract with the Louisiana Workforce Commission
and which does not necessarily provide step raises and/or parish/state raises, stipends or supplemental pay.

EVALUATION: Performance in this position will be evaluated in accordance with the Board’s policy by the Special
Education Supervisors.
DATE _______________EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE___________________________________
(Signature indicates receipt of job description)
EMPLOYEE ID. NO._______________PRINTED NAME_____________________________
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SECTION 17- Extenuating Circumstances (325)
A. For any year in which a school temporarily closes due to natural disasters or any other unexpected events, districts
may request invalidation of student achievement growth data with relation to the value-added assessment model by
submitting a request to the state superintendent of education. The state superintendent of education shall publish
annually the process and timeline for making such requests.
B. Evaluation results shall be invalidated for any teacher or administrator with 60 or more excused absences in a given
academic year, due to approved leave, such as maternity leave, military leave, sick leave, or sabbatical leave.
C. For approved leave of fewer days and for any other extenuating circumstances that significantly compromise an
educator’s opportunity to impact student learning, educators, on their own behalf, district superintendents, or CEOs
may request invalidation of student achievement growth data with relation to the value-added assessment model by
submitting such requests to the state superintendent of education. The state superintendent of education shall publish
annually the process and timeline for making such requests.
D. In the event that a yearlong resident has substantially negatively impacted student learning in the mentor teacher’s
classroom, the district superintendent or CEO may submit a written request to the state superintendent for invalidation
of student achievement growth data with relation to the value-added assessment model, in accordance with processes
and timelines set forth by the LDE.
E. In cases where value-added data is invalidated, the teacher’s principal or designee shall have discretion to determine
the evaluation rating, based on the evidence available from students’ learning targets and observations.
AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with R.S. 17:6(A)(10), R.S. 17:391.10, R.S. 17:3881-3886, and R.S. 17:3901-3904, R.S.
17:3997, and R.S. 17:10.1.
HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education, LR 38:1220 (May 2012), amended LR 38:2361
(September 2012), LR 39:1274 (May 2013), LR 40:761 (April 2014).

Section 18-Annual Summary Reporting Format (701)
A. The Bossier Parish School System will submit an annual personnel evaluation report of the most recent academic year
to the department by July 15. Information included in the reporting format reflects data deemed necessary in
presenting annual reports to the state department, as well as to the Bossier School System. The reporting of such
information includes a variety of responses directed toward the collection of data useful to an analysis of the
evaluation process from a statewide perspective. Items that are reported by the Bossier Parish School System on forms
provided by the state department include, but are not limited to, the following items:
1. individual-level teacher evaluation results, by teacher;
2. the number of certified and other professional personnel, by categories, who were evaluated as performing
ineffectively;
3. the number of certified and other professional personnel, by categories, who were terminated because of not
having improved performance within the specified time allotment (Include the reasons for termination.);
4. the number of certified personnel, by categories, who improved (from ineffective to effective) as a result of the
evaluation process;
5. the number of formal grievances filed as a result of ineffective performance ratings or disagreement with
evaluation results; and
6. the number of evaluatees who received intensive assistance.
B. The department shall annually report on the performance of administrators and teachers. Such reporting and
monitoring shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
1. the percentage and number, where available, of administrators and teachers rated as highly effective, effective:
proficient, effective: emerging, and ineffective;
2. the percentage and number, where available, of teachers whose student growth ratings are increased or decreased,
per §303.H of this bulletin, relative to the value-added model rating; and
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3. information on principal learning targets relative to those recommended by the LDE (e.g., percentage and number
of principal learning targets that are above, at, or below the LDE recommended targets).
AUTHORITY NOTE: Promulgated in accordance with R.S. 17:6(A)(10), R.S. 17:391.10, R.S. 17:3881-3886, and R.S. 17:3901-3904, R.S.
17:3997, and R.S. 17:10.1. HISTORICAL NOTE: Promulgated by the Board of Elementary and Secondary Education, LR 36:2253 (October
2010), amended LR 38:1220 (May 2012), LR 38:2361 (September 2012), LR 39:1274 (May 2013), LR 41:1268 (July 2015).

Section 19
Appendix A Louisiana Components of Effective Teaching (901)

A. The chart below contains the Domains and Components which represent the Louisiana Components of Effective Teaching.

Domain

Component

1. Planning and Preparation

1c. Setting Instructional Outcomes
2c. Managing Classroom Procedures
3b. Questioning and Discussion Techniques
3c. Engaging Students in Learning
3d. Using Assessment in Instruction

2. The Classroom Environment
3. Instruction

Appendix B Performance Expectations and Indicators for Educational Leaders
Domain
1. School Vision
2. School Culture

3. Instruction

Component
1a. Sets Ambitious, Data-Driven Goals and Vision for
Achievement for Teachers, Students, and Other Stakeholders
2a. Facilitates Collaboration Between Teams of Teachers
2b. Provides Opportunities for Professional Growth and
Development of Teacher Leaders
2c. Creates and Upholds Systems that Result in a Safe and
Orderly Environment
3a. Observes Teachers and Provides Feedback on Instruction
3b. Ensures Teachers Set Clear, Measurable Objectives
Aligned with Common Core
3c. Ensures Teachers Use Assessments Reflective of
Common Core Rigor
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Appendix C
PROCEDURES FOR EMPLOYEE GRIEVANCE NOT RELATED TO
TITLE IX, TITLE VI AND AGE DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS
Any employee of the Bossier Parish School Board shall have the right to appeal the application of policies and
administrative decisions affecting him/her. The person filing the grievance shall be assured freedom from restraint,
interference, coercion, discrimination or reprisal in presenting his/her appeal with respect to a personal grievance.
All grievances shall be handled expeditiously, and according to the following procedures.
DEFINITIONS
1. A grievance is a claim by an employee, or group thereof that he/she has suffered harm or injury by the
interpretation, application or violation of a contract, a School Board policy, administrative regulation or
procedure. The term “grievance” does not include matters for which the method of review is prescribed by law or
where the School board is without authority to act (e.g., promotions, employee lack of certification, discipline,
terminations, rebuttal to observation, any reduction of personnel action, etc.).
Any claim by an individual that there has been a violation of rights shall be a grievance and shall be resolved
through the procedures set forth herein.
2. A grievant is the person making the claim.
3. A party in interest is the person making a claim (grievant) and any person or persons who might be required to
take action or against who action might be taken in order to resolve the claim.
PROCEDURE
Grievances shall be processed as rapidly as possible. The number of days indicated at each level is a maximum, and every
effort shall be made to expedite processing the grievance. All proceedings of a grievance shall be kept confidential.
Level 1
After informally and thoroughly discussing any grievance with the employee’s immediate supervisor or principal, and the
immediate department director, upon reaching no satisfactory resolution of the grievance, the employee shall promptly
present the grievance in writing to the immediate supervisor or principal and the immediate department director. Such
notice shall be presented no later than five (5) working days from the date of discussion. The written grievance submitted
shall state the nature of the grievance and the harm or injury caused that initiated the grievance. The employee and the
immediate supervisor or principal and the immediate department director shall meet and attempt to resolve the
grievance. The immediate supervisor or principal and the immediate department director shall make a proper disposition
of the grievance and shall reply to the grievant within five (5) working days following the date of submission. If the
grievance is not submitted within the time prescribed, the grievant shall be deemed not to have further right with respect
to said grievance.
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Level 2
If the employee is not satisfied with the disposition of the grievance by the principal or the immediate supervisor, of if no
decision has been rendered in the time specified, then within five (5) working days of receipt of the decision from the
principal or the immediate supervisor, the employee, or his/her representative may submit to the Director of Human
Resources a written request for a Level 1 review together with a copy of the written decision rendered in Level 1. If the
employee fails to request the review within the time limit set out above, he/she shall have no further right to proceed
through the complaint/grievance process.
The employee and the Director of Human Resources shall schedule a meeting at a mutually agreeable time within then
(10) working days after receipt of the request for review. After conducting a thorough investigation of the matter, the
Director of Human Resources shall meet with the employee, and together, with all information presented, attempt to
resolve the grievance.
The Director of Human Resources shall, within five (5) working days after the meeting with the employee, provide a
written notice to the employee of the disposition of the grievance based upon the facts presented. The date of receipt by
the employee of the written notice of the disposition shall be documented in the file.
Level 3
If the employee is not satisfied with the disposition of the grievance by the principal or the immediate supervisor and the
immediate department director, or if no decision has been rendered in the time specified, then within five (5) working days
of receipt of the decision from the Director of Human Resources, the employee, or his/her representative may submit to
the Superintendent or his/her designee a written appeal of the Level 2 decision, together with a copy of the written decision
rendered in Level 2. If the employee fails to appeal the Level 2 decision within the time limit set out above, he/she shall
have no further right to proceed through the complaint/grievance process.
The Superintendent of designee shall within five (5) working days provide a written notice to the employee of the
disposition of the grievance based upon the file presented to the Superintendent or designee. The date of receipt by the
employee of the written notice of the disposition shall be documented in the file.
Level 4
If the employee is not satisfied with the written notice of disposition of the grievance by the Superintendent or designee,
the employee may, within five (5) working days of the date of receipt of the Superintendent’s notice of disposition, request
a full hearing, of the claim or grievance before the Superintendent or designee. If the employee fails to request a hearing
within the time limit set out above, the employee shall have no further right to proceed through the complaint/grievance
process.
The Superintendent or designee shall schedule the full hearing with the employee(s) within twenty (20) working days of
the request for a hearing. The Superintendent or designee may receive at the hearing written statements of witnesses,
other written materials and/or interview witnesses, if relevant to the claim or complaint. The hearing shall be an informal
meeting or hearing controlled by the Superintendent or designee. The purpose of any such fair hearing is to resolve the
complaint. The Superintendent or designee shall provide for the recording of the hearing and shall maintain a transcript
of the proceedings. Following the hearing, the Superintendent or designee shall make a written recommendation regarding
the disposition of the grievance. The recommendation of the Superintendent or the designee shall be provided to the
employee not more than thirty (30) working days following the hearing. The Superintendent or designee’s
recommendation, together with a copy of the transcript of the hearing as well as the previous decisions, shall also be
provided to the School Board within the same time frame set out above for disposition of the grievance.
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Level 5
On the basis of the written recommendation and the transcript of the hearing before the Superintendent or designee
provided to the School Board, the School Board shall dispose of the grievance. There shall be no hearing involving
testimony, the receipt of evidence or additional matters before the School Board. An employee or his /her representative
may comment on the School Board’s proposed disposition of the grievance. The School Board shall vote to affirm, reverse
or modify the recommendation, or remand back to the Superintendent or designee for more information. Notice of the
School Board’s decision shall be given to the employee and to the individuals who rendered the Level1, Level2, and Level
3 decisions. The Board’s action shall be final.

MISCELLANEOUS
1. A grievance may be withdrawn at any level without prejudice or record. Additionally, there shall be no
recrimination against a person because a grievance has been filed in accordance with the provisions outlined
herein.
2. Copies of all written decisions of grievances shall be sent to all parties involved.
3. All documents, communication, or records dealing with a grievance shall be made part of the grievant’s files and
shall be destroyed only in accordance with Board policy.
4. Appeals of grievance decisions shall be limited to the specific issues raised in the original grievance. The parties
involved shall not be allowed to expand the issues during the grievance procedure, except to the extent necessary
to respond to administrative decisions made along the way.
A. Failure by the grievant to meet the timelines and requirements of this procedure shall result in dismissal
of his/her grievance. Failure by the administrative person rendering the decision to meet timelines and
requirements of this procedure shall allow the grievant, at his/her option, to proceed to the next level of
appeal.
B. If an employee leaves the employment of the Board during the pendency, at any level, of a complaint or
grievance, then the employee loses the right to continue the complaint process.
Termination or disciplinary action against an employee may not form the basis of a complaint or grievance by that
employee.
REPRESENTATION
The person bringing for the grievance shall have the right to present his/her own grievance. Grievant have the right to
have representation at all levels in the process above Level 1.
If a person chooses to have representation when presenting his/her grievance, said person shall provide advance notice of
such in writing to the immediate supervisor at the respective procedural level at least two (2) days prior to the meeting on
the grievance.
CONFIDENTIALITY
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It shall be understood that a grievance shall remain confidential except to the extent necessary to investigate and resolve
the grievance.
Revised: May, 2013
Revised: September 2017
Revised: July 2020
Ref:

La. Rev. Stat. Ann. §17:100.4; Pickering v. Board of Education, 88 S. Ct. 1731 (1968)
Board minutes, 5-16-13

Bossier Parish School Board
Appendix D- Definitions (905)
A. In order that consistency in terminology is maintained on a statewide basis, the State Department has established a
list of terms and definitions. Careful consideration of each should be given during the training and implementation
of personnel evaluation programs. The definitions below must be adopted by all LEA’s. If additional terms are
necessary in establishing a clear and concise understanding of evaluation procedures, they must be included in the
LEA Local Personnel Evaluation Plan.
Accountability—shared responsibility for actions relating to the education of children.
Administrator—any person who serves in an academic leadership role at the school-level and is employed in a
professional capacity other than a teacher. Principals, assistant principals, and academic deans shall be considered
administrators according to this definition.
Beginning Teacher—any teacher in their first three years of the profession.
Board—State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education.
Certified School Personnel— those persons whose positions require certification.
Charter School—an independent public school that provides a program of elementary and/or secondary education
established pursuant to and in accordance with the provisions of the Louisiana Charter School Law to provide a learning
environment that will improve student achievement.
Classroom visitation— an informal visit to a classroom of sufficient duration to monitor progress toward achievement of
professional growth plan objectives and to provide support or assistance.
Common assessment—a state-approved assessment to be used for measuring student growth in grades and subjects where
value-added data is not available.
Components of Effective Teaching—the elements of teaching performance defined by the board in formal, recognized
collaboration with educators and other stakeholders involved in education, to be critical to providing effective classroom
instruction.
Competencies—skills, knowledge, and abilities required to demonstrate a particular level of performance.
Criteria—demonstrable levels of performance upon which a judgment may be based.
Department—Louisiana Department of Education
Due Process—fair and impartial treatment, including notice and an opportunity to be heard.
Duties—those actions normally required of a position as assigned and/or described in the job description that are
necessary to enable the class, school, or school district to accomplish its objectives
Educational Leader—a person who is certified to serve in any school or district leadership capacity with the exception of
Superintendent.
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Evaluation—process by which a local board monitors continuing performance of its teachers and administrators annually,
by considering judgments concerning the professional accomplishments and competencies of a certified employee, as well
as other professional personnel, based on a broad knowledge of the area of performance involved, the characteristics of
the situation of the individual being evaluated, and the specific standards of performance pre-established for the position.
Evaluatee—teacher or administrator undergoing evaluation
Evaluator—one who evaluates; the school principal or assistant principal or respective supervisory level designees
charged with evaluating teachers or the superintendent or other LEA-level supervisor charged with evaluating
administrators.
Formal Observation—an announced observation of a teacher in which the evaluator observes the beginning, middle, and
end of a lesson, that is preceded by a pre-observation conference and followed by a post-observation conference in which
the teacher is provided feedback on his/her performance.
Formal Site Visit—an announced site visit by an administrator’s evaluator, that is preceded by a pre-visit conference and
followed by a post-visit conference in which the administrator is provided feedback on his/her performance.
Grievance—a procedure that provides a fair and objective resolution of complaint by an evaluatee that the evaluation is
inaccurate due to evaluator bias, omission, or error.
Informal Observation/COMPASS - an observation of a teacher which provides evidence to be used in the evaluation
process. Such observations may not last for the entirety of a lesson and should be announced no earlier than one hour
before observation.
Intensive Assistance Plan—the plan that is implemented when it is determined, through the evaluation process, that
personnel have not met the standards of effectiveness. This plan includes the specific steps the teacher or administrator
shall take to improve; the assistance, support, and resources to be provided by the Bossier Parish School System; an
expected timeline for achieving the objectives and the procedure for monitoring progress, including observations and
conferences; and the action to be taken if improvement is not demonstrated.
Job Description—a competency-based summary of the position title, qualification, supervisor, supervisory
responsibilities, duties, job tasks, and standard performance criteria, including improving student achievement, that
specify the level of job skill required. Space shall be provided for signature and date.
Local Board—governing authority of the local education agency, parish/city school or local school system.
Local Education Agency (LEA)—city, parish, or other local public school system, including charter schools.
Non-Instructional Certified and Other Professional School Personnel-those Bossier Parish School System personnel who
do not provide classroom instruction.
Non-Tested Grades and Subjects (NTGS)—grades and subjects for which a value-added score is not available for teachers
or other certified personnel.
Objective—a devised accomplishment that can be verified within a given time, under specifiable conditions, and by
evidence of achievement.
Observation—the process of gathering facts, noting occurrences, and documenting evidence of performance and
delivering aligned, individualized feedback to the evaluatee.
Observer-one who gathers evidence to be used in the evaluation process through the observation of educator performance.
Performance Expectations—the elements of effective leadership approved by the Board that shall be included as
evaluation criteria for all building-level administrators, henceforth.
Performance Standards—the behaviors and actions upon which performance is evaluated.
Philosophy-a composite statement of the relationship between the individual and society based upon the beliefs, concepts,
and attitudes from which the goals and objectives of the Bossier Parish School System are derived.
Principal’s Designee-an assistant principal or other administrator who is assigned by the principal to observe and evaluate
certificated and non-certificated personnel (the term “principal’s designee” does not include Administrative Assistant).
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Post-observation Conference—a discussion between the evaluatee and evaluator for the purpose of reviewing an
observation and sharing commendations, insights, and recommendations for improvement.
Pre-observation Conference—a discussion between the evaluatee and the evaluator which occurs prior to a formal
observation; the purposes are to share information about the lesson to be observed and to clarify questions that may occur
after reviewing of the lesson plan.
Professional Growth Plan—a written plan developed to enhance the skills and performance of an evaluatee. The plan
includes specific goal(s), objective(s), action plans, timelines, opportunities for reflection, and evaluation criteria.
Self-Evaluation/Self-Reflection—the process of making considered judgments of one’s own performance concerning
professional accomplishments and competencies as a certified employee or other professional person based upon personal
knowledge of the area of performance involved, the characteristics of the given situation, and the specific standards for
performance pre-established for the position; to be submitted by the evaluatee to the appropriate evaluator for use in the
compilation of the individual’s evaluation.
Single Official Personnel File-the single personnel file maintained by the Bossier Parish School Board’s Central Office
(Human Resources office).
Staff Development-process designed for groups of personnel with similarities and guided by school/district goals and
plans; encourages collective growth in a common direction and leads to enhanced repertoire of skill/concepts.
Standard Certificate—a credential issued by the state to an individual who has met all requirements for full certification
as a teacher.
Standard of Effectiveness—adopted by the State Board of Elementary and Secondary Education as the final composite
score required for teacher or administrator performance to be considered effective.
Student Learning Target—a goal which expresses an expectation of growth in student achievement over a given period of
time, as measured by an identified assessment and/or body of evidence.
Teacher—any person who provides direct instruction or direct instructional support to students, to whom he/she has been
formally assigned. Classroom teachers, special education teachers, librarians, and guidance counselors shall be
considered teachers according to this definition.
Teachers of Record— Educators who are responsible for a portion of a student’s learning outcomes within a
subject/course.
Value-Added – the use of prior achievement history and appropriate demographic variables to estimate typical
achievement outcomes through a statistical model for students in specific content domains based on a longitudinal data set
derived from students who take state-mandated tests in Louisiana for the purpose of comparing typical and actual
achievement.
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Appendix E

Bossier Parish School Board
COMPASS
Framework for Teaching
Teacher
Observation/Evaluation
Supporting Rubric
It is expected that all teachers will have a range of scores in each domain on the evaluation rubric. The scores
will be averaged for a single evaluation score on a 4-point scale: 1=Ineffective, 2=Effective: Emerging,
3=Effective: Proficient, and 4=Highly Effective.
● Highly Effective (4) is reserved for truly outstanding teaching that meets very demanding criteria;
there will be relatively few ratings at this level.
● Effective: Proficient (3) describes solid, expected professional performance; teachers should feel
good about scoring at this level.
● Effective: Emerging (2) indicates that performance has some deficiencies; no teacher should be
content to remain at this level (although some novices might begin here).
● Ineffective (1) indicates a clearly unacceptable performance and must be improved immediately.
3.50 – 4.00
2.50 – 3.49
1.50 – 2.49
1.00 – 1.49

Highly Effective
Effective: Proficient
Effective: Emerging
Ineffective
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Domain 1:
PLANNING AND
PREPARATION

Focus Area 1C:
Setting Instructional
Outcomes
A. Specifies learner
outcomes in clear, concise
objectives

Effective teachers plan and prepare lessons using their extensive knowledge of the content area, the national/state/local curriculum
standards, and their students' needs, interests, abilities, and experience. Learner outcomes relate to major concepts in the content area
and build on prior experience with this content. Objectives are concisely written in terms that are clear to students and observers,
including parents. Objectives describe what students will learn, not the activities students will engage in to master the objectives.
Activities included in the lesson promote higher order thinking, problem solving, inquiry, analysis, reasoning, and creativity. Effective
teachers design lessons that actively engage all students, taking into consideration the diversity among their students. The effective
teacher includes formative assessment to direct scaffolding and differentiation.

Highly Effective (4)
All objectives represent rigorous
and important learning in the
discipline. Outcomes are clear,
written in the form of student
learning, and permit viable
methods of assessment

Effective: Proficient (3)
Most objectives represent rigorous
and important learning in the
discipline. Outcomes are clear,
written in the form of student
learning, and permit viable
methods of assessment

B. Includes activity/activities Activities and outcomes are
that develop(s) objectives aligned and reflect several
different types of learning, and
where appropriate, represent
opportunities for both coordination
of various types of learning and
integration of concepts within the
discipline and in other disciplines
C. Identifies and plans for Outcomes take into account the
individual differences
varying needs of individual
students

Activities and outcomes are
aligned and reflect several
different types of learning and
coordination of various types of
learning

D. Identifies materials, other
than standard classroom
materials, as needed for
lesson

Moderate range of materials
selected, including multi-media;
materials stimulate higher order
thinking, are mostly relevant, and
stimulate motivation and/or
creativity
Methods of evaluation are clearly
stated and designed to measure
learner outcomes, and are
mostly aligned with the stated
objectives

E. States method(s) of
evaluation to measure
learner outcomes

F. Establishes high
expectations for learner
outcomes

Wide range of materials selected,
including multimedia; materials
stimulate higher order thinking, are
current and relevant, and
substantially stimulate motivation
and creativity
Methods of evaluation are clearly
stated and designed to measure
learner outcomes based on
stated objectives, including
differentiated assessments,
where appropriate
All objectives establish high
expectations for all students and
represent rigorous and important
learner outcomes

Outcomes take into account the
varying needs of groups of
students

Most objectives establish high
expectations for all students and
represent somewhat rigorous and
important learner outcomes
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Effective: Emerging (2)

Ineffective (1)

Objectives represent
moderately high expectations
and rigor. Some reflect
important learning in the
discipline and consist of a
combination of outcomes and
activities
Activities and outcomes
somewhat aligned reflect several
different types of learning, but
teacher has made no attempt at
coordination or integration

Outcomes represent low expectations
for students, lack rigor, and do not
reflect important learning in the
discipline

Most outcomes are broad and
general and do not address
the varying needs of individual
students
Limited range of non-standard
materials selected; materials
are not relevant or current
and do not stimulate
motivation or creativity

Outcomes are narrow and address
the needs of only a few students

Methods of evaluation are
stated and designed to
loosely measure learner
outcomes; may not be aligned
with stated objectives

Methods of evaluation are unclear,
unstated, and/or not aligned with the
stated objectives

Objectives establish moderate
expectations for students and
represent weak learner
outcomes

Objectives represent low expectations
for students and do not represent
important learning in the discipline

Outcomes are stated as activities
rather than as student learning

Materials selected do not go beyond
the standard textbook or workbook or
are not used at all in the lesson

G. Follows state/local
guidelines for planning and
instruction and aligns
lessons with locally
designed curricula

Plans, either daily or unit or
module, include all required lesson
plan components prescribed by
school principal. Lesson is
precisely aligned with national,
state, and locally designed
curricula and pacing guides

Domain 2:
CLASSROOM
ENVIRONMENT
Focus Area 2C:
Managing Classroom
Procedures
A. Organizes available
space, materials, and/or
equipment to facilitate
learning

Plans, either daily or unit or
module, include at least 90% of
the lesson plan components
prescribed by school principal.
Lesson plan is mostly aligned with
national, state, and locally
designed curricula and pacing
guides

Plans, either daily or unit or
module, include at least 75% of
the lesson plan components
prescribed by school principal.
Lesson plan is somewhat aligned
with national, state, and locally
designed curricula and pacing
guides

Plans, either daily or unit or module,
include less than half of the required
lesson plan components as prescribed
by school principal. Little or no
alignment with national, state, and
locally designed curricula and pacing
guides

Effective teachers organize their classrooms so that all students can learn. They maximize instructional time and foster respectful
interactions among and between teachers and students with sensitivity to students' diverse cultural, physical, and social
development. Students make a substantive contribution to the effective functioning of the class through self-management.
Procedures, rules, exemplars, and tools for independent learning are visible/available to students.
Highly Effective (4)

Effective: Proficient (3)

Effective: Emerging (2)

Ineffective (1)

Instructional time maximized due to
highly efficient classroom
arrangement, routines, and
procedures. Classroom well
organized and neatly arranged with
clearly defined spaces for materials
and equipment
Learning climate is highly respectful
and considerate as evidenced in
positive teacher- student
relationships as well as positive
student- student relationships

Instructional time flows smoothly
due to efficient classroom
arrangement, routines, and
procedures. Classroom neatly
arranged with designated spaces
for most materials and equipment

Some instructional time lost
due to only partially effective
classroom arrangement,
routines and procedures.
Limited organization of
classroom, materials, and
equipment
Learning climate is respectful and Learning climate is somewhat
considerate as evidenced in mostly respectful; teacher-student and
positive teacher- student
student-student relationships
relationships and student-student vary from positive to negative
relationships

Much instructional time lost
due to inefficient classroom
arrangement, routines and
procedures. Disorganized
classroom and materials

C. Manages routines and
transitions in a timely
manner

Students and teacher consistently
ensure that transitions and other
routines are accomplished
smoothly. It is evident that students
have been well-trained in classroom
rules, routines and procedures

Some students and teacher ensure
that transitions and other routines
are accomplished smoothly. It is
evident that students have been
trained in classroom rules, routines
and procedures.

Few students ensure that
transitions and other routines
are accomplished smoothly.
Teacher only manages routines
and procedures. Students do
not appear to be familiar with
established classroom rules,
routines and procedures

Neither students nor teacher
ensure that transitions and
other routines are
accomplished smoothly. It does
not appear that there are
established classroom rules,
routines and procedures

D. Utilizes resources
effectively

Highly effective use of physical
resources, including technology.
Selection and use of resources
promotes student engagement
and stimulates learning

Effective use of physical resources,
including technology. Selection and
use of resources somewhat
promotes student engagement and
stimulates learning

Selection and use of
resources, including
technology, does little to
promote student engagement
or stimulate learning

Ineffective use of resources or
technology; does not promote
engagement or stimulate learning

E. Establishes high
expectations for learner
behavior

Students take the initiative with their
classmates to ensure that their time
is used productively.
Students working cooperatively in
small groups or working
independently require little to no
assistance from teacher

Some students take the initiative
with their classmates to ensure that
their time is used productively.
Students working cooperatively in
small groups or independently
require some assistance from
teacher

Few students take the initiative
with their classmates to ensure
that their time is used
productively. Students working
cooperatively in small groups or
independently require significant
assistance from teacher

Students do not take the initiative
with their classmates to ensure
that their time is used
productively. Students working in
small groups or independently
require constant assistance from
teacher

B. Promotes a positive
learning climate
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Learning climate is negative
both between teacher-student
and/or student-student

F. Employs monitoring
techniques to facilitate
learning

Monitoring of student behavior is
subtle, proactive, and highly
effective, using techniques that
minimize disruptions and facilitate
learning. Students monitor their own
as well as their peers' behavior

Monitoring techniques are
effective and facilitate learning.
Students need only a few
reminders to remain on task

Monitoring techniques are
limited and inconsistent
resulting in lost instructional
time and off task behavior.
Students need constant
reminders to remain on task

Ineffective monitoring
techniques; most students
demonstrate little to no
engagement in lesson

G. Disciplines consistently
and uses acceptable
methods

Response to misbehavior is
consistent, respectful, and highly
sensitive to the student's individual
needs and dignity

Response to misbehavior is
consistent, respectful, and
sensitive to the student's
dignity

Response to misbehavior is
inconsistent and does not reflect
respect for students

Response to student
misbehavior is reactive,
disrespectful, insensitive,
and/or confrontational

Domain 3:
INSTRUCTION

Focus Area 3B:
Questioning, Discussion,
and Presentation

In the effective teacher's classroom, students are highly engaged in learning and make significant contributions to the success of their
learning and the learning of others; this includes active participation in discussions and learning experiences. Students and teachers
work in ways that demonstrate their belief that rigorous instruction and diligence will result in greater academic achievement. Teacher
feedback is specific to learning targets. Students are aware of their progress in the learning process and can explain the learning
targets as well as what they need to do in order to improve. Effective teachers recognize their responsibility for student learning and
demonstrate significant student growth over time towards individual achievement goals, including academic, behavioral, and/or social
goals.
Highly Effective (4)

Effective: Proficient (3)

Effective: Emerging (2)

Ineffective (1)

A. Employs technique(s)
which develop(s) lesson
objective(s)

Learning experiences are closely
aligned with learning objectives
and represent a very coherent
structure. They are suitable for all
students, differentiated where
appropriate, and likely to engage
all students in significant learning.
Adjusts lesson appropriately to
meet the individual needs of
students

Learning experiences are aligned
with learning objectives and
represent a coherent structure.
They are suitable for most
students. Adjusts lesson
appropriately as needed

Inconsistent alignment of
learning experiences and
learning objectives. Learning
experiences have little structure
and are suitable for only a few
students. Inconsistently adjusts
lesson when needed

B. Sequences lesson to
promote learning

Lesson is logically sequenced
and content logically grouped
to maximize learning

Lesson is logically sequenced
to enhance learning

Lesson is partially sequenced and Lesson is either not
somewhat enhances learning
sequenced or the sequence
detracts from learning

C. Presents accurate
subject matter

Evidence of extensive content
knowledge and application of the
important concepts in the
discipline

Accurate and adequate knowledge Limited knowledge of content
of content and some application of and limited application of
important concepts in discipline
important concepts

Inadequate knowledge of content
and little to no application of
important concepts

D. Manages and/or adjusts
time for activities planned

Routinely manages and
monitors time and adjusts for
planned activities as needed
throughout entire lesson

Manages and monitors time and
occasionally adjusts time for
planned activities during lesson

Inconsistently manages and
monitors time and inconsistently
adjusts time for planned
activities

Does not effectively manage,
monitor, or adjust time for
planned activities

E. Presents content at a
developmentally appropriate
level

Consistently presents content at a
developmentally appropriate level
for all students, taking into
consideration the varying
developmental levels of all
students

Presents content at a
developmentally
appropriate level for most
students

Presents content at a level
that is not developmentally
appropriate for most
students

Presents content at a level that is
far below or above the
developmental levels of the
students
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Learning experiences are poorly
aligned with objectives or not
related to lesson objectives at all.
They do not represent a coherent
structure. They are suitable for
only a few or no students. Fails to
adjust lesson when needed

F. Utilizes effective
questioning techniques

Teacher uses a variety or series of
high level questions or prompts,
challenging students cognitively
and advancing higher order thinking

Teacher uses some high and some
low level questions, but questions
posed are designed to promote
student thinking and understanding

Teacher uses low level questions Ineffective questioning technique
which lead students through a
teacher does not consisten
cognitively challenge students
single path of inquiry, with
answers seemingly determined in
advance

G. Utilizes effective
discussion techniques

Calls on volunteers and nonvolunteers; it is evident that teacher
has developed a system to ensure
that all students have an
opportunity to respond. Students
not only respond to teacher but to
one another in open discussion

Calls on volunteers and nonvolunteers. Students not only
respond to teacher but to one
another in open discussion

Calls almost exclusively on
volunteers; some student to
student discussion with limited
number of students participating in
discussion

Focus Area 3C:
Engaging Students in
Learning
A. Accommodates
individual differences

B. Paces lesson effectively

C. Selects teaching
resource(s) that support
lesson objective(s),
including integration of
technology

D. Stimulates and
encourages higher order
thinking at the appropriate
developmental levels

Highly Effective (4)

Effective: Proficient (3)

Effective: Emerging (2)

Discussion is mostly between
teacher and students with little
opportunity for student to student
discussion and/or student
participation in discussion

Ineffective (1)

Demonstrates in a consistent and
reliable manner the ability to
incorporate knowledge of
students' backgrounds,
performance data, interests, and
special needs in the design and
delivery of differentiated
instruction
Pace of lesson provides all
students the time needed to
effectively engage with and then
reflect upon their learning

Demonstrates ability to
incorporate knowledge of
students, performance data, and
special needs in the design and
delivery of differentiated
instruction

Incorporates some knowledge
of students, performance
data, and special needs in the
design and delivery of
instruction

Pace of lesson is appropriate,
providing most students the
time needed to be intellectually
engaged

Pace of lesson may not provide Pace of lesson is too slow or too
students the time needed to be rushed. Few students are
intellectually engaged
intellectually engaged or interested

Effectively and appropriately
utilizes a variety of school, district
and external resources/materials to
engage, challenge and motivate
students to master lesson
objectives. Routinely and effectively
integrates technology into
instruction and commonly provides
students with an opportunity to use
it
Teacher stimulates and
encourages higher- order thinking
and discussion at the appropriate
developmental levels. Students
formulate high- level questions and
challenge one another’s thinking

Utilizes a variety of school,
district and external
resources/materials to engage
students and aid students in
mastering lesson objectives.
Integrates technology into
instruction and occasionally
provides students with an
opportunity to use it

Utilizes few
resources/materials to
engage, challenge, or
motivate students to master
lesson objectives. Materials
are limited to textbook and
worksheets. Occasionally
integrates technology into
instruction

Teacher does not effectively
demonstrate integration of
technology or resources.
Instructional materials are not
suitable for lesson and/or students

Teacher encourages higherorder thinking at the appropriate
developmental levels and
creates a genuine discussion
among students. Teacher
challenges students to justify
their thinking and successfully
engages most students in the
discussion

Teacher attemps to engage all
students in discussion,
encouraging them to respond
to one another, and to explain
their thinking, with uneven
results

Teacher initiates low-level
discussion and accepts all
contributions without asking
students to explain their reasoning.
Only a few students participate in
the discussion
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Does not incorporate knowledge of
students, performance data,
students' backgrounds or interests
in the design and delivery of
instruction

E. Encourages student
participation

Virtually all students highly involved
and focused throughout the lesson.
Ensures that students become
active learners and problem-solvers.
Orchestrates highly effective
strategies, materials, and groupings
to involve and motivate all students

Students actively think about,
discuss, and use the ideas and
skills being taught during most of
the lesson. Ensures that students
become active learners.
Orchestrates effective strategies,
materials, and groupings to foster
learning

Attempts to get students
actively involved in lesson, but
some students are
disengaged. Uses a limited
range of classroom strategies,
materials and groupings with
mixed success

Mostly lectures to passive students
or has them plod through
textbooks and worksheets; fails to
intellectually engage students

F. Relates relevant examples,
unexpected situations, or
current events to the content

Consistently plans for and
incorporates into lessons relevant
examples and current events which
directly relate to the content. Takes
advantage of unexpected
"teachable moments"

Rarely includes relevant
examples or current events
related to content; rarely takes
advantage of unexpected
"teachable moments"--sticks
strictly to what was planned

Ineffectively and/or
inconsistently uses relevant
examples, current events, or
"teachable moments" in
lessons

G. Utilizes effective
grouping arrangements

Grouping arrangement(s) are
highly effective encouraging
engagement of all students. All
students in the group know the
learning target, the group task
assignment, and their individual
roles in the completion of the
assignment.
Students have extensive choice
in how they complete the task
and the resources and
materials used to complete it

Plans for and incorporates into
lessons relevant examples
and current events which
relate to the content.
Occasionally takes advantage
of unexpected "teachable
moments"
Grouping arrangement(s) are
mostly effective encouraging
engagement of most students.
All students in the group know
the learning target and the group
task assignment. Most know
their individual roles in the
completion of the assignment.
Students have some choice in
how they complete the task and
the resources and materials
used to complete it

Grouping arrangement(s) are
moderately effective. Most of
the students in the group know
the learning target and group
task assignment. Few know
their individual roles in the
completion of the assignment.
Students have few choices
in how they complete the
task and the resources and
materials used to complete
it

Grouping arrangement(s) are
ineffective. Students do not know
the learning target or the group task
assignment. Students do not know
their individual roles in the
completion of the assignment and
have no choice in how the task is to
be completed or the resources and
materials used to complete it

Focus Area 3D: Using
Assessment in
Instruction

Highly Effective (4)

Effective: Proficient (3)

A. Monitors ongoing
performance of students

Students and teacher collaborate to
consistently monitor understanding
and progress through students' own
initiative and/or as a result of tasks
set by teacher

B. Employs appropriate and
effective assessment
techniques

Assessment is fully integrated into Formative assessment is
instruction through extensive use of regularly used to support
formative assessment
instruction

C. Provides timely feedback to Feedback to students is specific,
students regarding their
accurate, and timely, and is
progress
provided from multiple sources
including other students

Students and teacher
collaborate to monitor
understanding and progress
as a result of tasks set by
teacher

Feedback to students is
specific, accurate, and timely,
and it advances student
learning

Effective: Emerging (2)

Ineffective (1)

Inconsistent and limited
monitoring of understanding
and progress by teacher and
students

Little or no monitoring of
understanding or progress

Formative assessment is
sporadically used to support
instruction.

Little or no use of formative
assessment to support instruction

Feedback to students is
general and does not
advance student learning

Feedback is absent or of poor
quality

D. Produces evidence of
student academic growth
under his/her instruction

Produces clear evidence of
Produces evidence of
significant student academic growth student academic growth
supported by multiple sources of
supported by data
data

Evidence indicates that
teacher has produced only
limited student academic
growth

Lack of evidence demonstrating
teacher has advanced student
academic growth

E. Familiarizes students
with assessment criteria

All students are aware of the
assessment criteria

Few students are aware of the
assessment criteria

Students are not aware of the
assessment criteria

Most students are aware of
the assessment criteria
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F. Encourages student selfassessment

All students participate in selfassessment and progress
monitoring

G. Utilizes assessment data to Regularly uses summative
guide instruction
assessment data to diagnose
student progress, guide instruction,
and modify instructional strategies

Most students participate in
self-assessment and progress
monitoring

Few students participate in self- Students do not
assessment
participate in selfassessment

Sometimes uses summative
assessment data to diagnose
student progress, guide
instruction, and modify
instructional strategies

Inconsistently uses summative
assessment data to diagnose
student progress, guide
instruction or modify
instructional strategies
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Ineffectively uses summative
assessment data to diagnose
student progress, guide
instruction, or modify instructional
strategies

